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PRESERVATION PLANNING AT THE LOCAL LEVEL: A CASE STUDY ANALYSIS
Abstract
One of historic preservation planning’s greatest tools is the preservation plan itself, which coordinates the
various interests and activities of planning into one comprehensive document. While a growing number of
localities are publishing preservation plans, comparatively little analysis exists that focuses on
preservation plan implementation and effectiveness. The intention of this thesis is to further contribute to
the critical reflection of this discipline, through a case study-oriented analysis that focuses on
preservation planning history and plan implementation in several cities, in order to determine the
usefulness of such plans and methods of improving successful implementation. The case study cities
analyzed in this thesis are: Providence, Rhode Island, Lancaster, Pennsylvania and Staunton, Virginia. The
selected preservation plans vary in form, content and implementation, and also represent a diversity of
localities. These case study plans were analyzed not only through study of the plans themselves, but by
examining implementation and success of preservation activities in each locality after its publication. As
a result, the analysis presented here includes both a “quantitative” study of outcomes, directly linking plan
recommendations with future results, as well as a qualitative assessment of success in each city,
primarily based on insights expressed by local preservation professionals through interviews. Themes
that are explored here include the planning process, citizen involvement, educational outreach and
preservation incentives.
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INTRODUCTION
Interest in citywide preservation planning as a distinct field from comprehensive city
planning began to develop significantly in the 1970s and 1980s. The growth of the
preservation planning field at that time was demonstrated by the growing number of
localities which began to specifically plan for their historic resources. Localities adopted
historic preservation ordinances, created historic districts and commissions and began to
develop further tools for implementation. One of the greatest such tools has become the
preservation plan, which organizes the various local preservation activities into one
comprehensive document. Interest in preservation planning has continued to grow in more
recent decades, especially as city officials further realize the value of preservation planning in
local design, economic revitalization and sustainability. As preservation planning has
developed, the plan itself has diversified in its form and content.
Historic preservation plans take many different forms, from elements of broader
comprehensive plans to design guidelines, are published for various areas, from rural towns
to larger regions spanning various state lines, and have been published by groups ranging
from external consultants to the local historical commission. The elements contained within
each preservation plan are as varied as its forms and its authors. Some focus on defining
historic contexts and architectural styles, while others are more concerned with economic
development and downtown revitalization. While some are broad policy documents, others
put forth specific recommendations with defined roles for staff and a time frame for
accomplishing each goal. In some localities preservation goals are incorporated with broader
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planning interests such as housing and tourism, while in others they are treated alone,
focused on the creation of historic commissions and ordinances.
While collections of preservation plan examples exist, describing the form and
content of a variety of plans, few take the next step to assess the implementation and effect
of these plans within their respective communities. The intent of the thesis is to study a
selection of local historic preservation plans that vary in form, content and implementation
in order to assess the success of preservation planning, and secondly, to identify a set of
common themes from those studies which will contribute to further refinement of best
practices in preservation planning. The thesis will define common components based on
background research, study of selected preservation plans, and analysis of subsequent
preservation efforts in the respective localities that the writer believes should be included in
preservation plan efforts. Such definition of recommended components will be useful to the
growing number of localities producing their first preservation plans, as well as those which
are revising previous efforts.
This thesis begins with Chapter 1, Methodology, which describes the thesis process,
including preliminary research, method of plan evaluation and plan selection. Chapter 2
focuses on Literature Review, providing a context for this thesis, including available
comprehensive plan and planning literature, plan evaluation literature and preservation
planning literature. This literature review reveals the need for more preservation literature
that focuses on preservation plan evaluation and implementation. Chapter 3, City Planning
History: An Overview, follows with a brief introduction to the evolution of the city planning
and preservation planning fields and their respective uses of the written plan as a method of
2


establishing and implementing planning policy. Chapter 4 introduces the first case study,
Preservation Plan Implementation in Providence, Rhode Island. Chapters 5 and 6 continue with
additional case study reviews, Preservation Plan Implementation in the City of Lancaster, Pennsylvania
and Preservation Plan Implementation in Staunton, Virginia, respectively. The thesis concludes in
its final chapter with a comprehensive review of themes revealed in each case study, leading
to a final presentation of recommended practices for local preservation plans.
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CHAPTER 1: METHODOLOGY
Research for this thesis began with the topics of comprehensive city planning and
preservation planning. Gathering such information was important in order to form the
context for this thesis topic. This research formed the background understanding for this
work, as well as several specific components of the thesis, specifically Chapter 3: City Planning
History: An Overview, which introduces the concepts of city planning and the comprehensive
plan, the history of preservation planning and the preservation plan, and finally, provides an
overview of relevant literature on implementation and evaluation methods in the planning
fields. The process of forming this literature review and background contributed first to a
more thorough knowledge of the field, and secondly to an understanding of the gaps in
preservation planning literature that will be discussed in this thesis.
Comprehensive city planning was studied first in order to gather information on the
history and general principles of planning practice. As historic preservation planning and
preservation plans are closely related to developments in the broader field of city planning
and comprehensive plans, initial research appropriately focused on these topics. While
comparatively little analytical research has focused on the actual implementation and
evaluation of preservation plans, the broader planning field itself has a longer history and
more literature devoted to its general principles and best practices. The content, form and
evaluation of comprehensive city plans was also researched in order to gain a better
understanding of how preservation plans might be analyzed and evaluated.
The next step of initial research focused on the history and background of
preservation planning and preservation plans specifically. As a result, commonly accepted
4


elements of preservation plans were explored and outlined. The final steps of initial research
involved synthesizing available writings which analyze common preservation plan
components and generally accepted best practices.
With initial research completed and preservation plan precepts understood and
defined, the next step was the actual evaluation of selected preservation plans in order to
assess best practices and tools for evaluation. This included first defining how this evaluation
would be performed. As established through the literature review, there are several generally
accepted (if much debated) methods for evaluating plans, including plan critique of
individual plans, comparative evaluation of multiple written plans, and finally, evaluation of
plan outcomes after assumed implementation. Through literature review, it was found that
on the whole, planning evaluation has focused mainly on evaluating the form and content of
the plan itself, but that there has been little focus on whether plan objectives are actually
achieved in practice. 1 In order to begin to fill this gap in preservation planning literature
specifically, this thesis uses the evaluation method of plan outcome, which involves
researching if the plan was implemented and if so, how successfully.
This evaluation was accomplished through use of three case studies, where
implementation successes and failures could be studied within specific localities. Rather than
choose plans and localities at random, the author based the choice on published
bibliographies and summaries of preservation plans. As discussed previously, while
evaluation of plan implementation is lacking in preservation literature, a fair amount of plan
1

Lucie Laurian, Maxine Day, Philip Berke, Neil Ericksen, Michael Backhurst, Jan Crawford and Jenny Dixon
“Evaluating Plan Implementation; A Conformance-Based Methodology,” Journal of the American Planning
Association, Vol. 70, No. 4 (Autumn 2004).
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summary and review does exist. Most of these published works focus on discussing a
selection of published plans, and summarizing plan components and form. The plans
included are generally singled out for their well-written form and presumed success as a
result. One often cited example of preservation plan review is Local Historic Preservation Plans:
A Selected Annotated Bibliography by Neil Gagliardi and Stephen Morris. The Annotated
Bibliography was initially published in 1993 by the National Park Service, which sought to
provide an overview of the range of plans in use at that time and thereby to convey the
flexibility inherent in planning. The authors selected plans from various locations throughout
the country, and included a range of community types from rural areas to larger cities. The
authors also consciously included a wide range of approaches to preservation planning and
the forms that such preservation documents take. The Annotated Bibliography was published
with the intent of giving interested communities a resource from which to research how
similar communities have approached the incorporation of historic preservation into their
community planning, and also to emphasize the diversity of preservation plans, thus
demonstrating that plans can be tailored to specific community needs. The authors of the
Annotated Bibliography acknowledged that the scope of their project was limited to the
evaluation of the written documents. No efforts were made to assess the success of the
included plans as research did not include field evaluation of whether the plans were wellimplemented, if at all.
The three discussed case studies in this thesis were chosen from this Annotated
Bibliography. The selection was made from this work first because the selection of plans had
already been screened by the authors, and because by the fact of their assessment each plan
had the potential to be a successful example of preservation planning. The author felt that
6


research would be aided by the knowledge that each plan had what professionals considered
the potential for success. The question was how these well-written plans actually performed
in the context of real planning and policy efforts. The final result would be hindered by
analysis of poorly written plans that had little chance of succeeding to begin with. Secondly,
the case study plans were selected from the Annotated Bibliography because sufficient time has
passed since their publication that the author could effectively analyze how preservation
efforts have played out in accordance with the published plans. Planning efforts cannot be
analyzed without ample perspective, therefore the author wanted to ensure that analysis took
place in localities where defined and planned preservation efforts have had time to mature.
In choosing the three case studies, the plans were first narrowed down by
geographical accessibility to the author, in this case limited to Mid-Atlantic and New
England cities. Case studies were limited to those localities which could be easily visited by
the writer, in order to accomplish in-person interviews if necessary. The final choice of case
studies did not heavily rely on including a variety of locality size or characteristics, although
this was taken into account, but were chosen by including plans with a variety of form,
content and recommendations. The final case studies chosen for this thesis are: A Plan for
Preservation, Providence, Rhode Island; Preserving Community Character: City of Lancaster, Pennsylvania;
and Preservation in Staunton: A Comprehensive Preservation Plan for Staunton, Virginia.
With the plans chosen, the next step was to define the method of plan evaluation.
One of the most often cited sources on plan evaluation is an article entitled “General Plan
Evaluation Criteria” by William C. Baer, published by the Journal of the American Planning
Association in 1997. Within the broader topic of plan outcome evaluation, Baer discusses
7


several approaches, and presents important questions such as whether a “post hoc measure
should be the difference between plan and reality, or the difference between what would
have occurred in the absence of any plan and what happened with a plan in place?”. 2 In
other words, should a plan be treated as a “blueprint,” as Baer calls it, or as a vision for
change which can have varied outcomes in reality and still be considered successful. For this
thesis, a combination of the blueprint, or what could be called the quantitative, method of
evaluation was employed in conjunction with a qualitative outlook.
After case study selection, each plan was read, and specific goals, recommendations
and actions put forth by the plan were extracted. The next stage of research involved finding
out whether or not each of these recommendations had been successfully completed, and if
not, what have been the obstacles to success. Each case study approached recommendation
review slightly differently and this has been reflected in the analysis presented in this thesis.
For example, Providence presents “30 achievable, key actions” in its “28-page action
strategy,” 3 each of which has been individually analyzed in this thesis. In contrast, both
Lancaster and Staunton represent vision and policy approaches, respectively. Case study
analysis for those cities focused on the more goal-oriented approach of these cities rather
than on specific, detailed actions.
Much of this work was accomplished through internet research, as many municipal
planning and historic preservation departments provide detailed information through
website publication on their activities and accomplishments, as well as subsequently
2

W.C. Baer, “General Plan Evaluation Criteria: An Approach to Making Better Plans,” Journal of the American
Planning Association, Vol. 63, 1997.
3 Neil Gagliardi and Stephen Morris, Local Historic Preservation Plans: A Selected Annotated Bibliography, U.S.
Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Cultural Resources Branch of Preservation Planning, 1993,
9.
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published plans which often describe intervening accomplishments and reasons for
successes or failures in the past. This secondary source research helped to reveal
“quantitative” results which directly linked plan recommendations with outcomes.
In addition to analysis of available internet information and published plans, research
also involved contact with the plan’s writers if possible, as well as representatives of local
planning offices, historical commissions, advocacy groups, and other involved parties for
both access to the plans and for information and interviews regarding the successes and
failures of the plans. Interview subjects were contacted through e-mail correspondence and
phone. The majority of discussions were conducted through phone interviews, while several
of the Lancaster interviews were conducted in-person. Before each interview, interview
subjects were e-mailed a list of questions. Generally, half of the questions were directed at
understanding of general preservation issues within the locality, while the second half were
focused on the implementation of specific plan elements. Questions were tailored
specifically for each interview subject, but the following list is representative of questions
asked to the majority of interview subjects:
1. In your opinion, or to your knowledge, are preservation professionals in ____ still aware of
the plan, _______?
2. Do you recall if at the time of publication, there was broad support for the plan and active
moves towards implementing its recommendations?
3. Are there any preservation achievements that you would directly attribute to this plan?
4. Overall, would you rate the plan as a success or failure, effective or ineffective? In other
words, has the plan directly played a role in decision-making within the community and
planning efforts, has it guided preservation actions?
5. Based on your experience with prior preservation plans or preservation in ____ if you were
to issue and RFP for an update (or replacement) today, what elements or recommendations
would you want to see included in the plan?
6. Today, do you feel that historic preservation is a priority in the city - do city departments
consider preservation goals in their decision-making? Do municipal actions generally reflect
a preservation policy?
9


7. Do you feel there is preservation “awareness” among local citizens – are property owners
included in the preservation planning process?
8. What are (or what have been) the most significant obstacles to achieving preservation goals
in ____?
9. Were preservation priorities in ____ different at the time of the publication (or in the 1990s)
than they are today?
10. Who/what are the main implementers of preservation in ____? City departments, advocacy
groups, private professionals, volunteers, citizens?

Interview subjects provided not only opinions on the implementation and impact of the
plans and the quality of preservation efforts within their localities, but also relevant data.
With this information gathered and synthesized, preservation plan success was
analyzed, and final conclusions made as to best practices for preservation plans, and the
varied factors which influence successful implementation.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
This literature review is divided into clear research sections. While each topic
discussed here may not be specifically discussed again in subsequent chapters, the
research presented here has informed the ideas underlying this thesis, and has been vital
to analysis and development of conclusions and recommendations. For example, this
literature review takes the opportunity to briefly explore the evolution of the city planning
field and of its most well-known tool, the comprehensive plan. This research has been
performed because preservation planning and the historic preservation plan itself have
received comparatively less attention in published literature. As preservation planning has
grown along with developments in the general planning field, and borrowed as well as
enriched many of its concepts and tools, it is appropriate here to analyze developments in
comprehensive city plans in order to apply concepts of implementation and evaluation to
preservation plans. The distinct research veins presented here are these: an introduction
to the development of city planning and the comprehensive plan, with sub-sections on
works that focus on new developments in the evolution of the plan, and plan
implementation and evaluation of plans; history of preservation planning and the
preservation plan; and finally, works focused on review of preservation plans or analysis
of their function and evaluation. The selected plans for this thesis, while probably the
most important literature reviewed for this work, are not discussed here as they are the
basis of the work and receive full attention in future chapters.
The development of the city planning profession and of the comprehensive plan
has been well-documented in academic and practical literature. Numerous works are
11


devoted not only to the history of the field, but to its evolution as new developments and
trends rise to the surface. Additionally, articles analyzing planning’s actual role in cities
and its effectiveness have been extensively published. Finally, much has been written
about how one can connect the written plan to what is actually implemented in cities, and
how one can evaluate the implementation of plans in cities.
Most works dealing with the development of the field and the comprehensive
plan, as well as accepted elements of comprehensive plan documents, are published in
introductory texts to the field, which thoroughly introduce those new to the field to the
basics of planning. Such works include John M. Levy’s Contemporary Urban Planning (1st
edition 1991), Melville C. Branch’s Comprehensive Planning: General Theory and Principles
(1983), and Eric Kelly’s and Barbara Becker’s Community Planning: An Introduction to the
Comprehensive Plan (2000). These works provide generally accepted approaches to planning
today as well as cover the basics of planning’s development over time.
Articles published in varied journals of the planning profession address more
specific and critical approaches to planning, analyzing how and why the field has evolved
and what new approaches have come to the forefront. Numerous articles focus on the
development of the profession and the difference between academic planning, or what is
considered ideal planning, and what actually occurs in practice when numerous concerns,
stakeholders and politics are involved. One such article is “Toward Greater Heights for
Planning; Reconciling the Differences between Profession, Practice and Academic Field”
(2005) by Dowell Myers and Tridlib Banerjee, in which the authors discuss the growing
interest in the planning field, their concern over the field’s identity as attached to the
12


comprehensive plan, and their opinion that the field should grow to include the varied
planning activities that planners actually practice today. 4 “Does Planning Need the Plan?”
published by Michael Neuman in 1998, questions the comprehensive plan’s status as the
centerpiece of planning, and compares plan-based and non-plan based practice. The
article provides a useful history of “the plan” and discusses varied critiques that have
been aimed at it over time. Plans focused on the physical and those focused on policy are
discussed in-depth. Neuman concludes that to be most effective, the new and varied tools
introduced to planning need to linked to a plan which gives them a legal and
implementation basis. 5
The latest approaches, which such authors argue produce stronger plans, are
discussed and debated in both complementary and competing articles. Many recent
articles discuss the importance of community involvement in the planning process, an
issue which may prove to be particularly applicable to successful historic preservation
planning efforts. Knowledge of such developments and new tools will be applied in
subsequent recommendations for historic preservation plan improvement. For example,
Raymond Burby’s “Making Plans that Matter; Citizen Involvement and Government
Action” (2003) focuses on the concept that strong plans come from planning processes
that involve various stakeholders, and argues that ineffective plans and poor
implementation usually occur when the public is not involved in creating the plan. Most
importantly, the article provides evidence to the truth of these statements through

4

Dowell Myers and Tridib Banerjee, “Toward Greater Heights for Planning, Reconciling the Differences
between Profession, Practice, and Academic Field,” Journal of the American Planning Association, Vol. 71, No. 2,
(Spring 2005).
5 Michael Neuman, “Does Planning Need the Plan?” Journal of the American Planning Association, Vol. 64, No. 2,
(Spring 1998).
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thorough research and data analysis. 6 “Mandating Citizen Participation in Plan Making:
Six Strategic Planning Choices” published by Samuel Brody, David Godschalk and
Raymond Burby in 2003, echoes the idea that citizen participation is a key component in
planning which leads to the production of “enduring plans.” They emphasize the
importance of participation in not only building trust, but in enforcing commitment to
the implementation of proposed policies. Again, the authors scientifically analyze the
connection between citizen participation and outcome. In “Planning Through Consensus
Building; A New View of the Comprehensive Plan” (1996), Judith Innes focuses on
responding to critiques of the practice of planning and plans by emphasizing the
development of new practices that have renewed the field - most specifically, consensus
building and stakeholder involvement. 7
Important to this thesis is the review of works that focus on the evaluation of the
success or failure of plan implementations, thereby refining ideas as to what is most
important in plan creation and what elements must be included. Literature review shows
that this has become a particularly pressing issue in recent decades, with numerous
articles published throughout the 1990s and 2000s devoted to the topic. Such research
has informed not only specific recommendations for this thesis project, but has formed
the very basis for the project. The amount of discussion devoted to plan implementation
and evaluation reveals that it is considered a significant issue worthy of close study.

6

Raymond J. Burby, “Making Plans that Matter; Citizen Involvement and Government Action,” Journal of the
American Planning Association, Vol. 69, No. 1, (Winter 2003).
7 Judith E. Innes, “Planning Through Consensus Building; A New View of the Comprehensive Planning
Ideal,” Journal of the American Planning Association, Vol. 62, No. 4, (Autumn 1996).
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For example, Mark Seasons, the author of “Monitoring Evaluation in Municipal
Planning; Considering Realities,” (2003) opens his article by acknowledging that planners
often come away from their work feeling uncertain about “the efficiency, effectiveness, or
impact of their interventions.” He states that planners would feel more confident in their
work if some “causality” could be established between planning interventions or
suggestions and actual decisions and implementation. The author also specifically
mentions that planners need “clearer definitions of success or failure in specific
contexts,” an idea first put forth by a variety of E. Talen’s works published in the early
1990s concerning methods to evaluate implementation. Important to the research of this
thesis, Seasons emphasizes the equal importance of qualitative research to complement
quantitative data when evaluating plan effectiveness. 8 This opinion will affect the
approach to analysis in this thesis, and validate a qualitative approach to analysis of
success and failure where quantitative data may be unavailable or where qualitative
analysis seems more applicable.
One of the most influential and cited articles concerned with plan implementation
and evaluation is “General Plan Evaluation Criteria” written by William C. Baer in 1997.
Baer begins his article by describing several types of plan evaluation, and goes on to
review each of these approaches. Baer emphasizes that planning will not be taken
seriously as a profession unless evaluation criteria exists with which to judge
effectiveness. The type of plan implementation most applicable to this thesis is what Baer
calls “Evaluating Post Hoc Plan Outcomes.” Baer states that the purpose here is to

8

Mark Seasons, “Monitoring and Evaluation in Municipal Planning, Considering the Realities,” Journal of the
American Planning Association, Vol. 69, No. 4 (Autumn 2003).
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discover first of all if the plan was implemented, and next, how it performed or its
effectiveness. The author points out that significant time needs to pass before a plan can
be implemented and therefore evaluated. Generally, this type of evaluation calls for what
he calls the “blueprint method,” whereby one compares the plan’s intended outcome
against what has actually occurred. While this type of evaluation has faced some criticism,
Baer seems to support its application as long as the evaluator keeps in mind the
underlying concept of the plan and allows for some variants in implementation,
recognizing that implementation in the real world may not adhere strictly to the plan, but
can still be considered successful. 9
In a field like historic preservation planning, in which ideas like quality of life or
sense of place are so emphasized, qualitative data may be the best means to analyzing the
outcome of preservation plans. “Evaluating Plan Implementation,” published by a group
of planning professors under the direction of Lucie Laurian, emphasizes that planners
know very little about actual implementation of their plans, relying more on assumptions
about success or failure than on any actual assessment. Published in 2004, the article
asserts that “To date, the planning evaluation literature has focused on evaluating the
nature and quality of plans and planning practice, but has paid little attention to whether
plan objectives and policies are actually achieved in practice.” The writers propose to
address this problem by employing what they call a “conformance-based approach” to
evaluation, which focuses on planning outcomes and the link between plans and actual
development. The authors would consider a plan implemented and therefore successful if

9

W.C. Baer, “General Plan Evaluation Criteria: An Approach to Making Better Plans,” Journal of the American
Planning Association, Vol. 63 (1997).
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development patterns were to adhere to the plan’s policies and objectives. 10 While the
details of such works may not be directly employed to analyze the preservation plans
studied in subsequent chapters, their basic ideas have greatly helped to inform this thesis
project and have proven the need for such evaluation.
The extensive writing about comprehensive planning and the thorough analysis
its practices have received, which are only hinted at above, is not echoed within historic
preservation literature. Literature review has revealed that the major focus of published
historic preservation literature remains on physical conservation techniques or planning
for the conservation and preservation of individual structures. While planning literature
has grown, its focus seems to remain mostly on the history and development of the
preservation field and preservation planning as a concept. Practical application of
preservation planning is usually discussed in the context of tools like local historic
districts and commissions. There is little available research on the concrete application of
preservation planning in the form of preservation plans, which form both the conceptual
and practical basis for the use of such tools.
Preservation literature does, however, address the link between planning practice
and preservation practice, which is needed here to legitimize the connection between
approaches to comprehensive plan evaluation and preservation plan evaluation.
Preservation planning has borrowed from urban planning before, and it should continue
to follows its lead in analyzing implementation. One article that addresses the evolution
of this linkage is Eugenie Birch’s and Douglass Roby’s “The Planner and the
10

Lucie Laurian, Maxine Day, Philip Berke, Neil Ericksen, Michael Backhurst, Jan Crawford and Jenny Dixon,
“Evaluating Plan Implementation: A Conformance-Based Methodology,” Journal of the American Planning
Association, Vol. 70, No. 4 (Autumn 2004).
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Preservationist,” published in 1984, which emphasizes that the planning and historic
preservation fields have had similar patterns of development. The article not only
addresses planning’s initial ambivalence to preservation, but also how the two fields have
moved closer together in recent years. 11 The article provides a useful background on the
history of preservation planning and its connection to general urban planning. Another
useful work has been Marya Morris’ “Innovative Tools for Historic Preservation” (1992)
which devotes a full chapter to “Preservation and the Comprehensive Plan,” covering the
types of local preservation plans and what preservation gains in the planning process.
Morris explains both the inclusion of planning elements into comprehensive plans as well
as the development of the stand-alone comprehensive plan itself. The article mostly
focuses on descriptions of types of plans, but does provide some guidance on how
historic preservation should be coordinated with the comprehensive plan. 12
As for analyzing preservation plans specifically, most literature in the past has
been in the form of a summary review of one or several plans. Publications that focus on
a variety of plans which have been analyzed at least for a likelihood of success appears
rare, with the most cited and referenced example being Neil Gagliardi’s and Stephen
Morris’ Annotated Bibliography (1993) which influenced the case study selections for this
thesis project. As with other annotated bibliographies and general reviews, the authors
acknowledge that the scope of their project did not include evaluation of successful (or
unsuccessful) plan implementation. 13 Until recently, little published work in a similar vein
to that publication has been produced. Just recently, Randall Mason, a professor of
11

Eugenie Ladner Birch and Douglass Roby, “The Planner and the Preservationist: An Uneasy Alliance” (APA
Journal Spring 1984).
12 Marya Morris, Innovative Tools for Historic Preservation (Chicago, IL: American Planning Association, 1992).
13 Gagliardi.
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planning in the historic preservation program at the University of Pennsylvania, published
an article entitled “Preservation Planning in American Cities,” (Winter 2009) for Forum
Journal. The article describes a survey process undertaken by Mason as well as other
faculty and students from the University of Pennsylvania, in which researchers “surveyed
patterns and trends in preservation planning at the citywide scale in U.S. cities.” The
article puts forth a useful detailed description of current plan type and form as well as
some analysis on the “ideal” for preservation planning. 14
One significant exception to this more common bibliography or survey form of
study is Preparing a Historic Preservation Plan, a booklet written by Bradford J. White and
Richard J. Roddewig, published by the National Trust for Historic Preservation and the
American Planning Association in 1994. This work devotes considerable effort to
explaining the purposes of preservation planning, types of preservation planning, and the
concept of a written preservation plan. Most importantly, it also devotes a chapter to
“Elements of a Good Preservation Plan,” which the authors believe should include such
elements as a historic resources survey, coordinating preservation efforts with zoning and
land use plans, and incentives for historic preservation. The publication’s final chapter is
devoted to the preparation and implementation of historic preservation plans. The
majority of this chapter is devoted to plan preparation and adoption, which the authors
describe through the use of several case studies. A smaller section at the end of the
chapter discusses several identified steps to effective plan implementation, but does not
identify any specific examples of successful plans or analyze the actual implementation of
any of its identified case studies. Published shortly after Gagliardi and Morris’ Annotated
14
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Bibliography, this work emphasizes many of the same principles of well-written plans, but
again does not analyze plan success in the context of actual implementation. 15 This is
largely due to the fact that the publication of comprehensive preservation plans did not
begin to significantly emerge until this period, therefore not allowing the authors
sufficient time for such analysis.
In addition to journal and book research, attempts at researching the topic
through internet resources has been thoroughly undertaken, with the hopes that the most
up-to-date information would be provided by preservation firms, foundations or interest
groups through their sites. This search returned an unexpectedly small amount of
literature, with most work again focusing on examples of preservation plans, but very
little evaluation of the successes or failures of their implementation.
The website of the National Park Service provides the most information and
guidance for preservation planning. The website includes discussion of preservation
planning within the context of the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards, as well as some
guidelines for creation of a preservation plan through inclusion of historic contexts and
integration with management frameworks, which means other city planning concerns and
their defined land units. The National Park Service web publications also greatly
emphasize the new focus on public participation, and provide detailed information on the
importance of public involvement as well as specific ways to accomplish this goal. 16
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The most relevant publication found through internet research is a draft
document circulated by the National Park Service entitled “Draft Principles of
Preservation Planning; Guidance for Local, State, Tribal and Federal Preservation
Efforts,” dating from March 2000. The goal of this project is similar to that proposed by
this thesis, with the intent “To identify best practices [or guiding principles] in historic
preservation planning at the federal, state, tribal, and local levels to help guide future
planning activities.” 17 Sue Renaud, Preservation Planning Program Manager at the
National Park Service, states that these draft principles grew out of a project to identify
best practices in order to update the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Preservation
Planning. The project was the product of an “Issues Identification Meeting” in 1998 which
brought together representatives from municipalities, State Historic Preservation Offices
and federal agencies. A “Document Study” covering planning theory and practice and
plans themselves was conducted, and a “Fact Finding” phase collected “best practices”
based on survey of practitioners through meetings and correspondence. 44 “Preliminary
Statements of Best Practice in Preservation Planning” were gleaned from this process,
which were then edited to the final “Draft Principles” in 2000. According to Renaud, the
principles are still in draft form, and have not yet been completed. 18
Literature review research has not uncovered any other documents which are
specifically related to analyzing preservation plan implementation and evaluation, or best
practices of preservation plans. While the importance of such analysis is supported by the
more thorough study demonstrated in the field of comprehensive city planning, similar
17
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work in the field of preservation has not been undertaken in-depth to date. Furthermore,
while some principles and recommendations have been set forth in a scattering of
documents based on literature research, analysis has not yet been undertaken by revisiting
cities with preservation initiatives and evaluating based on actual circumstances and
fieldwork. This gap in preservation literature provides an opportunity to initiate such
analysis within the field of historic preservation, with further refinement of best practices
and evaluation tools encouraged in the future.
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CHAPTER 3: CITY PLANNING HISTORY: AN OVERVIEW
3.1 Introduction to the History of City Planning and the Comprehensive Plan
Over time preservation planning and the preservation plan have grown to be
increasingly interrelated with the field of comprehensive city planning. Preservation planning
has adopted much of the theory and practice of city planning, and has developed and
evolved along with the broader planning field. City planning has a significantly longer history
than preservation planning, and its history and development from the 19th through the 21st
centuries will be briefly described here in order to provide a context for the eventual birth of
the preservation planning field and its subsequent phases in theory and practice.
While “planning” is a broad field which can occur at many levels, from national to
neighborhood planning, the focus of this thesis is on planning at the local or community
level in keeping with the subsequent analysis of local preservation plans. Planning at any
level, for any type of activity, has “in common a conscious effort to define systematically and
think through a problem to improve the quality of decision making.” 19 Such planning
becomes necessary due to issues of “interconnectedness and complexity.” 20 At its most basic
level, city planning can be defined as the field of study and practice that determines the
design and organization of space and activities within a defined locality.
To some extent, planning for cities has existed for centuries. In Comprehensive Planning
for the 21st Century, Melville Branch states that:
“Since the earliest days of humankind, planning has been inherent in personal and
society activities, recognized as essential to the conduct of government, business, and
war…This forethought has been organized and formalized in most areas of human
19
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endeavor, and has long since been incorporated into the institutional and legal
structure of society.” 21
Another source points out, however, that while “Efforts to prescribe the shape of human
settlement have occurred throughout recorded history and many historians have chronicled
the results….this fact does not mean that city planning, as conceived by its Progressive Era
proponents, had been present all along.” 22 City planning as it has developed as a professional
field in the United States, then, came about primarily in response to the rapid urbanization
that began in the late 19th century. 23 Prior to that period, planning in the United States was
either focused on the creation of new settlements, or was focused on independent projects. 24
The pressures of urban growth and development brought about a need for organized
intervention and action. With growth and greater complexity “more systematic shaping of
cities seemed warranted.” 25 This more systematic view of planning for cities grew from the
earlier and more fragmented response to growing urban pressures (or special purpose
planning 26 ), combined with the ideals of the Progressive Era and the City Beautiful
movement.
While sources unanimously support the idea that city planning as a professional field
began its growth in the early 20th century, it is Jon Peterson’s The Birth of City Planning in the
United States 1840-1917 that most directly links the field’s beginnings with Progressive Era
reform stating that “City planning is best understood as a child of Progressive Era urban
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reform.” 27 In fact, it was during this era that “city planning” was first officially used in this
period. 28 The rapid industrialization and urbanization of recent years produced problems like
pollution, congestion, and related social ills that awakened reform instincts in activists.
Slowly, local reform became more widespread and began to focus on the city as a
comprehensive whole. The City Beautiful movement grew out of these concerns and
discussions.
While the City Beautiful movement is best known for its concentration on the
monumental beautification of cities in order to create civic virtue among populations,
Peterson treats City Beautiful as “a complex historical force rooted in local life and linked to
the broader sweep of urban reform in the United States.” 29 Emerging first between 1897 and
1902, 30 the movement’s grand designs were often utopian in nature and not completely
practical, but they did promote a comprehensive view of the city, and cohesion of its ideas in
plan form, which would greatly influence the development of city planning. This
comprehensive view of the city is said to be entirely new to this period. Peterson states that
the movement’s leaders, including Frederick Olmstead, felt that “the overall development of
the modern city as a physical entity should be controlled in a coherent, all-encompassing way
by public authority. Without question, this was a new idea, warranting fresh
nomenclature.” 31 In order to carry out their ideas and goals planning advocates promoted
framing planning ideas in a comprehensive plan. 32 It is said that “By 1905, the movement
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was fulfilling its most ambitious ideal: the comprehensive planning of cities.” 33 The first
deliberate comprehensive plan was that published by the Municipal Art Society for New
York City in 1903. 34 Peterson states that “By 1911, the birth of city planning was an
accomplished fact. A self-conscious, nationally organized field of endeavor with
comprehensive planning as its core principle had emerged as the unintended response to the
social progressive challenge.” 35 Once established, the field next had to begin to define itself
and build credibility.
Slowly, authority and laws were transformed in order to adapt to the need to
implement these plans. City authorities that had the legal basis to implement plans needed to
be created. The first was a planning commission established by Hartford, Connecticut in
1907. 36 The combination of the comprehensive plan with this designated authority to
implement it is what truly transformed the field. One such plan, which had a marked impact
on the history of city planning, was the Plan of Chicago. One source calls it the “single most
important offshoot of the City Beautiful movement, as far as the development of an
American planning tradition is concerned.” 37 It is said that “the Plan of Chicago defined for
a long time the planner’s and perhaps also the informed citizen’s view of what a plan should
be.” 38 The plan was comprehensive, long-term, focused on public land, and was to be
implemented largely through public capital investment. 39
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The concepts of the comprehensive plan formed in these early years lasted for many
decades, with the most important developments in that period focusing on “the evolution of
public control over privately owned land. Beginning in the very late nineteenth century, a
series of laws and court cases began to establish the right of local government to control the
use of land that it did not own. The capacity of government to zone land for different uses
was fairly well established by 1920 or so.” 40 Throughout the 1920s, zoning ordinances were
created throughout the United States as legal precedents were established. 41 This right of the
government to exercise control over use of private property is “one of the central stories in
the history of modern planning. Were local governments unable to exercise control over the
use of privately owned land, the practice of planning in the United States would be vastly
different and more limited.” 42 Concurrently, planning commissions and staff were created
and hired to oversee implementation of plans and compliance with these new zoning
regulations. 43
Some historians note that the city planning field suffered setbacks during the Great
Depression, but following World War II, the concepts of planning and the comprehensive
plan were revived. 44 An increase in planning activity came about as a response to the growth
and expansion of suburbs, as well as to the increased need to revitalize inner cities due to
this suburbanization. 45 During this period in the 1950s and 1960s, city planning became
known for its alignment with the federal government’s urban renewal projects. At this time,
federal law required that urban renewal projects follow a comprehensive city plan before the
40
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work could be funded. 46 This work renewed interest in and awareness of city planning and
the comprehensive plan.
By the mid-1960s, however, backlash against both urban renewal, and by connection,
comprehensive planning, began to build. First, it had become apparent that urban renewal
was failing to revitalize cities, and that well-defined, strategic goals needed to be formulated
by cities, rather than relying on the utopian, top-down approach put forth by the City
Beautiful movement decades before. Secondly, comprehensive plans began to be seen “as
elitist and too preoccupied with the physical city.” 47 Citizen involvement and an integration
of physical design with social concerns became more important. City planning was “moving
away from its traditional view that there is a unified public interest which should guide urban
development and whose discovery is the planner’s special province, and toward a pluralistic
view of the public interest and of the necessity for a reconciliation of separate special
interests.” 48 These new ideas have grown since that period, with a greater focus on citizen
involvement, community awareness and smaller-scale planning at the local and
neighborhood level. Comprehensive plans are now associated more with an integrated, fluid
approach to numerous issues and concerns than with the former idea that treated the
planner as the only expert and the comprehensive plan as a blueprint document that controls
every aspect of the city regardless of competing ideas.
City planning and the comprehensive plan have not disappeared, then, and in fact are
as present as ever in United States cities. Peterson states that:
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“Whether comprehensive planning, simply as a technique, is dead is another matter
altogether. Many city planning commissions and departments exist in the United
States, and many of them still produce or hope to produce master plans of some
sort. At least fifteen states by 1997 prescribed growth-management mandates to be
reflected in local plans, with twelve states requiring or encouraging local
comprehensive plans.” 49
The comprehensive plan is still a strong force in planning efforts, though it now attempts to
incorporate a more citizen-minded, and truly comprehensive, attitude. Recently, the
comprehensive plan of the 21st century has been defined as:
“A plan for an organizational entity as a whole, as distinct from a plan for one or
several of its parts. It is a set of interrelated policies, objectives, and sequential
actions derived from continuous analysis and decision concerning the present state
and future development of the organism. It is the current, adopted statement of
intent, strategy, programmed accomplishment, and expected actions: periodically reexamined to determine what modification is necessary or desirable, but subject to
revision or replacement whenever called for by emergency conditions or unexpected
events of major import. It is a principle measure of institutional, managerial, or
command performance.” 50
In addition to the comprehensive plan are “component” plans which can cover a specific
element of the greater comprehensive plan. One such example of this would be the historic
preservation element of a comprehensive plan. Branch points out that “the component plan
can be comprehensive within itself if it considers the full range of its constituent parts.” 51
These elements of a city’s comprehensive plan are usually dictated by its state’s enabling
legislation, as “A municipality’s authority to do comprehensive planning comes from state
planning and zoning enabling legislation. Comprehensive plans are a declaration of policy
and intent of a local government.” 52 While some cities have voluntarily published
comprehensive plans, others are instructed to do so by the state, and are often required to
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include certain specific elements like historic preservation. Today, planning agencies
(generally with a director, commission and staff) still exist to oversee planning in the city.
Additionally, the agency will generally foster links to the community through advisory and
lay groups. 53
The comprehensive plan itself is the result of a planning process that typically
includes several basic phases which are acknowledged by various sources. Levy specifically
lists them as: research phase; clarification of community goals and objectives; period of plan
formulation; period of plan implementation; period of review and revision. 54 Behind these
phases lies what Levy calls “a highly politicized environment” 55 which involves the entirety
of the city government, the planning agency, local business leaders and developers, citizens
and visitors. Carrying out day-to-day city planning activities and implementing a plan, then,
involves engaging each of these groups and integrating their own vision for the community.
As the city planning field has developed in the 20th and 21st centuries, community
involvement has become an increasingly significant ideal, as well as a practical action of the
planning process. It is generally accepted that successful city planning today includes this
citizen involvement, as well as a fluid, continually updated planning process and document
which can respond to the city’s needs.
3.2 Introduction to the History of Preservation Planning and the Preservation Plan
As discussed above, an historic preservation element is often required as part of a
city’s comprehensive plan. This element may take the form of a separate “component plan”
as Branch calls it, or may be incorporated within the comprehensive plan itself. While urban
53
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design and physical character have been an important part of city planning since its earliest
days as part of the City Beautiful movement, preservation planning as its own acknowledged
field has a much shorter history. Historic preservation’s evolution of focus from planning
for single buildings only (still a significant part of preservation’s conservation science focus)
to preservation planning as a comprehensive tool for an entire community is a fairly recent
phenomenon which has followed the lead of the broader city planning movement. Here, a
brief introduction to preservation planning and the comprehensive historic preservation plan
will be presented, followed by a more in-depth look at preservation plan elements and “bestpractices.”
The connection between historic preservation and planning, and the evolution of the
preservation planning field, was closely analyzed in an article entitled “The Planner and the
Preservationist; An Uneasy Alliance,” published by Eugenie Birch and Douglass Roby in
spring 1984. Here, the authors state that
“Historically, the planning and preservation movements have pursued distinct goals,
served different populations, and experienced dissimilar patterns of organizational
growth. In recent years, however, the two groups have moved closer together. Their
growing cooperation has hinged on two interrelated items: each movement’s
evolving definition of its function in American society, and the changing nature of
public-sector involvement in urban development.” 56
It is acknowledged that while neither side has lost sight of its own interests, they have
generally established grounds for agreement and support, as illustrated through their “joint
participation in selected government activities.” 57 This cooperation is of course an everevolving aspect of local planning, but the fields certainly have more in common today than
they did in their beginning years.
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Birch and Roby assert that “At their inceptions, the planning and preservation
movements had very little in common, despite their shared progressive roots. Although both
were responses to late nineteenth-century urbanization and industrialization, they differed in
thrust, in organizational style, and in their views of the relationship between the public and
private sectors.” 58 Birch and Roby discuss the planning field’s development - much as
outlined above in 3.2 Introduction to the History of Preservation Planning and the Preservation Plan focusing on its development of the master (comprehensive) plan, its developed
implementation devices like zoning and the capital budget, and what the authors felt was an
organized, rational approach to planning that quickly gained support and credibility. 59 This
development is contrasted with historic preservation’s beginnings as a movement initially
motivated by a desire to “Americanize” recent immigrants and by a desire to save important
American monuments from a wave of new construction in the period. 60 Most of these early
preservation efforts were reactionary, and also focused on one landmark or monument at a
time. In these beginning years, preservation also lacked the legal structure and professional
background that planning had begun to build upon.
As a result of these differences, preservation and planning had little in common in
the early years of the 20th century, and did not work to integrate their values. This mutual
independence began to change in the mid-1920s, first with the restoration of Williamsburg,
Virginia in 1924, and then with the creation of the Old City District in Charleston, South
Carolina in 1931. 61 While Williamsburg was in many ways a continuation of old-fashioned
preservation approaches that focused on reconstruction of historic buildings and elements, it
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moved preservation planning forward by also eventually taking into account the integration
of other concerns like visitor access. 62 Charleston was a much more significant step forward
in the evolution of preservation planning, utilizing three major tools which have become
important to preservation planning: “surveying, zoning and financing.” 63 Not only were
boundaries set for an historic overlay district, but an historic architectural review board was
also created. This development in Charleston did not have an immediate effect throughout
the nation, but its tools would become more common in future years.
The integration of preservation and planning would grow during New Deal activities
in the 1930s. As planners concentrated on projects like slum clearance and transportation,
preservationists took advantage of federal funds through more site-specific projects like
those undertaken by the Historic American Buildings Survey, which was created during this
era. By the end of this period, “the framework for a planning/preservation alliance was in
place,” 64 and preservationists had begun to adapt techniques from the planning profession. 65
As discussed in the previous section, the next significant phase in city planning took
place during the urban renewal years after World War II. Such activities, which promoted
large-scale destruction and new construction in older inner-cities, were not particularly
friendly to preservation, but some cities began to set a new standard in urban revitalization.
Among these were Philadelphia and Boston, both of which included some amount of
successful revitalization activity among their broader Urban Renewal goals. As urban renewal
techniques became less popular, new developments such as Model Cities (in 1966) and the
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Neighborhood Development Program (1968) 66 shifted planning’s focus towards integration
of community concerns and a more inclusive comprehensive planning process. At the same
time, historic preservation would become further strengthened legally throughout the 1960s
and following decades. Of critical importance in this regard, the National Historic
Preservation Act was passed in 1966, officially integrating preservation with government
concern and practice. “Section 106” of the Act enforced federal consideration of historic
resources. Next, the Tax Reform Act of 1976 was passed (which was amended throughout
the 1980s). This Act favored rehabilitation through historic tax credits, and these incentives
greatly increased support of and interest in preservation activities. Birch and Roby
acknowledge that by the 1980s “The preservationists had a greatly expanded vision of their
functions…They shaped a systematic approach to their work incorporating the surveying,
evaluation, districting, and zoning tools of the planner.” 67 The success of the preservation
movement was manifested in an increasing number of historic districts, historic
commissions, planning tools and the like.
It is said that historic preservation “came of age” in the decades of the 1970s and
1980s, demonstrated by a rapidly growing number of communities that adopted historic
preservation ordinances. 68 The growth of the preservation planning field is demonstrated
through numbers that show 421 communities with programs to protect historic resources in
1975, and 1,863 communities with historic preservation commissions in 1993. 69
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Furthermore, the growth of laws and tools supportive of preservation has spurred an
escalation in planning activity at all levels of government, including locally. 70 Integration of
preservation planning with comprehensive planning has been one of the most significant
effects. In 1992, Marya Morris wrote that
“In the last decade, preservation concerns and values have found their way into the
comprehensive plan and the overall plan process. Too often, preservationists and
planners have viewed each other as obstructionists who really do not understand one
another’s purpose or motivation. Today, many communities are recognizing the
value of preservation from both a design and economic development point of view.
Increasingly, municipalities are including a preservation element in their
comprehensive plans or, at a minimum, incorporating preservation techniques into
other standard elements of the plan.” 71
This interest in and growth of preservation as a component of comprehensive planning, and
as a legitimate and independent form of planning in its own right, spurred the writing of
several publications that focus on the creation and writing of the preservation plan.
By the late 1980s and early 1990s, then, a growing number of resources were
dedicated to helping communities understand how to write a preservation plan. One such
work was Innovative Tools for Historic Preservation, written by Morris and published in 1992. In
Chapter 4 of the work, Morris addresses “Preservation and the Comprehensive Plan.” Here,
Morris mainly discusses how preservation can be incorporated into the plan, and uses case
study examples to demonstrate these points. Morris explains that:
“Communities with a strong policy commitment to preservation will, as a matter of
course, include preservation concerns in several other elements of their
comprehensive plan. Some communities, given adequate staff time and a policy
commitment (or where required by state law), break out the elements of the plan into
separate documents: These documents are produced by staff, task forces, or steering
committees with expertise in that policy area. Local historic preservation plans, in
70
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fact, are often a detailed off-shoot of an element in the community’s comprehensive
plan.” 72
Morris also states that “Communities may also develop specific historic preservation plans,
such as neighborhood, historic district, or resource-based plans that prescribe a detailed
strategy for a specific area.” 73 Morris goes on to explain what preservation can gain through
involvement in the comprehensive planning process, namely, bringing “preservation
concerns to the forefront of local public policy” 74 by making use of comprehensive
planning’s “clearly defined strategies for implementing goals and policies.” 75 Morris points
out that preservation plans can and should make use of comprehensive planning’s attention
to clearly defined tasks, implementation and timeframes. 76 Furthermore, by combining
preservation with the comprehensive plan, a “forum for inter- and intragovernmental
cooperation” is created. 77
Another such work published at this time is Preparing a Historic Preservation Plan, by
Bradford White and Richard Roddewig, published in 1994 by the American Planning
Association. In keeping with the comprehensive plan trend of the time, the authors promote
preservation’s inclusion in such documents, stating that:
“the most effective preservation plan is adopted as an element of the comprehensive
plan complete with goals, definition of historic character, summary of past
preservation efforts, survey of historic resources, explanation of legal basis,
discussion of the relationship between historic preservation and other land-use and
growth management authority, explanation of public-sector responsibilities,
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discussion of incentives, summary of the relationship between historic preservation
and local education programs, and a statement of an agenda for future action.” 78
The authors emphasize that plans will vary due to a community’s own unique characteristics
and needs: “A preservation plan will vary depending on the community’s stage of
development, the size of the community, the number of historic resources located in the
community, awareness of local historic resources, and existing protection and incentives for
the preservation of historic resources.” 79 A plan can create an entirely new preservation
program, strengthen an existing preservation program or help to resolve conflicts between
preservation and planning. 80 Most importantly, Roddewig and White provide a number of
clear lists of what they considered to be the purposes of preservation and important
elements of a well-written plan. For example, essential components that the authors believe
should be contained in every formal written preservation plan are listed:
1. Statement of the goals of preservation in the community, and the purpose of
the preservation plan;
2. Definition of the historic character;
3. A survey of historic resources;
4. Explanation of the legal basis for protection of historic resources in the state
and community;
5. Statement of the relationship between historic preservation and other local
land use and growth management authority;
6. Statement of the public sector’s responsibilities;
7. Statement of incentives;
8. Statement of the relationship between historic preservation and the
community’s educational system and program; and
9. A precise statement of goals and policies, including a specific agenda for
future action to accomplish those goals. 81
The authors follow this list with what they consider nine steps to effective implementation:
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1. “Make sure that the plan is officially adopted by resolution or ordinance…;
2. Follow adoption of the plan with an Executive Order of the mayor or city
manager requiring each city department and agency to give special attention
to the needs of any historic resource under its jurisdiction…;
3. Make sure that the resolution adopting the plan states that all public projects
undertaken by federal, state, or local government bodies that might adversely
affect historic resources will be subject to review and comment by an
appropriate entity, such as the local preservation commission…;
4. Ensure that the planning agency systematically considers the possible adverse
impact on historic resources of all private projects reviewed by it for zoning
approvals…;
5. Work to include capital appropriations in the annual local government
budget for the preservation incentives or programs specified in the
preservation plan, effectively ensuring that ‘preservation projects become
part of the long-term capital budget…;
6. Work to include annual maintenance appropriations for the local government
budget for significant public and private historic resources, including such
basic items as street paving in historic districts, to improve the general quality
of life in historic districts and neighborhoods, again effectively ensuring that
specific recommendations in the preservation plan will be implemented…;
7. Be certain that money is budgeted for public purchase of those historic
resources that cannot be saved by private efforts alone…;
8. Make sure that the preservation ordinance is effectively enforced but try to
go beyond the mere review of actions directly affecting historic resources…;
9. Be certain that the city gives special attention to areas and neighborhoods not
yet qualifying as ‘historic’ but which someday might be so considered.” 82
Such lists are found throughout preservation planning literature, in which preservation
academics, advocates and practitioners have attempted to define common elements which
any locality interested in preservation can follow.
Since this time, national organizations devoted to historic preservation have also
focused their energies on better defining preservation planning practice and its form in the
preservation plan. The National Park Service has developed a Historic Preservation Planning
Program which “develops national policy related to historic preservation planning.” 83 One of
this program’s major activities is “Development and delivery of technical assistance and
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guidance in historic preservation planning to a broad audience, including SHPOs, federal
agencies, tribes, and local communities.” 84 The goals of the Historic Preservation Planning
Program include strengthening integration of preservation into broader public policy,
increasing opportunities for public participation in planning and preservation, expanding
knowledge and skills in preserving planning, and providing flexibility in program
administration . 85

One of the National Park Service’s most recent projects is entitled “Draft Principles
of Preservation Planning.” The project was undertaken to provide guidance for future
planning activities. The most recent version of the draft which has been made available to
the public was published in March 2000. The main focus of this work is to modernize
previous preservation planning standards and to provide a new summary of best practices.
The authors state that “It is not the intent of this project to define the right way to do
preservation planning, because there isn't any right way to do it. There are, however, in
general terms, more effective ways and less effective ways to do planning. This project,
therefore, attempts to identify those more effective ways, in all their variations.” 86 The
“Draft Principles” have been organized into several categories: planning process, plan
document and plan implementation. The list which the National Park Service has thus far
compiled is quoted in full below:
“Planning Process
1. The preservation planning process is innovative, flexible, and carefully designed
to respond to the scale, audience, and needs of the specific planning area.
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2. Preservation planning involves the public in plan development, implementation,
and revision, and tailors an approach to public participation that is appropriate
for the varying identities and roles of the plan-maker and planning participant.
3. Preservation planning assesses the status of the full range of historic and cultural
resources in the planning area, or that are affected by the plan-making entity, and
examines the factors that affect the resources and their preservation.
4. Preservation planning uses historic contexts and, as appropriate, other special
planning studies to help support conclusions and findings in the plan, to help
identify critical issues, and to develop goals and priorities for the identification,
evaluation, registration, and treatment of historic properties.
5. Preservation planning establishes goals and objectives that address the
preservation needs of historic and cultural resources in the planning area, as well
as the critical issues, threats, and opportunities facing those resources.
6. Preservation planning produces a preservation plan that documents the findings
and conclusions reached during the planning process, and that is distributed to
its intended audience, and to others as appropriate.
7. Preservation planning is timely and dynamic, accommodating change and
providing for revision and updating when needed.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
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Plan Document
The preservation plan is understandable and usable by its intended audience(s).
The preservation plan explains how it was developed and by whom.
The preservation plan describes historic and cultural resources in the planning
area and explains the issues that affect them and their preservation.
The preservation plan sets forth clear goal statements and provides guidance for
implementation.
The preservation plan has a specific and explicitly stated time frame, after which
it is reaffirmed, substantially revised, or a completely new plan is developed.
The preservation plan's level of technical detail and its format, length, and
appearance are guided by the extent to which these will serve the plan's
purpose(s) and the needs of its audience(s).
Plan Implementation
The preservation plan is implemented.
Preservation planning, the plan, and plan implementation are integrated and
coordinated with other planning and decision-making processes in the planning
area.
Preservation plan implementation has access to realistic strategies and legally
sound tools that are appropriate for achieving plan goals and policies.
Preservation plan implementation includes ongoing evaluation, monitoring, and
review of changing conditions and progress toward achievement of plan goals
and policies.” 87
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In general, the elements listed here are common to generally accepted standards of planning
practice and plan documents. In fact, similarities can be seen between the Roddewig and
White document of the early 1990s, and these “Draft Principles,” published in 2000. For
example, both documents recommend a clear statement of goals and objectives as well as
full survey and consideration of all local historic resources. Differences between the
documents are found mainly in that the “Draft Principles’” focus more on integration and
coordination with other entities and public involvement. In contrast, the Roddewig and
White document focuses more closely on legal support for the plan and attention to
available capital investment and budget resources.

The most recent document revealed through literature review which focuses on the
form and content of preservation plans is “Preservation Planning in American Cities”
published by Randall Mason in 2009. The result of extensive surveying of local plans in the
nation’s largest cities, the document is useful here for its definition of the most recent trends
and forms of preservation plans. Mason summarizes the “ideal citywide preservation plan”
as one that:

“should include up-to-date physical survey backed up by contextual historical
research to provide a knowledge base about resources to preserve. It should also
include a range of preservation planning and policy options to support such activities
as historic designation, design guidelines, and financial incentives for rehabilitation.
Further, a preservation plan should relate to the overarching planning, zoning,
economic development, and other built environment functions of the city
government.” 88
Mason asserts that the majority of cities include preservation planning as part of their larger
comprehensive plans, while only a few devote an independent “free-standing” plan to the
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process. The older method of “survey-driven” plans has become less common recently,
although the use of context statements to inform plans remains important. Today, common
elements of the most recently published plans include recommendations to protect resources
through historic district listing and other protections, and recently, a more concentrated
effort on connecting historic preservation to economic benefits. 89

As a result of such past studies, planners today know that such elements as
establishing clear goals and objectives, integrating and coordinating efforts, establishing a
time frame and tools and so on, are important to eventual success in preservation planning
and city planning in general. This leaves the question of how preservation planning actually
works in localities. Questions posed in this thesis are: if a locality prepares a well-written
preservation plan that incorporates these elements, are the plans being successfully
implemented? What obstacles are localities facing in plan implementation? What common
factors do communities face that effect preservation efforts, and how can they be addressed
in the planning process and the plan?

In order to assess these questions, from basic preservation planning to success to
more detailed achievements and challenges, three cities have been chosen for case study
analysis. The following chapters, discussing Providence, Rhode Island, Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, and Staunton, Virginia, respectively, will address these questions. Each case
study is structured to include an overview of general city and architectural history, followed
by planning history and preservation planning history within the city, followed in turn by a
specific discussion of plan recommendation implementation in order to discuss direct
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success and failure. Finally, each case study ends with a conclusion that discusses themes
revealed in each locality.
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CHAPTER 4: PRESERVATION PLAN IMPLEMENTATION IN
PROVIDENCE, RHODE ISLAND
4. 1 Introduction
When A Plan for Preservation: Providence, Rhode Island was published in 1991 the city was
in the midst of what has since become known as the “renaissance” of the city. The
publication was one of many planning efforts undertaken in this period, when a diverse
group of citizens, city officials and advocates began to actively engage in the city’s in
revitalization. While the renaissance of Providence is the result of a variety of influences,
visitors to the city in recent years can see that a great deal of its rebirth has been the result of
the city’s utilization of its unique physical attributes including its historic building stock.
4. 2 Introduction to the History of Providence, Rhode Island
First settled in the early 17th century by religious dissenters from nearby Puritan
colonies, Providence has had a long and interesting history. In 1636, English colonists settled
on “the east bank of the Providence River and overlooking a Great Salt Cove founded by
the confluence of the Woonasquatucket and Moshassuck Rivers.” 90 These settlers built
Providence’s first homes “in linear fashion paralleling the waterfront.” 91 Today, only the
original street pattern remains from this earliest period, 92 but the city’s geographical location
on the waterfront has continued to influence its growth and development patterns ever
since.
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Throughout its early history, Providence was essentially a subsistence-agriculture
based settlement, 93 but in the late 17th century it began its first steps into commercial and
industrial development. 94 Over the next decades growth continued and by 1760 commerce
was the largest factor in Providence’s development. 95 At this point the city’s waterfront
location became more than just a resource for subsistence, and the city’s entrepreneurs
began to turn to shipping enterprises. 96
Beginning in the last decades of the 18th century, Providence was transformed by
the development of its industrial-based economy. 97 In the earliest years of this era,
industrialization mainly occurred along riverside locations, while related commercial activities
such as insurance companies and banks expanded west, clustering near one another in what
would eventually form the central business district. 98 By the 1820s, this area west of the
Providence River had become a “thriving” downtown. 99 Mill development continued along
the Woonasquatucket and Moshassuck Rivers 100 and by the early 20th century Providence
was heavily industrialized. 101
Providence would continue this growth for almost half a century, 102 due not only to
industrial growth, but also to evolution of transportation technology. Developments ranged
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from the introduction of railroad systems in the late 19th century through to the growing
popularity of the automobile in the early to mid 20th century. The development of the rail
system superseded the importance of the city as a shipping center, and by the time of the
city’s incorporation in 1832, “Railroads more than ships became important vehicles for
commerce.” 103 An unfortunate result of this alternative transportation was that the city
began filling its riverfronts, and by the 20th century, “While it still had a waterfront,
Providence was no longer a city whose economic fortune rested on access to the ocean.
Providence’s commercial land orientation was clear.” 104
Providence entered a new phase beginning in the 1920s. Its industrial giants such as
textile manufacturing began to move out of the city or close all together. 105 This was the
beginning of a slow industrial decline which was only further encouraged by the
development of the automobile industry and the public’s growing reliance on car
transportation. By the middle of the 20th century, Providence was beginning to experience a
difficult transition that was common to medium-sized cities throughout the nation at this
time. 106 Deindustrialization of cities and the rapid suburbanization of outlying areas greatly
threatened cities throughout the 1960s and 1970s and led to declining population and
prosperity. The city of Providence would lose approximately 100,000 residents between 1940
(when the population was 253,504) and 1980. 107
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Like many northeastern cities during this period, Providence’s first attempts at
revitalization included turning to federal funding sources for urban renewal. 108 Urban
renewal and highway construction were not as drastic here as in other cities, but the new
interstate highway network constructed in the 1960s did divide the city, and in some
instances required large-scale demolition. As a result the downtown was separated from
many of its neighborhoods, 109 which further compounded the decline. One source states
that “By 1980 Providence found itself with a legacy of obsolete, deteriorating buildings with
no chance for their immediate adaptive reuse and rapidly emptying neighborhoods that had
once been filled with the workers of an industrialized city.” 110
City leaders began to recognize that major steps would need to be taken to revive the
city, and this instigated discussions towards planning and revitalization. As a result, a “series
of projects ranging widely in scope were undertaken.” 111 It is said that “In the period from
1976 to 1994….the city was literally transformed.” 112 Since 1980, the City’s population has
steadily risen, a positive and demonstrable sign of its revitalization. The 2000 U.S. Census
recorded 173,618 people, an 8% growth from 1990, 113 and which almost returned the city to
its population of one hundred years before, when the city was still at its peak. 114
In that time, Providence saw significant development in residential and commercial
sectors, and also implemented various plans for its revitalization (see 4.3 Planning History in
Providence, Rhode Island: An Overview for a more detailed description of Providence’s planning
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history). In addition to large-scale urban design improvements including its ambitious
uncovering and rerouting of its rivers and its numerous adaptive reuse projects typical of
former industrial sites, the city has also transformed its economy, and today non-profits,
health care and higher education are major sectors where heavy industry was once supreme.
Today, Providence’s population has continued to rise and visitors are increasingly attracted
to the city as a tourist destination.
4.3 Planning History in Providence, Rhode Island: An Overview
As mentioned in the preceding history of Providence, much of the city’s
“renaissance” was a result of planning activity, sometimes the product of city officials, and in
other cases the work of advocacy or academic groups. As one source states,
“An early hallmark of the Providence renaissance was the existence of a number of
plans for the city’s ‘comeback.’ These plans constituted rational choice opportunities
or system inputs for public and private decision makers. While planning played an
important role in the renaissance at times, some plans were never implemented;
elements of others were adopted; a few were opportunistic, drawn in response to
immediate need; and others still hope to guide significant change in Providence.” 115
This following section will briefly describe the key moments in Providence’s planning
beginning in the mid-20th century through the present.
The basis for future planning efforts in Providence began in 1913 when the City Plan
Commission was first created. The Commission enacted the city’s first zoning ordinance in
1923. 116 Formal planning in the city was inactive for many years, and was not restored until
the 1970s when Mayor Vincent Cianci revived the city’s planning department. 117 Today this
department is known as the Department of Planning and Development, a result of Mayor
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Joseph Paolino Jr.’s 1985 consolidation of the Department of Planning and Urban
Development, the Mayor’s Office of Community Development, and the Office of
Economic Development. Providence, under the Providence Home Rule Charter of 1980,
has a strong mayor and city council form of government. 118 The mayor has the power to
appoint all department heads (including that of the planning department) as well as many
agency, board and commission members. 119 Much of the planning function of the city falls
under the mayor, including the actions of the Department of Planning and Development
and the City Planning Commission. 120 Other city authorities that have the potential to affect
planning activity include the Providence Public Building Authority created in 1987 and the
Providence Redevelopment Agency. 121
In 1945, the City Planning Commission published what might be called its first
“plan” entitled “Future Population of Providence.” Between 1945 and 1953, a series of
reports were published which collectively formed a master plan for the city. In the 1980s, the
Plan Commission created an update to this 1964 Master Plan by creating a series of
neighborhood plans as well as a revitalization plan for the downtown and port area, and
several plans directed at preservation at the neighborhood level. In response to a state act of
1988, the Rhode Island Comprehensive Planning and Land Use Act, the city published a
new comprehensive plan, Providence 2000: The Comprehensive Plan, which was adopted in
1993. 122 This Comprehensive Plan guided the majority of city planning over the next fifteen
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years. 123 Other plans published in this period, include Downtown Providence 1970, the Old
Harbor Plan (1992), and the Rhode Island School of Design published Interface Providence. 124
While the majority of these plans were not officially implemented, many of the ideas
influenced future work in the city. Today, new neighborhood plans are being prepared for
each neighborhood in the city, as well as a new comprehensive plan, which is still in its
interim version entitled, A Vision for Providence; Fulfilling our Vast Potential.
4.4 Preservation Planning History in Providence, Rhode Island: An Overview
The history of preservation planning in Providence begins at the same time as the
city’s initial redevelopment plans beginning in the 1950s and 1960s. As one source says,
Providence’s “future lay in historic preservation.” 125 The Providence Preservation Society
(PPS) was formed by Antoinette Downing in 1957 in reaction to the urban renewal ideas
which were spreading in the city at the time. 126 The beginning of concrete preservation
planning work in Providence was the publication of College Hill: A Demonstration Study of
Historic Area Renewal in 1959 by the Providence Preservation Society, an advocacy group that
is still strongly active today. This plan was directed at the preservation of historic buildings in
one of the city’s oldest neighborhoods. 127
The College Hill plan was so successful that it inspired further preservation work
throughout the city. When the city actively began planning for its revitalization in the 1970s,
preservation therefore became part of the conversation. In the 1970s, Mayor Cianci “made
historic preservation a high-profile activity” and publicly advocated for preservation’s
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revitalization promise. 128 The College Hill plan also inspired the creation of a historic district
and a design review committee, as well as city ordinances that would require private
institutions to submit master plans and get approval from the Planning Commission. 129 The
Providence Historic District Commission was created in 1960, in order to regulate
development in designated local historic districts (today there are eight in the city,
encompassing about 2,500 buildings). 130
Active preservation work continued into the 1980s, beginning in 1980 when the
Providence Preservation Society began a revolving fund for homeowners. 131 Today, that
revolving fund is a separate entity, the Providence Revolving Fund. Antoinette Downing,
founder of the Providence Preservation Society, also pushed for the creation of the Rhode
Island Historical Preservation and Heritage Commission, which completed a state-wide
historic preservation survey program in the mid-1980s. This work would greatly affect
Providence’s later historic preservation and development decisions. 132 In 1984, the entire
downtown (or “downcity” as it is known in Providence) was placed on the National Register
of Historic Places.
Preservation planning work continued into the next decade with the publication of A
Plan for Preservation, the focus of this thesis case study. An alternative to the local historic
district which has nevertheless played an important role in preservation activities was created
in 1994. The “Downcity District” is an overlay zoning which is meant to “direct downtown
development, protect historic and architectural character, encourage round-the-clock
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pedestrian activity, promote the arts and entertainment, and support residential uses.” 133 A
separate Downcity Design Review committee was created to administer the district’s
regulations. Additional preservation-related districts were created in the late 1990s to regulate
building and site design within four primary commercial corridors in the city. The Main
Street, West Side and Commercial Corridor overlay districts have not been quite as
successful as the local historic districts, though, as their guidelines do not apply across the
city and many projects within the district areas have received variances from the design
regulations. 134 One of the most successful district designation additions has been the
Industrial and Commercial Buildings District in 2000. The district is not an overlay, but
rather includes non-contiguous parcels in a thematic local district. Buildings included in the
district are mid-19th to 20th century industrials buildings which are reviewed by the Historic
District Commission for demolition and major alterations. 135 One impetus behind the
creation of the Industrial and Commercial Buildings District was that designation would
make these landmarked buildings eligible for state and federal tax incentives for
rehabilitation. 136 As a result, adaptive reuse has been a significant part of Providence’s
preservation story into the 2000s.
4.5 Introduction to A Plan for Preservation: Providence, Rhode Island
As referenced in the preceding section, Providence’s A Plan for Preservation was
published in 1993 as the historic preservation element (as required by the State of Rhode
Island’s 1988 Rhode Island Local Comprehensive Planning and Land Use Regulation Act) of
the city’s Providence 2000: The Comprehensive Plan. The plan was produced in coordination with
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the city by planning consultants Buckhurst Fish Hutton Katz Inc. of New York. A
Providence Preservation Plan Advisory Committee also contributed, as well as “Special
Representatives” from various groups including the Providence Preservation Society, the
Historic District Commission and the Rhode Island Historical Preservation Commission.
The purpose of the Plan for Preservation as described in its preface is “to fulfill and implement
the overall goals and policies of comprehensive planning in Providence. The Plan for
Preservation is the second in the Providence 2000: Comprehensive Plan series and emphasizes the
central role of historic preservation in all these comprehensive plan elements.” 137 The plan’s
introduction recognizes Providence’s unique collection of historic resources as a strong asset
for the city, and preservation’s potential to strengthen the city in relation to other planning
goals like economic development. It states that “By setting broad policies and
recommending a series of actions, this plan integrates preservation into the mainstream of
Providence life so that the city’s impressive array of historic resources are not only well
protected but can serve as catalysts for the city’s continuing economic development.” 138 The
plan’s writers hoped to utilize preservation and its built environment in a dynamic way that
could interact with the city’s other revitalization goals.
The Plan for Preservation was created after interviews, research and public workshops
that identified key issues. The result is what could essentially be described as an “action
plan” or “blueprint plan” (as opposed to a vision based plan, for example, which emphasizes
broader goals). Its introduction presents this idea, stating:
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“The actions which fulfill the city’s preservation vision are the cornerstones of the
plan. They were developed after an investigation of the city’s existing preservation
issues and opportunities disclosed both strengths and weaknesses in the local
preservation program. The resulting action strategy lists, describes and gives an
implementation timeframe for 26 key actions, addressing both general and specific
issues. Cumulatively, these actions set the city on a course for effective preservation
planning.” 139
Shortly after its publication, the plan was recognized by the National Park Service’s Local
Historic Preservation Plans: A Selected Annotated Bibliography as a particularly well-written example
of a local preservation plan. It is described as being a “concise, well-organized, engaging
report.” 140 The Bibliography states that “The 28-page action strategy for preservation is what
distinguishes the plan. The strategy lists and describes tools and techniques for preservation
and provides an implementation timeframe for 30 achievable, key actions.” 141 Furthermore,
it is recognized for the coordination of its recommendations with the city’s overall planning
process, for example its institutional planning and economic development goals.
The underlying intention of the Preservation Plan’s writers, and the assumption implied
by the Bibliography, is that the plan will likely prove successful as a result of this specific
action strategy and integration. The following Recommendation Review will proceed through
each of the plan’s seven goals, and analyze the success of the subset of actions
recommended in order to attain each goal.
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4.6 Recommendation Review142

Goal 1: Make preservation a priority in Providence.
Actions

First Steps

1.

Establish subcommittee/advisory board to City Plan
Commission to oversee implementation of this plan.

1.
2.
3.

Draft legislation.
Establish mission, rules and procedures.
Submit list of nominees to Mayor.

2.

Promote heritage tourism as a form of economic
development.

1.
2.

Create central visitors’ center.
Create self-guided tours in historic
neighborhoods/downtown.
Solicit coverage from national/foreign travel
writers, local media.
Promote attractions in conjunction with other
RI destinations.
Plan/promote heritage festivals.
Target new NR districts: Smith Hill, 20th c.
resources.
Target new local districts: Doyle Ave., Smith
Hill.
Maintain PHDC staff levels, increase as
needed.
Revise model ordinance to include current
NR listed/eligible properties.
Solicit City Council and community support.

3.
4.

3.

5.
1.

Recognize and protect more of Providence’s historic
resources.

2.
3.
4.

1.

Prepare/implement citywide demolition delay ordinance.

2.
5.

Establish interdepartmental review process for city projects
affecting historic resources.

1.
2.
3.

6.

1.

Establish local property tax credits for rehabilitation.

2.
3.
7.

8.

Strengthen technical skills of city staff and
board/commission members involved in the city’s physical
development.

1.

Promote protection of natural features (parks, open spaces,
scenic views, street trees).

1.
2.

2.
3.

3.
4.
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Executive mandate creating process.
Establish working group, build support
among key personnel.
Improve enforcement of zoning ordinance
regarding variances for historic properties.
Research use of credits in other RI
communities.
Inform city and state officials of the benefits
of credits, solicit their support.
Draft legislation for submittal when local
economy improves.
Perform organizational analysis, determine
needed skills.
Update job description/qualifications.
Educate employees.
Identify features to preserve.
Establish street tree ordinance, plant trees
where appropriate.
Establish overlay zones to protect views.
Plan public open spaces for positive impact
on streetscapes.

Each goal in this Recommendation Review begins with matrix of that goal’s specific actions and recommended
first steps. These goals, actions and steps are quoted from A Plan for Preservation, pages 39-42. For more detail,
see Appendix A of this thesis.
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This first goal of A Plan for Preservation is to “Make preservation a priority in
Providence.” This goal is perhaps the plan’s most important, encompassing the plan’s overall
purpose and its potential to have a long-term effect on preservation in the city. Research and
interviews with preservation professionals in Providence reveal that at the time of the plan’s
publication and in the immediately following years, the goal of making preservation a priority
in Providence was accomplished. Implementation began immediately following its
publication, when the plan went before the City Plan Commission and the City Council. 143
Interview subjects also believed that a subcommittee was established at the time to oversee
its implementation, 144 although the length of time that subcommittee served for is unclear.
The second step of this goal called for promoting heritage tourism as a form of
economic development, and this action has been extremely successful for Providence. Since
the revitalization of the city’s physical infrastructure (including its historic buildings, river
ways, view sheds, streetscapes and so on), many tourists have been attracted to Providence.
In addition to its physical revitalization, arts and culture have become important assets to the
city. Many cultural heritage efforts are coordinated through the Providence Preservation
Society, while others are accomplished in cooperation with state groups like the Rhode
Island Historical Preservation & Heritage Commission, whose work includes coordinating
annual heritage festivals and organizing education programs on ethnic traditions and
history. 145 While some specific steps in this action did not occur, such as creation of a central
visitors’ center, 146 interview subjects did stress that heritage tourism became, and continues
to be, important to Providence. Mack Woodward of the Rhode Island Historical
143
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Preservation & Heritage Commission stated that when the plan was created “heritage
tourism didn’t happen here”; while people might have come to Providence for university
education and visits, there was not a draw to the city otherwise. Woodward stated that
studies have shown that unlike in the early 1990s, Providence is now a place that people
come to for the “experience” alone. 147 While Woodward felt that more could be done with
tourism within Providence, he emphasized that the city is more of a destination today than it
was in the early 1990s.
The third action within this goal, to “Recognize and protect more of Providence’s
historic resources” has been particularly important to preservation success in the city. Its
basic focus of district designation had already been a priority in the city, as demonstrated by
the 1960 College Hill district. Local district designation and zoning is often one of the most
important preservation tools in a locality, and overall, it has been utilized with success in
Providence. Since the time of plan publication, seven new National Register districts
(including Smith Hill) have been added and several new local districts have been added
(although the expansion of already existing local districts has been more common). Today,
the eight local districts include approximately 2,500 historic properties. 148 In addition,
various individual 20th century resources (like the Louttit Laundry and the Providence Fruit
and Produce Warehouse Company Building) have been designated.
National Register designation has been particularly successful for Providence, as the
city has greatly utilized tax credits and incentives in its revitalization efforts. Jason Martin,
the Providence Department of Planning and Development’s preservation planner, stated
147
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that much of the National Register designation has taken place in “more depressed areas” of
the city, which in turn are actually getting better aesthetic rehabilitation and infill as result of
being able to receive federal tax credit incentives. Many of these neighborhoods are now
“coming back” as a result. 149 Mack Woodward also emphasized this point, stating that more
districts have been added to the National Register, usually in areas with strong neighborhood
associations. 150
One interesting aspect in analyzing plan implementation is that sometimes goals or
actions have been achieved, but not by the party or through the methods proposed by the
plan. In several cases throughout this thesis study, it has been found that goals proposed by
a preservation plan have been achieved, but not through efforts of preservation
professionals or the preservation advocacy community. In these cases, it is possible to name
the goal a success, but more difficult to trace the goal’s implementation back to the plan
itself. For example, in the case of Goal 1, interview subjects stated that natural feature
protection in Providence has generally been successful, but that these successes have not
come from the preservation community. Karen Jessup, of the northeast office of the
National Trust, emphasized that natural protection has been successful because of the
environmental community, not the preservation community, although preservationists have
been involved in some plan review . 151 Within Providence specifically, then, this is an
example of an ambiguous situation where success has been achieved with a positive result,
but where that achievement cannot be directly attributed to the preservation plan. This does
not in any way diminish the success of the plan, but rather demonstrates how important it is
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that preservation is integrated with other city activities, and that communication and
coordination are essential.
Another similar example seen in Goal 1 is the recommendation for local tax credits.
While this action was not implemented, federal and state tax credits have been credited with
significantly influencing rehabilitation and revitalization in Providence, and it appears that
local tax credits were not actually necessary.
Several actions recommended within Goal 1 have not been attained. These actions
generally failed due to lack of budget support for preservation, lack of city government
support for preservation, or conflict with city development goals - three factors that are
often related in municipalities. For example, two recommended actions relating to
incorporation of preservation into the city government have been only partially successful.
The first recommends that the city “Establish interdepartmental process for city projects
affecting historic resources.” This has not been successful in the long-term. Karen Jessup
(who represented the Historic District Council in Providence at the time of publication)
stated that when the plan was first published, she met with other city departments to tell
them about it, and how these departments should work together. 152 Jessup further noted that
at that time, the building department had not even heard of preservation. Compared to the
level of preservation awareness at that time, one might evaluate this action as being
implemented. As a long-term action, though, demonstrating the continued support of
preservation by other city departments through interdepartmental efforts, this has not been
successful. According to all interview subjects, initial cooperation has decreased, as most
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departments are primarily concerned with their own agendas and concerns. Furthermore, the
plan’s call to “Strengthen technical skills of city staff and board/commission members
involved in the city’s physical development” has also not been implemented. Martin states
that while he thinks there should be training programs for employees, there are not any at
the moment. 153 Finally, maintaining PHDC staff levels has also been only partially successful
due to lack of commitment by the City Council. The PHDC as designed was intended to
include twelve volunteer members, ten appointed by the Mayor, including two City Council
members. 154 Jason Martin stated that one of these City Council positions (which appoints its
members to the PHDC) has not been filled in six or seven years. Today, there are only 9
members and one alternate. 155 Additionally, the PHDC is currently not particularly diverse
racially or economically, a situation which Martin would like to see improve. 156
Goal 1 has also demonstrated that many times recommended actions are eventually
achieved, but often not within the timeframe expected by the plan, or that working towards
full implementation continues to be ongoing. Furthermore, a recommendation may be
accomplished, but may not have the result the plan’s writers imagined. The action
recommending “Prepare/implement citywide demolition delay ordinance” demonstrates
each of these points. A commonly cited issue with demolition delay is that oftentimes it only
puts off the inevitable. Mack Woodward was only one of several interviewees who
mentioned that the most significant demolition issue in Providence is that a developer can
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tear down a building without guaranteeing that something will go in its place. Often, a
project will not be far enough along in its financials, and eventually is unable to complete the
project. He mentioned that the city needs a fining mechanism or similar type of
enforcement. Clark Schoettle of the Providence Revolving Fund stated outright that
demolition delay “does not really work.” 157 Schoettle also stated that developers are
promising to build newer, bigger and better, but then the result is often a vacant lot, with
another historic building torn down for nothing. He states that this happened several times
in the past 5 years, and that the historic downtown has been weakened in the process. He
agrees that the idea of developing a posting bond for developers might force them to act
more responsibly. As it is the city is not performing sufficient due diligence. 158
In recent years some positive steps have been taken, after the Providence
Preservation Society lobbied for improvement. Concerned by demolitions in National
Register districts, the group believed that a demolition delay ordinance for National Register
listed resources would help the city and developers consider alternatives to demolition. 159 A
policy did not go into place until April 2008, when Mayor Cicilline signed an Executive
Order to adopt a demolition delay policy for designated historic buildings. The new policy
includes a provision that requires building officials to refer any proposed demolition of
locally or Register listed structures to the Historic District Commission or Downcity Design
Review Commission for review. At the same time, a process was initiated to inventory
endangered historic properties and draft further policies to discourage demolition by
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neglect. 160 Aside from the hopefully positive results of this work, this process also
demonstrated the success of advocacy and coordinating various groups. While it took many
years for steps to be taken towards successful demolition delay policies, it was finally
accomplished when a “Working Group for the Review of City of Providence Demolition
Policy” was pulled together. Several interview subjects cited this as a positive action, and its
success stands as an example of preservation success achieved through communication and
coordination with other city interests.
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Goal 2: Balance institutional expansion with the preservation of neighborhoods/city tax base.
Actions
1. Require institutional master plans to include inventory of historic
properties, statement of intended use, regular maintenance property,
and enforcement mechanisms.
2.

Prepare an inventory and maintenance program for city-owned
historic properties.

First Steps
1. Amend the zoning ordinance
regarding institutional master plans.
2. Increase community involvement in
institutional planning.
1.
2.

3.

Establish site plan review process for institutional
expansion/alteration/remodeling, especially adjacent to local
historic districts and in/adjacent to NR districts.

1.
2.

Develop inventory data base; update
regularly.
Develop city policy/programs for
preservation and maintenance of
historic public properties.
Establish criteria for evaluating
institutional expansion, timeframes
and review process.
Draft ordinance, with input from
institutions.

With a large base of institutional uses within the city, including a multiplicity of
university institutions including Brown University, the Rhode Island School of Design and
Providence College, preservation interests often have to contend with the development and
expansion needs of serious players in the city. Education and health care institutions own a
significant amount of property in the city and have been major economic contributors in the
city’s revitalization, and their interests may compete with preservation’s. Additionally, there
is a significant amount of city-owned property within the capital city, including government
offices and schools. In response, the plan put forth Goal 2 which calls for balancing
institutional expansion with preservation.
The first action calls for institutional master plans to include an inventory of historic
properties, statement of intended use, maintenance of property and enforcement
mechanisms. While institutions do have to submit master plans for review, they do not
necessarily consider historic resources in the way called for. Karen Jessup stated that the
institutional zone overlay is currently under revision due to such issues. Currently,
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institutions must submit master plans for city comment, citizen comment and approval, but
“that said have gotten away with a lot.” 161 Usually it just comes down to the discretion of the
property owner. Brown University is said to have expanded beyond its initial base and is
now knocking down historic structures to build new structures that are out of scale. RISD
on the other hand, has been far more preservation aware and sensitive. 162 As for city-owned
properties, Martin stated that the group in charge of city properties is “notorious.” One
significant issue has been schools, which often do not go through reviews. Several years ago
school groups wanted to demolish old schools and build new, and it was only a citizen
backlash which made them rethink the action and consider renovation. As with the city
universities, some buildings like City Hall are mindful just by their own discretion, but
Martin also stated that in some cases with landmark buildings, the public holds the city
accountable and can make a difference. 163 The city’s experience with institutional expansion
and city-owned buildings demonstrates that “accountability” can have a significant influence
on preservation action.
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Goal 3: Strengthen the mechanism for designation and administration of local historic districts.
Actions
1.

First Steps
Maintain at least 2 full-time preservation
planning staff positions in DPD.

1.
2.

2.

Prepare Historic Districts Handbook and other
educational materials for PHDC and property
owners.

1.
2.
3.
4.

3.

Clarify designation process through public
meetings and direct contact with property owners.

1.
2.
3.
4.

4.

Devise signage program for city gateways and local
historic districts.

5.
1.
2.
3.

Tighten job description/qualification to ensure hiring
of preservation professionals.
Maintain positions in budget.

Edit draft Handbook; distribute to PHDC and staff
as interim training manual.
Seek grant funding for Handbook publication.
Publish PHDC brochure in English and Spanish;
seek grants for translating into other languages as
needed.
Provide annual notice to historic district property
owners about review process.
Amend zoning ordinance to include designation
criteria.
Develop official petition form for designation
proponents.
Hold early informal public information meetings in
neighborhoods where districts are proposed.
Invite residents in prospective districts to attend
PHDC meetings.
Improve direct contact with property owners.
Identify funding sources, begin fundraising.
Determine appropriate locations for signs.
Design sign prototypes (design competition).

Goal 3 of the Plan for Preservation calls for the city to “Strengthen the mechanism for
designation and administration of local historic districts”. Implementation of this goal has
only been partially successful, although the city has expanded its local districts in recent
years, and also added several creative and unique district ideas including the Downcity
Design Review District and the Industrial and Commercial Buildings District. Better
implementation of administration actions, though, would greatly improve the influence of
such zoning regulations.
The first action is again related to the restraints of city budget and government
support of preservation. The action calls for maintaining at least 2 full-time preservation
planners as staff positions in the Department of Planning and Development. Since the time
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of the plan’s publication, one preservation planner has been added onto the staff but never
more. Jason Martin, currently filling the preservation planner position in the DPD, stated
that for preservation policy to really run well there should be an entirely separate
preservation division with two to three preservation planners. He went on to say that that
while “that’s ideal, it’s not going to happen.” 164 The budget for such a position is not there,
and is not likely to be in the foreseeable future. With 2500 landmarked properties in the city,
the situation can be overwhelming for only one full-time staff person. Furthermore, several
interview subjects expressed concern that preservation no longer receives the support of the
city government or the mayor’s office, making the job of the existing preservation planner
very difficult.
The second action called for preparation of a Historic Districts Handbook and other
educational materials for PHDC and property owners. While guidelines are published,
providing enough education can often be a significant challenge due to staff and funding.
The most recent guidelines were published in 2000-2001 for homeowners, but as Martin
stated, HDC zoning often comes down to a case-by-case basis which is difficult for many
homeowners to understand, when they want to know step-by-step what they are allowed to
do. 165 Martin stated that the HDC tries to work with homeowners closely, but with staff
constraints it is not always possible to work with individuals as much as the Commission or
staff would like. The Commission has tried to become more friendly and open with
homeowners, though, attempting to give advice and recommendations when approached.
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This demonstrates that while preservationists in the city would sometimes like to further
implement actions staff and time constraints do not always allow for full implementation.
Thus far, the fourth and final action within Goal 3 has not been implemented. While
some unofficial signs exist within neighborhoods, there are no official signs to declare the
entrance of historic districts. 166
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Goal 4: Preserve and protect the integrity of Providence’s neighborhoods.
Actions
1. Establish a neighborhood conservation overlay zone,
with review procedures for alterations, demolition and
new construction.

2.

Target code enforcement to specified neighborhoods on a
rotating basis, while providing technical and financial
assistance for home improvement.

3.

Initiate vacant lot clean-up program and review process
for new development on vacant lots in NR districts.

4.

Amend zoning ordinance to require DPD comment on
development proposals in NR districts.

5.

Prepare neighborhood plans for each city neighborhood.

6.

Make rehab loan funds available (revolving funds) for
NR properties.

First Steps
1. Survey NR districts and other areas to
determine locations for neighborhood
conservation zoning.
2. Draft zoning amendment and design regulations
(less restrictive than for local historic districts)
3. Encourage neighborhood self-help repair
training programs, tool lending shops.
4. Add conservation zoning to PHDC Handbook.
1. Identify local and NR districts with the most
code violations; prioritize for enforcement.
2. Restructure code enforcement program to
include referrals to PHDC where necessary, and
retrain staff accordingly.
3. Include preservation standards in minimum
housing code standards.
1. Secure additional funding for PRA Special
Vacant Lot Program
2. Develop site plan review standards for new
development on vacant lots in NR districts.
1. Define kinds of projects to be reviewed and
establish trigger to notify DPD of proposals.
2. Establish time frame and review guidelines.
3. Prepare zoning amendment.
1. Establish citywide neighborhood planning
process.
2. Initiate prototype plans in 4 priority
neighborhoods.
1. Identify neighborhoods with active organization
experienced in loan administration.
2. Establish revolving fund(s) as non-profits.

Providence has a great variety of unique, historic neighborhoods that have been the
focus of preservation attention over the last several decades. The purpose of Goal 4, to
“Preserve and protect the integrity of Providence’s neighborhoods” specifically looks to
protect these resources. Implementation of this goal has only been partially successful, and
much of the success it has seen is the result of neighborhood and advocacy efforts rather
than serious participation on the part of the city.
While a conservation overlay zone has not been implemented, the city has instituted
several “alternative” historic overlay districts, which are supportive of preservation, but are
not quite as stringent as historic districts and also incorporate other interests. The two most
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successful examples are the Downcity Design Review District and the Industrial and
Commercial Buildings District as previously mentioned in 4.4 Preservation Planning History in
Providence, Rhode Island: An Overview. Again, preservation has been successful in these
circumstances without necessarily conforming to the plan word-for-word.
Code enforcement has not been targeted to specified neighborhoods on a rotating
basis as called for. When asked about this action, Martin said that code officials are so
overwhelmed with what they consider “real” code issues, such as priorities like health and
safety, that everything else falls behind. 167
Currently, neighborhood plans are being completed throughout the city, and
Providence preservationists actually feel that the most for preservation currently lies here,
rather than at the comprehensive level. Neighborhood workshops are currently being help in
neighborhoods throughout the city through 2009 with plans being incrementally published
for each area. Many interview subjects focused on the strength of neighborhoods and
neighborhood organizations in Providence. These groups are found to usually be propreservation, and often have the energy and interest to successfully implement projects.
The last recommended action for this goal shows that sometimes another group has
accomplished a recommended action outside of the city government or suggestion of the
plan, making implementation of the plan action unnecessary. In this case, Providence has a
highly successful revolving fund, the Providence Revolving Fund. There is currently no city
revolving fund or tax incentive, 168 but the private revolving fund has filled this role
successfully. The Providence Revolving Fund makes loans available to low to moderate
167
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income neighborhoods, and some neighborhood associations also have lending programs. 169
In addition to grants, the Fund has also done some repair workshops. Schoettle stated that
the Fund has played a permanent role in preservation in many neighborhoods, making
preservation affordable and providing technical services and funds. Without the revolving
fund, maintenance would certainly decline. In this case, a private group has again
demonstrated the capabilities of outside advocacy groups when the city does not have the
budget or the political will to implement recommendations.
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Goal 5: Revitalize the downtown core and promote its historic, architectural and cultural character.
Actions
1. Implement the Downcity
Plan.

First Steps
1. Adopt the Downcity District overlay zone.
2. Create design review process.
3. Identify contributing and non-contributing buildings.
4. Compile inventory of historic buildings suitable for reuse as residential
and arts-related space.
5. Explore financing options for adaptive reuse of historic buildings.

Goal 5 calls for revitalization of the downtown core and promotion of its historic,
architectural and cultural character through implementation of the Downcity Plan.
Implementation of this goal and action has been extremely successful and noted by various
preservation professionals within the city of Providence. The Downcity District overlay zone
suggested in the Downcity Plan has been adopted by the Providence Zoning Ordinance, in
order to “protect its historic architectural character, to encourage round-the-clock pedestrian
activity, to promote the arts and entertainment, and to support residential uses.” 170 The
district’s Downcity District Design Review Committee is appointed by the mayor just as the
Historic District Commission is. The Committee is authorized to conduct design review, to
grant variances for non-conforming uses and dimensions and demolition, and to grant
incentives for development that fulfills the district’s purpose. Review, then, includes new
construction, major alterations and additions, and streetscape improvements. 171
The implementation of the Downcity Plan was one of the few actions which
preservation professionals felt comfortable directly attributing to the recommendations of
the Plan for Preservation. While all interview subjects credited the Plan for Preservation with
spurring some action and influencing success, due to the length of time which has passed
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since publication and the variables that have played a part in preservation’s and the city’s
successes, most interview subjects were wary of directly tracing action back to the plan.
Schoettle, Woodward and Jessup all pointed to the designation of downcity as a direct,
measurable achievement of the plan. Woodward called its implementation in 1994 an
“immediate direct response”. 172 Jessup stated that the Plan for Preservation made it clear that at
the time, there was no historic district or design review process for any of the downtown.
Jessup stated, though, that while she considers the idea great in theory, its practice does not
always live up to its potential due to political interference. As a result, she states that “very
mediocre new development has occurred.” Even in successful implementation, then,
preservation professionals must be aware of the need to consistently advocate for
preservation and design interests.
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Goal 6: Promote the adaptive reuse of historic industrial buildings and complexes.
Actions
1. Survey industrial buildings for potential reuse.

2.

Update building codes to facilitate adaptive
reuse of industrial facilities.

First Steps
1. Seek grant funding for survey.
2. Create database for survey information.
3. Use survey data to market industrial facilities for new
uses.
1. Draft state and local code revisions.
2. Educate and train officials responsible for interpretation
and enforcement of new regulations.

The Plan for Preservation’s emphasis on promoting the adaptive reuse of historic
industrial buildings and complexes has been very successful. Providence had an abundance
of vacant industrial buildings in the 1990s, many of them former mills, which have since
been converted to residential and economic development projects. 173 This implementation
can be attributed on one end to the incentives which made rehabilitation useful and
financially viable, and on the other end, to the economic success of industrial building
rehabilitation projects which inspired further adaptive reuse work.
A major effort in recent years has been survey of the city’s industrial buildings, as
called for in the goal’s first action. 174 Schoettle recognized two major steps that have
occurred (although he was not able to definitively connect them to the Plan for Preservation):
this survey, and subsequently the creation of the Industrial and Commercial Buildings
District. This district is a scattered site district which is closer to a “conservation district” in
theory than a traditional historic district. This district reviews demolition (and works with
demolition delay) and also uses a “broad brush review of renovation.” 175
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This district was created after a series of demolitions in the late 1990s and early
2000s. Major adaptive reuse of industrial buildings along Providence’s major rivers began in
2000 when a developer first proposed tearing down a group of buildings in order to develop
big-box stores. After press on the project created uproar in the community, several large
buildings were saved and reused as part of the development, and also helped to guide the
design of the new structures. This event catalyzed other groups to save buildings, and many
artists rehabilitated and sold space within old mill buildings. The buildings had not been
protected in anyway, and this prompted the creation of the district in 2001 (which was
expanded in 2004). 176 Since this time, adaptive reuse has continued to be very successful in
Providence, and much of this work can be attributed to state and federal tax credit
incentives. 177
This goal also called for updating building codes to facilitate adaptive reuse of
industrial facilities. Jason Martin stated that there is now a rehabilitation code for industrial
buildings, but that many people do not fully understand it and actually find it more difficult
to work with now despite its more flexible nature.
The success of industrial building adaptive reuse in Providence demonstrates the
impact that a negative event can have to inspire action. While the response has been
impressive, cities should try to be proactive rather than reactive to such events. Fortunately,
adaptive reuse has since continued to be extremely successful for the city, and its economic
achievements have promoted the positive, demonstrable results of preservation work in
localities. The success of adaptive reuse has also demonstrated the impact of incentives, with
176
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proactive preservation work taking place as a result, whereas the city continues to struggle
with regulatory preservation.
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Goal 7: Encourage development of vacant or underutilized waterfront areas, including increased public
access, while protecting water-dependent land uses.
Actions
1.

First Steps
Prepare/implement design guidelines for the waterfront, in
conjunction with Downcity and Old Harbor Plans.

1.
2.

Update PPS draft waterfront guidelines,
including heights, street patterns, views and
public access.
Draft zoning amendment.

As with protections for natural and open space within the city, waterfront protection
has not occurred as a direct result of preservation work within the city. In recent years, the
city has returned to its waterfront for its unique views and possibilities for economic success.
Numerous plans and projects have been centered around its waterfront and harbors, but
while preservation professionals may have been involved in review and comment periods for
these projects, success cannot be traced back to the recommendations of this Plan for
Preservation.
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4.7 Case Study Conclusion
The in-depth recommendation review presented in the above section revealed that
on the whole, all of the projected goals of the Plan for Preservation have been successful, and
that the majority of the recommended actions have also been implemented to some degree.
This review of recommendation implementation revealed several direct successes, such as
designation and expansion of National Register and local historic districts and several full
implementation failures such as targeting code enforcement to specified neighborhoods on a
rotating basis. The majority of action implementations, though, fell somewhere in the
middle, with either partial (and in that case often on-going) implementation, or
implementation occurring through another entity or project not intended by the plan. In
such cases defining the implementation as a success or failure could not be accomplished in
concrete terms. This speaks to the difficulty in evaluating a plan in “blueprint” terms,
directly connecting a line between recommendation and implementation and thereby
determining success or failure. In reality, planning for any interest is more dynamic and
complex.
Departures from the plan do not mean the plan has failed in any way, rather it points
to the complexities in local and preservation planning, including such “real life” issues as
budgeting, department coordination and timing. The Section 4.6 Recommendation Review
demonstrated that obstacles to recommendation accomplishment included budget, shortage
of staffing and time, lack of political will and buy-in from the city, lack of education and
preservation awareness, and recommended actions falling outside of the scope of the
preservation field in the city.
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While the Plan for Preservation could be determined a success by a purely quantitative
measure, with the majority of its goals accomplished, it is perhaps more useful and
informative to look at the story of its creation, its initial implementation, and the evolution
of preservation planning in Providence since that time. For the purposes of this thesis, such
evaluation could only be accomplished through reliance on the experience and the opinions
of preservation professionals in the city who have witnessed its transformation and
continued preservation work there today, whether it be in the official capacity of the city
government or as a local advocate for preservation. Through such conversations, the
obstacles to recommendation implementation listed above could be more fully considered,
with a better understanding of their cause, and the potential to find practices which will
mitigate their potentially negative effect.
Beginning with the plan’s publication, Karen Jessup stated that in 1993, A Plan for
Preservation was well-recognized as it brought good press for Providence outside of the city.
The plan was well publicized locally, 178 as even lay people helped with public education and
the presence of education in the community.” 179 As noted earlier, the plan was also adopted
by the city council and initially received the support of a sub-committee formed to see its
initial implementation. Interview subjects were next asked if people in Providence, including
city workers and citizens, are still aware of the Plan for Preservation in any way. Jason Martin of
the Department of Planning and Development stated that not many people still know about
the plan, that it is no longer on peoples’ radar. 180
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Particularly interesting responses were given as interview subjects were asked to
discuss plan “success or failure” and specific achievements as a result of the publication of a
Plan for Preservation. All interview subjects generally identified the plan as successful, but not
without several caveats (such as one pronouncement that the plan was “as much success as
any of them are – or as little” 181 ) and opinions on the planning process. Most interview
subjects noted that even the creation of a plan itself was a positive step. While historic
preservation was required as an element of the comprehensive plan at the time, devoting a
document of this length and depth was not necessarily required. Martin noted that where
preservation can often be a reactionary field, where some people will only actively engage
themselves when something bad is happening, the plan in contrast, was a truly positive
action. 182
With the exception of a few mentions of direct plan achievement (like
implementation of the Downcity Plan) almost all discussions of plan success focused on its
effect on preservation awareness in the city and on the process of preservation plan creation and
preservation planning. Karen Jessup emphasized several points in relation to the plan’s
“success.” Jessup stated that it is not so much that the 1993 plan was a success or a failure,
but that it was effective in many ways, and that since then, preservation planning has been
ineffective. This would lead to the conclusion, then, the preservation success in the city was
a result of the plan in some way. She also noted the plan’s effect on awareness, saying that it
did in fact cause city agencies to think twice before they engaged in anti-preservation
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activities, saying that it put a burden on city agencies to pay attention to city preservation
values.
Several interview subjects spoke to the process of planning and creating the plan over
the publication of a plan itself, or its final content and form. Jessup directly stated that she
thinks the “outgrowth of this 1993 planning is the process.” Clark Schoettle of the
Providence Revolving Fund expressed this idea several times throughout his interview. He
did not necessarily feel that the plan set a new direction, or that the content of the plan
presented new or innovative ideas to the Providence community. Instead, Schoettle stated
that through his reading of the plan, he felt it was picking up vibes that were already in
existence at the time. The plan then, continued in the direction the city was already going. As
he put it, “Plans are sort of funny, because they’re not necessarily charting a course, but
pulling together the direction [the city is] actually going.”183 In his opinion, then, the
importance of the plan was really its process. When asked if the matrix of action steps was
useful to the city in reality, Schoettle responded that while it was a nice way to put the plan
into a nice package, those steps are still difficult to implement because they are not ending
up on anyone’s desk as a work program, because plan implementation is not anyone’s job. 184
The plan, then, serves the purpose of gathering information and giving direction. 185 The
importance of the plan in starting discussion and creating connections was also specifically
mentioned as important. Schoettle stated that the plan served a purpose of convening
groups, starting discussions, and getting a consensus of what was important at that time. In
his opinion, the result of those discussions likely only worked for three to four years,
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because the connection that was created among different people was strong at first but
dissipates over time. 186 Finally, the planning process and the plan brought “focus and
legitimacy” to preservation planning in Providence. 187
Obstacles to preservation in Providence were identified by Martin as education and
economics, a theme which was seen through the 4.6 Recommendation Review and reiterated by
other interview subjects. Martin spoke of the difficulty in attempting to compete with the
propaganda machine of advertisers and television, where citizens think they are learning
preservation. He also related this to issues of “short sightedness,” saying that preservation
needs a better counter argument to convince citizens of preservation, as he feels the
argument for “future generations” no longer works. 188 Martin finds that an emphasis on
carrot (incentives) instead of all stick (regulations) might improve this situation. Jessup stated
that in general she feels preservation planning in Providence has gone downhill over the
decades. She feels that the main obstacle here is that the city currently has a city council and
mayor whose priority is not preservation. Jessup stated that the mayor is not aware enough
of preservation, but she also acknowledges that the preservation field has not gotten his
attention; to some extent, Jessup said she faults the preservation community for not being
proactive with the mayor in a positive way. 189 Therefore awareness is not being built, and
political buy-in is not created. When asked to specifically list obstacles to preservation,
Jessup listed: political; advocacy oriented; preservation development; and the economy. She
stated that while there is much preservation awareness on some level that does not translate
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into public sector pressure for preservation planning. 190 Schoettle reinforced this point
stating that there is a “lip service to preservation,” but that Jason Martin, as the city’s only
preservation planner, is “really a lone ranger.” 191 Currently, Schoettle stated that there is not
support from the city administration. Woodward also stated that most people understand
that preservation is important, but when it comes down to making decisions, they are not
necessarily in favor of preservation. 192 Woodward also emphasized that preservation is not
currently a high priority of the planning department, also saying that they “pay lip service to
preservation because they know they have to” but that the department is really more prodevelopment. 193
Within the context of these conversations, a focus on neighborhood planning and
advocacy for preservation came up again and again. This was a direct response to the fact
that preservation has lost its standing in the city government’s list of priorities. Jason Martin
stated that it is in the non-profits and Community Development Corporations in
neighborhoods where preservation happens, also stating that “a lot of preservation comes
from people.” 194 Schoettle agreed that much significant preservation work occurs outside of
the planning department, as the initiative of one interested person or small group. 195
Woodward asserted that neighborhood groups and advocacy groups have made the biggest
difference in Providence recently, as they are often vocal and outspoken, but also organized.
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When asked what they would include in a new preservation plan if they could get the
support for a new publication to be written, many of the interview subjects mentioned issues
like stronger regulation, but much of the focus was on education and awareness. Martin
stated that he thinks it needs to be recognized by the preservation community that you need
to put forth every tool that you can, including education and staff, or preservation will not
be successful. As Martin said, you need the proper tools, but mostly it is “help, help, help,
help, help,” working with property owners through education. Jessup emphasized that more
than a plan, what the city most needs is the political will to implement preservation. She
stated that if there was a serious effort behind a publication that she would call for
appropriate staffing, institution of a required education process and a requirement that city
agencies work together for preservation’s benefit. 196 Schoettle did not list specific
components, but again emphasized the idea of bringing focus to preservation, as well as
legitimacy to preservation work. 197 While he spoke often about the planning process,
Schoettle also stated that he has actually advocated for a new preservation plan, not so much
for its hardcopy result, but for the process that is built behind it.
This analysis of preservation planning through A Plan for Preservation has revealed that
the plan was a successful, useful document for the city. At the same time, deeper analysis
revealed that there are many complications and obstacles behind the plan, which continue to
effect preservation efforts. It appears that in addition to recommending more stringent
regulatory tools and providing more incentives for preservation such as tax credits and
grants, that the most important aspect of preservation planning is an advocacy and education
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process for citizens and city officials alike. Creating awareness among citizens and buy-in
from political powers are important to ensure preservation success. Communication of
preservation goals and benefits, and integration of the same into citizens’ care of their
property and the city’s approach to development, will help to ensure a preservation ethic
which will remain stable over time.
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CHAPTER 5: PRESERVATION PLAN IMPLEMENTATION IN THE CITY OF
LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA
5. 1 Introduction
Located in the heart of Pennsylvania’s famous Lancaster County, the City of
Lancaster has long acted as the center of this mainly agricultural and suburban region.
Today, Lancaster is a small city of seven square miles and is home to about 56,000
residents. 198 The city has a natural boundary formed by the Conestoga Creek to its south and
east, and retains its 18th century grid pattern which radiates from its central Penn Square. 199
Its traditional role as the county’s center and this historic street pattern are just several
legacies from Lancaster’s significant history. In recent years, Lancaster has strengthened its
link to this past by turning to its historic architecture as a tool in revitalization and future
stability. Conscious efforts in historic preservation began in the late 1960s, and accelerated in
the 1990s with the incorporation of preservation values and activities into local
comprehensive planning, beginning with the creation of Preserving Community Character,
Lancaster’s first formal preservation plan.
Preserving Community Character, published in 1992 for the City of Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, is a unique vision for preservation planning. Rather than focusing strictly on
historic preservation, the document emphasizes the overall “community character” of
Lancaster, recognizing not only its significant history and architecture, but the city’s
distinctive quality of life and continual evolution. Presented as more of a visionary document
than an action plan, Preserving Community Character encouraged a new direction for
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preservation in Lancaster, promoting community involvement, a neighborhood focus and
recognition of the city’s diversity.
5.2 Introduction to the History of Lancaster, Pennsylvania
The city was founded in the early 1730s and soon developed as a center in the midst
of the surrounding agricultural region. 200 Lancaster’s location at the intersection of several
major roadways at the time expanded its importance and growth. While Lancaster is
considered a small city today, in 1760 it was actually the largest inland town in America, and
acted as Pennsylvania’s capital from 1799 to 1812. 201 From its founding through to the late
19th century, Lancaster’s growth was relatively modest. 202
Like many cities, though, Lancaster grew rapidly in the late 19th century due to
transportation improvements and industrial and manufacturing expansion. The preservation
plan states that “The city which we appreciate today, and the distinctive character that the
city has become known for, should be recognized and respected as a product of late
nineteenth century and early twentieth-century industrial America.” 203 The point is made that
Lancaster’s “history is reflected in its built environment.” 204 These historic resources can be
found throughout the city, in landmarks like its famous Central Market, its rowhouses and
warehouses, and its historic roadways and grid pattern. Lancaster’s most enduring legacies
from its late 19th and early 20th century growth are its central business district and
surrounding residential land area, which contain a variety of buildings from all periods. The
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greatest amount of building in Lancaster occurred between 1840 and 1930,205 and the
greatest number of residences, mostly in the form of rowhouses, date between 1875 and
1915. 206 The architectural styles mostly reflect the Victorian period, and many of the
buildings have Italianate, Romanesque, Queen Anne and Colonial Revival elements from
this period. 207
Preserving Community Character presents Lancaster’s more recent 20th century history
within the context of the challenges it has presented to the city. After World War II,
Lancaster experienced challenges similar to those of many cities of the time, such as the
closing or relocation of many important mills and factories. 208 While the city’s landmark
buildings have long been appreciated even during times of economic challenge, its “ordinary
old buildings” have not always been treated with similar respect. While smaller in scale than
Providence (see Providence Case Study Chapter 4), Lancaster also received attention from
urban renewal activities in the late 1960s. Urban renewal “resulted in a tremendous loss of
Lancaster’s historic building stock in both the central business district and the city’s
southeast quadrant.” 209 By the time Preserving Community Character was written in 1992, one
source says that Lancaster was a “depressed city” that was “in need of revitalization.” 210
Specific problems at the time included maintaining its downtown as a commercial center and
competition with growing suburban developments. 211 The late 20th century is said to have
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been “a period of gradual loss of commercial and industrial activity in the district.” 212
Planning for preservation activities grew out of the need for a response to these issues, with
the community’s leaders recognizing the city’s unique historic building stock, and its
potential for the future.
5.3 Planning History in Lancaster, Pennsylvania: An Overview
The City of Lancaster began formal planning with the adoption of the city’s first
comprehensive plan in 1929. In 1945, the “Baker Plan,” a second comprehensive plan, was
published. Lancaster subsequently adopted its first zoning ordinance in 1948. In 1968, the
city adopted a Land Use Plan, and began the urban renewal activities discussed above. An
extensive survey of all city land uses occurred in 1988. 213 In June 1991, the city began the
planning process for its New Comprehensive Plan for the City of Lancaster, in which the city
addressed “the high priority concerns of its citizens.” 214 As part of this process, the city
completed a historic preservation element of the comprehensive plan. The first step towards
this process was the writing and publication of Preserving Community Character, City of Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, by Peter Benton and David Schneider in 1992. This document is the focus of
this thesis case study and will be discussed in further detail in the following sections of this
chapter.
As will be discussed in the following section, that document was not officially
adopted by the city, but instead formed the basis for the New Comprehensive Plan’s Chapter III,
“Community Character”. The New Comprehensive Plan was published in 1993 by the
212
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Department of Housing and Community Development and was adopted by the city. Since
that time, most planning efforts in the city have been based off of this comprehensive plan.
A new comprehensive plan for the city has not since been published, but in May 2008, the
city adopted an ordinance authorizing the city council “to enter into the intergovernmental
cooperation agreement” for Growing Together: A Comprehensive Plan for Central Lancaster County,
a regional comprehensive plan developed by the Lancaster County Planning Commission. 215
Today, Lancaster’s main planning body is the Bureau of Planning, part of the
Department of Economic Development and Neighborhood Revitalization. The Bureau of
Planning describes its responsibilities as: “related to land development and subdivision plan
review and approval, historic preservation planning, review and approval of construction,
renovation, and demolition projects within historic districts, storm water management for
new building and paving projects, and long-range comprehensive planning and
implementation.” 216 The Bureau administers four ordinances in the city, including the
Heritage Conservation District Ordinance and the Historic District Ordinance. In
connection to these ordinances, the Bureau provides technical assistance and staff support to
the Planning Commission, the Historical Commission, and the Historical Architectural
Review Board. Other divisions within the Department of Economic Development and
Neighborhood Revitalization which can have a significant effect on planning efforts are the
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Bureau of Zoning and Inspections, the Neighborhood Revitalization Division, and the
Structural Inspections Division. 217
5.4 Preservation Planning History in Lancaster, Pennsylvania: An Overview
Conscious preservation planning in Lancaster began in the 1960s when the city faced
its first threats to historic property through urban renewal schemes. According to the city,
“In the mid-twentieth century, local citizens began to actively encourage preservation of the
City’s historic buildings and neighborhoods, and urged local elected leaders to implement
plans and ordinances to protect this unique heritage. Lancaster City Council created
Lancaster's first local historic district in 1967.” 218 Aside from this first creation of the local
historic district, one of Lancaster’s most significant preservation undertakings to date is the
Preserving Community Character plan, published in 1992. While the plan was not officially
adopted by the city, its creation and publication have had a significant effect on preservation
planning in the city since that time, with its main ideas included in 1993’s A New
Comprehensive Plan for the City of Lancaster, which has guided planning activity in the city since
the early 1990s.

Today, the city’s preservation initiatives are directed under the Bureau of Planning’s
planning staff, which includes one preservation planner position. Additionally, the city has a
Historical Commission and a Historical Architectural Review Board. These groups oversee
preservation under two types of local historic districts, the HARB district and a Heritage
Conservation District. The HARB oversees the original local historic district which was
created in 1967. HARB review includes changes to the exteriors of included buildings, and
217
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new construction and alterations are assessed for their affect on the appearance of a building
or overall character of the street. All applications for new construction, demolition and
exterior alterations to buildings within the district are reviewed by the seven person HARB
which is appointed by the City Council. 219 A separate district and commission was created in
1999, the Heritage Conservation District and the Historical Commission, respectively. The
Conservation District and the Historical Commission were created to review new
construction and demolition visible from a public street for the city’s remaining resources
which were not included in the HARB reviewed local historic district. The goal here is to
protect the overall character of streets and neighborhoods, and reviewed projects include
constructing a new building or addition, adding a porch, or demolishing a building or porch,
dormer, etc. The Historical Commission is appointed by the city council and includes seven
members.
5.5 Introduction to Preserving Community Character: City of Lancaster,

Pennsylvania
History of Preserving Community Character
As discussed in the above sections, Preserving Community Character was published in
1992 as part of Lancaster’s comprehensive planning process which was officially undertaken
in 1991. The plan, as it was not officially adopted by the city, has had a more complex
history than Providence’s A Plan for Preservation, as discussed in the previous case study in
Chapter 4. The interview process for this case study began by speaking with Peter Benton,
the author of Preserving Community Character. At the time of the plan’s publication, Benton
worked at John Milner Associates, Inc., and was hired for this project as a writer and
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consultant, in partnership with David Schneider, then the executive director of the Historic
Preservation Trust of Lancaster County. Benton described his experience with the project
during an interview conducted with the author on March 13, 2009. He stated that he began
by thoroughly surveying the city, and stated that his fundamental observation from this work
was that the whole town was National Register eligible and significant and needed to be a
part of the final plan. Benton was particularly interested in the city’s neighborhoods, stating
that he was able to clearly see its land evolution over time, from the center of the city to its
edges. 220
Based on these observations, Benton and his team put together what would become
the comprehensive set of recommendations as published in the final document of Preserving
Community Character. Benton revealed during the interview process that he was unsure what
actually became of the plan that he wrote. Benton’s final observation was that part of this
case study’s story was not just the plan itself, but what became of it, and unexpected
influences in its successes and failures. 221
Many of the details of this plan’s subsequent use in Lancaster’s planning work was
filled in through a joint interview process with Paula Jackson, chief planner in Lancaster, and
Suzanne Stallings, preservation planner in the city’s Bureau of Planning, as well as through
documentation of the process as provided by the Bureau of Planning. Jackson worked on
the planning staff at the time of Preserving Community Character’s publication, and remains
intimately connected to the comprehensive planning process and subsequent preservation
planning activities. Jackson described the process leading to the comprehensive plan
220
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beginning with collaboration between the planning office and Lancaster citizens. The
process began with a citizen advisory group which discussed issues such as the character of
Lancaster. 222 A later report from the Historic Preservation Initiatives Committee in 1997
describes the 1993 plan process as a two and one half year process in which “grass-roots
citizens input identified Lancaster’s architecture as the second most desirable feature on a list
of the top ten positives” (accessibility was listed as number one). 223 The group, then, decided
that its character was not just its buildings, but also its “good urban design” as a whole,
including its streetscapes, sidewalks, trees, density and alley system.224 Furthermore, the
group first brainstormed the phrase “community character.” The advisory group felt that
using “historic preservation” would be a “turn-off” particularly to Lancaster’s sizeable
minority population. They specifically brainstormed a title they felt would appeal to that
population of the city, and struggled through an entire meeting to come to “community
character.” 225 The group felt that if preservationists wanted to reach out to the community,
that historic preservation should not be explicitly used as it would not be embraced by the
whole community. 226
Jackson stated that this preservation effort was meant to be part of the New
Comprehensive Plan which was eventually published in 1993. At the time, the city government
was encouraged to include Preserving Community Character as part of the comprehensive plan,
which would have been going “beyond the limits of the state planning code” which does not
require devotion of a separate plan or chapter to preservation. After the citizen advisory
222
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group had met, 68 neighborhood meetings were held within 4 months to gather public
opinion. What Jackson and her colleagues heard from residents was how important the
architecture of Lancaster was to them, in addition to other qualities like walkability. From
the list made in these meetings, goals were developed.
Preserving Community Character was not adopted, but it did serve as the background to
the adopted comprehensive plan. It was the “Community Character” chapter of the
comprehensive plan, then, that was specifically adopted and implemented, although Preserving
Community Character was actually a strong basis for preservation planning in this period. A
New Comprehensive Plan directly references Preserving Community Character and states that “the
character of a community is defined by its physical, cultural, and social qualities.” 227 The plan
states that “Protecting the aesthetic and historic quality, structural integrity, and urban
character of the city’s neighborhoods and buildings will help to preserve Lancaster’s
community character.” 228 One specific policy goal of the plan was “To protect and enhance
Lancaster City’s physical attractiveness and historic quality while allowing for reasonable
growth and development.” 229 The plan lists objectives such as “adaptive reuse of existing
nonresidential structures,” “formal designation of historic areas throughout Lancaster,” and
“a system of design review should be established for existing structures and for new
construction in areas outside of official Historic Districts.” 230
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Content of Preserving Community Character
As discussed in the previous section, Preserving Community Character was written by
Peter Benton, of John Milner Associates, Inc., and David Schneider, executive director of
the Historic Preservation Trust of Lancaster County. Published in 1992, the process for
creating the plan included extensive survey and historical research by Benton 231 and
“substantial public participation” 232 through community meetings. The plan was funded by
the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission’s Certified Local Government Grant
Program and Lancaster’s Community Development Block Grant Program. 233
The authors divided the plan into three sections, titled “Community Character,”
“Enhancing Community Character,” and “Recommendations.” The first section provides a
background for the plan, describing Lancaster’s historical development, its current
downtown, the city’s neighborhoods, and introduce the reader to Lancaster’s cultural
diversity. The second section presents community character as a unique characteristic which
can be strengthened in the future, and used as a tool in economic development and
community revitalization efforts. This chapter concludes with a section on using historic
preservation as a tool for preserving community character. The final section is devoted to
recommendations based on the previous two chapters. The plan states that “The following
recommendations are directly related to increasing public awareness of the city’s rich history,
its cultural diversity, and its physical attributes. They are intended as first steps toward
improving the quality of life for all those who live and work in the City of Lancaster.” 234
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These recommendations are broken into: Community Character Education, Neighborhood Focus,
Historic Preservation as a Tool, Minority Involvement, Community Design Consensus, and Comprehensive
Plan. Each broad goal contains several specific objectives, each of which recommends
leaders for the process and how the objective will be paid for.
The authors of Local Historic Preservation Plans: A Selected Annotated Bibliography noted
the plan’s focus on cultural diversity, and its related publication in both English and Spanish.
The authors call it a “highly readable document” which emphasizes Lancaster’s community
character as “an important asset that can used to achieve a variety of social and economic
goals in the city.” 235 One of the most important aspects of the plan, though, was that it was
“Developed with substantial public participation.” 236 At the time the plans for the Annotated
Bibliography were collected, the authors did not know that Preserving Community Character would
not be officially adopted by the city. This part of Lancaster’s preservation planning story,
then, sets it apart from both the Providence and Staunton case studies. The following case
study review reveals that while the plan was not officially adopted, many of its suggested
recommendations have been implemented in some form. This result shows how important
the planning process is to the plan itself, and the document has clearly influenced
preservation activity in Lancaster since that time. Preserving Community Character’s
recommendations will be presented in detail in the following section, with each
recommendation followed by a discussion of its components and future success in
implementation.
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5.6 Recommendation Review237

Goal 1: Community Character Education: The community needs to continue the process begun by
this study to define the strengths and weaknesses of our community character and the role our people play in
defining that character. As people become more aware of the significance and condition of their neighborhoods,
they will be more likely to take meaningful action to make improvements. This specifically includes a need to
document and promote minority communities within the city with an eye toward improving understanding
between them and the community at large.
Recommendations

Details

1.

Audio/Visual Presentation.

1.

Presentation to increase community character awareness.

2.

Rehabilitation/Maintenance
Handbook

1.

3.

Demonstration Projects

1.

4.

Document Minority History

1.

5.

Community Character in the
Schools

1.

6.

Newspaper Series

1.

Handbook to provide guidelines for rehabilitating existing
buildings and addresses strategies for reducing rehabilitation and
maintenance costs while preserving community character.
Community character preservation demonstrated through
tangible projects; can initially be accomplished through ongoing
programs underway by such groups as SACA, Habitat for
Humanity, City of Lancaster’s Housing Rehabilitation Program,
etc.
A program to document history of Lancaster’s primary minority
populations, African-Americans and Latinos; examining historic
and potential contributions of these communities to the physical
character of the city and promoting preservation of buildings
and neighborhoods associated with these groups.
Educational programs about community character and heritage
are in place in many areas of the country and should be
examined to identify methods to introduce heritage education
into the city’s elementary and secondary curriculums.
Series of articles describing aspects of Lancaster’s history and
community character.

Preserving Community Character’s first goal contains two elements, concentrating first on
general public education through such tools as presentations and handbooks, and secondly
on documenting and promoting minority history within Lancaster. The city has had mixed
success with this goal. The planning department has taken steps towards education,
publishing a variety of educational materials when budget allows, but has not seen as much
success with minority history documentation.
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In the past, Jackson and Stallings stated that tours were given for interested groups,
but this was an activity that has been limited by budget. Documents such as The Historic City
of Lancaster, A Report on its Historic Resources published in 1995, have been published not only
to help the city move forward in planning efforts, but to help educate citizens interested in
the city’s architectural and neighborhood highlights. Today, what would serve as the
“Rehabilitation/Maintenance Handbook” suggested in the recommendations, is provided to
residents on a useful city website. Several webpages are devoted to informing homeowners
about the importance of maintenance and repair, and what programs and grants are available
to assist them. 238 A “Preventative Maintenance Checklist” is available for printout to guide
citizens through regular maintenance of their historic homes. Another booklet, titled
“Property Maintenance: Tips on Repairing, Renovating and Respecting Older Buildings” is
also available, and in addition to addressing common problems and recommended
approaches, also discusses the benefits of preventative maintenance over the use of harmful
modern synthetic materials. Other webpages specifically address such elements as doors and
windows, porches and masonry walls. 239
Bringing “community character” to the schools through education programs has
been accomplished to some extent. The planning department published a “Teacher’s Guide”
to Lancaster’s Architectural Heritage, which was given to all of Lancaster’s schools and
librarians. 240 One of Lancaster’s more impressive educational outreach initiatives is that the
city has published a vast amount of information on Lancaster’s history, architecture and
preservation on its internet website. Some of these webpages are devoted to historical and
238
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architectural summaries and descriptions, and others are specifically education oriented. For
example, the “Education and Children” webpage 241 provides two fieldwork forms which are
“available here to help children look carefully at details and describe what they see.” A form
for younger children helps them to “analyze shapes, patterns, and functions” while a form
for older children helps “them to differentiate stylistic details and materials.” Additionally,
the site helps children in “building a vocabulary” in architecture, illustrating architectural
terms, setting up an “architectural treasure hunt,” and describing the patterns of bricks that
children may notice on local buildings. As many preservation education efforts too often
turn into more history than historic preservation lessons, Lancaster’s preservation and
architecture specific education activities are notable.
The documentation and promotion of minority history in Lancaster is one aspect of
this goal which local preservationists acknowledge has not been addressed well. There has
been some outreach, such as programs held on a local Spanish language radio station
discussing historic preservation, but such efforts are infrequent and have not occurred in
recent years. 242 The general opinion among Lancaster’s preservationists was that historic
preservation issues by and large are not important among the city’s minority populations.
Timothy Smedick of the Lancaster Historic Trust, the county’s leading advocacy group,
stated that he does feel education is a problem, but that interest must come from both sides.
He stated that while preservation must be better promoted, minority populations in
Lancaster also must begin to accept and recognize the value of the city’s historic resources.
Both Jackson and Smedick spoke to the difficulties in persuading the significant Puerto
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Rican population in the city to feel a connection to a historic architecture that does not relate
to their own cultural past. Jackson stated that most Latinos in the community appear to be
more interested in their daily lives, and their connections to their family, religion, and so on,
than to the historic buildings in a new home town.
Education initiatives in Lancaster, then, face many of the same problems as other
cities tackling preservation education and awareness. First is the issue of budget, which may
allow for the initiation of programs, but not a continuous effort over time. Lancaster has
published reports and booklets when able to receive grants or funding, but can not rely on
this consistently. A second issue is that of time. While the planning department has clearly
made concerted efforts towards education, the day-to-day demands of planning work do not
allow for complete devotion to educational outreach and promotion. Last, every interview
subject spoke to the issue of interest in preservation having to be two-sided. Preservationists
in the city seemed to feel discouraged that some outreach efforts have been made to
minority populations, but that the interest is not returned. This issue is not exclusive to this
population or to Lancaster, but speaks more to the competition preservation often receives
from easier methods of maintenance and repair than those promoted by preservation
advocates. Lancaster’s most important step towards education may be its availability of
preservation information on its internet website. While the city does not always have the
budget or time to actively reach out to the public at all times, the internet has provided a way
for the city to make information available and accessible to the public. Interested citizens are
able to educate themselves on history and style as well as practical repair and maintenance.
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Goal 2 Neighborhood Focus: Lancaster’s neighborhoods should be the focus of community
revitalization activity. Community should develop effective mechanisms to promote and reinforce the special
qualities and character of our neighborhoods, foster and promote active neighborhood associations, and
broaden their focus to include the preservation of neighborhood character.
Recommendations

Details

1.

Neighborhood Task
Force

1.

Effort similar to the Downtown Task Force is needed to continue to define
neighborhood issues, to promote the significant role of neighborhoods to the
overall vitality of the city, and to begin establishing a more formalized role
for neighborhoods within the city planning and political processes.

2.

Neighborhood Study

1.

3.

Incentive Programs

1.

Comprehensive study needed to document the historical development of the
City’s neighborhoods and to serve as a basis for developing neighborhood
awareness. In addition, the study should identify existing groups, assist the
Neighborhood Council and other parties in networking among them, suggest
possible definition/redefinition of neighborhoods in order to foster groups
where none currently exist, and make recommendations to the City on
methods to formalize communication from such groups.
A series of incentive programs, such as property tax abatements for
community character enhancement, formal involvement of neighborhood
associations within city government, etc. should be developed.

The second goal of Preserving Community Character called for making the city’s
neighborhoods a focus of community revitalization. In this case, Lancaster has not
specifically implemented the recommendations listed above, but the city has a Housing and
Neighborhood Revitalization Unit which works directly with residents in neighborhood
improvement neighborhoods, and neighborhood associations have started to become
important players in revitalization efforts.
The Housing and Neighborhood Revitalization Unit of Lancaster describes its
principal goal as “to promote reinvestment in the existing housing stock. Preserving existing
housing through maintenance and rehabilitation and increasing home ownership are goals in
the City’s adopted comprehensive plan and are primary means to promote this strategy.” 243
The city has been able to accomplish maintenance and rehabilitation activities through
federal and state funding programs. Specific programs within the greater Housing and
243
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Neighborhood Revitalization Unit include the Critical Repair Program, the Homeowner
Rehabilitation Program, the Renovate and Repair Program and the Lead Base Paint
Reduction Program.
Specific incentives are also offered to homeowners through the Housing and
Neighborhood Revitalization Unit which provides a zero percent loan from the city to
rehabilitate owner-occupied properties. This incentive is funded through the federal HUD
program. The loans can be received by any owners who occupy a home, and meet current
family income guidelines and the criteria established by the Homeowner Rehabilitation
Program. The work done is meant to bring the property up to the standards of the current
city Housing Code. The work provided through this unit and its programs and incentives are
not preservation-specific, but have acted on a neighborhood-specific level, which partially
supports Goal 2. Further incentives are offered through a facade easement program run
through the Historic Preservation Trust of Lancaster County. 244 Finally, like many other
cities across the nation, Lancaster has made significant use of federal tax credits for historic
rehabilitation. One interview subject, though, stated that incentives have not necessarily
improved over time. 245
According to interview work, neighborhood associations have also begun to play a
very important role in preservation work in recent years. This theme was also seen in the
Providence and Staunton case studies, and continues here. Neighborhood meetings were an
extremely important part of the process of creating both Preserving Community Character and
the New Comprehensive Plan, and citizen influence has continued through the present. Timothy
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Smedick specifically stated that it is “really neighborhood groups that make the biggest
difference.” 246 Such groups do not have regulatory authority in the city, but have had a
significant influence. Specific neighborhood groups in Lancaster include the James Street
Improvement District, East Grant Street neighborhood group and the Elm Street
neighborhood group. Smedick stated that while these groups often have an uncoordinated
group of initiatives, they have been successful, and he hopes that they will eventually be able
to adopt their own design standards. 247 One of the most successful has been the James Street
Improvement District, which effectively encourages adaptive reuse by private developers
and has learned how to be advocates to developers. They are currently expanding their
geographic area of influence, and Smedick stated that it “will be a major plus for the city if
they expand their program as well.” 248
With their independent and uncoordinated efforts, though, Smedick also warned that
such groups can just as easily have a negative effect on preservation. While some
neighborhood groups have been very responsible and promote preservation, others will “get
around preservation statutes” and “bend the rules” like any other citizen. Formally
incorporating neighborhood groups within the city has not happened to this point, but with
the success and influence of neighborhood groups in each of the case studies analyzed, it
appears that this would be a worthwhile process for other cities to evaluate in the future.
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Goal 3 Historic Preservation as a Tool: The role of historic preservation in Lancaster has been
limited in recent years and, for many, the term has come to mean design control and costly restoration of
landmark buildings. Yet there are many successful examples of the adaptive re-use of old and historic
buildings and the strengthening of neighborhoods by focusing on their physical character. They indicate that a
broader and more flexible interpretation of historic preservation can be used as an important tool for meeting
primary community goals involving economic development, housing, and the preservation of our community’s
character.
Recommendations

Details
1.

1.

Building Survey
1.

2.

Preservation Education
Project (PEP II)

1.
3.

Tourism Development
Utilizing Community
Character

4.

National Register District
for Downtown

1.

Existing Historic Sites Survey maintained by Historic Preservation
Trust should be updated and expanded. Existing survey documents
only fraction of total building stock within city.
Historic Preservation Trust completed its first Preservation Education
Project (PEP) in 1981. PEP II would be program to inform property
owners, developers, investors, etc. about the Secretary of the Interior’s
Standards, use of federal tax incentives, and their responsibilities for,
and strategies responding to, compliance with state and federal review
requirements (106, etc). Material would be applicable to both publicly
assisted and private providers of both owner occupied and rental
properties and a variety of economic development programs and
activities.
Historic Preservation Trust should sponsor a workshop in cooperation
with the Lancaster Chamber of Commerce, the D.I.D. Authority, the
Pennsylvania Dutch Visitors Bureau and other interested parties, to
discuss strategies for utilizing community character to promote tourism
in the City of Lancaster. Specifically, materials from the Heritage
Development and Heritage Tourism initiative s of the National Trust
for Historic Preservation should be examined and discussed for their
applicability to local needs.
National Register district proposed for downtown several years ago
should be reconsidered.

Preserving Community Character’s Goal 3 specifically addresses historic preservation,
whereas its other goals reflect the plan’s broader “community character” outlook. While
both Preserving Community Character and A New Comprehensive Plan utilize the phrase
“community character” as a way to reach out to a broader community of people, historic
preservation is a strong part of this overall goal. Goal 3 addresses how historic preservation
can be used in such areas as economic development and preservation of character. Within
this goal, building survey, tourism development and National Register District designation
have been successful, although again, in slightly different forms than the plan originally
suggested.
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Following up the 1992 Preserving Community Character and the 1993 New Comprehensive
Plan was a 1995 document entitled The Historic City of Lancaster: A Report on its Historic
Resources, published by the city’s Department of Housing and Community Development.
This document fulfilled the first recommendation of Goal 3, which calls for a full survey of
the city. The purpose of that report was “to identify and map all historically significant areas
within the City of Lancaster and to determine the boundaries of a district that would be
potentially eligible for the National Register of Historic Places. This has been done to assist
city government, community organizations, and others in complying with federal and state
historic preservation requirements.” 249 The report approached the study from the
community character perspective already established in the comprehensive plan.
Additionally, the report was meant to act as “part of a larger project to organize and make
more readily available to the general public more than twenty-five years of historical and
architectural research.” 250 This Report on Historic Resources led into a process designating
Lancaster’s downtown as a National Register Historic District. As a result, the Lancaster City
Historic District was designated in 2001. It covers most of the city’s limits, and includes
almost 14,000 historic resources, one of the largest districts in the United States. Listing on
the National Register has allowed for the utilization of financial incentives for rehabilitation
within the city.
While the specific steps in the “Tourism Development” recommendation have not
been followed, the city has been making an effort in promoting heritage tourism. 251 Paula
Jackson from the city planning department states that much of this heritage tourism draws
249
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from the county, but the city has begun to make an effort to draw visitors downtown. The
city has been trying new and creative approaches to drawing new residents and visitors, such
as recently entering the city into a contest to be featured in This Old House magazine. 252
Today, it is felt that many people have moved to Lancaster specifically because they learned
of its architecture and were attracted to its buildings and streetscapes. 253 Smedick stated that
the city is now specifically embracing historic preservation as a marketing tool and for
tourism. 254 In fact, with the success of tourism, Smedick has found there is a new aspect to
historic preservation in the city, as people have discovered its economic benefits. 255
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Goal 4 Minority Involvement: Ethnic, cultural, social, and religious diversity has historically been,
and should remain, a primary character-defining element of our community. However, the role of present day
minority communities within this tradition is not well understood by the community as a whole. Documenting
and promoting the historic contributions of longstanding minority communities, such as African-Americans,
and emerging role of newer minority communities, notably people of Latino and Asian origin, will promote
community pride within those minorities and will foster greater understanding among all people in the city. A
program to document the history of Lancaster’s primary minority populations, African-Americans and
Latinos, should be actively pursued. Further, the historic and potential contributions of these communities to
the physical character of the city should be examined.
Recommendations
1. Respect for Cultural
Diversity Through
Community
Character Related
Programs

Details
1.

Specific mechanisms must be developed to incorporate cultural diversity
within existing community character-related programs.
a. Design review guidelines: for historic districts and the ECPRC
should respect cultural diversity, provide improved access for
minority communities, and provide additional flexibility to
accommodate financial hardship. Design review requirements
modified to accommodate creative methods to reduce the
rehabilitation and maintenance costs of old and historic buildings
based on the proposed Rehabilitation/Maintenance Handbook.
b. Technical assistance programs: should be developed to aid
applicants from minority communities in working with the HARB,
ECPRC, and all other city permitting and review processes
involving building construction or remodeling. Should include
development of multi-lingual brochures and design guideline
publications; the identification of staff or volunteer liaison persons
between the boards and minority applicants; and the development
of methods to assist non-English speaking individuals in their
presentations.
c. Minority Representation: the ECRPC has taken steps to include
minority representation in its membership; these efforts should be
continued. Minority representation on the HARB should be
developed.

Preserving Community Character has been noted for its awareness of the cultural diversity
of the City of Lancaster, and its unique focus on the community’s diversity in its history,
goals and recommendations. Goal 4 “Minority Involvement” explicitly states that diversity
“should remain a primary character-defining element” of Lancaster. The authors noted that
the role of minorities in Lancaster was not “well understood by the community as a whole.”
In order to work towards greater integration of Lancaster’s diverse population into
community character and preservation efforts, the authors recommend incorporating
cultural diversity into such elements as design review guidelines, technical assistance
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programs and minority representation in HARB. To some extent the city has worked toward
this overall goal, but interviews with preservationists and planners in Lancaster revealed that
it is still an issue that the city struggles with. The concern of this case study analysis and this
thesis as a whole is not necessarily the incorporation of minority groups specifically into
preservation, but rather the general struggle to cooperate and communicate with a variety of
groups with divergent interests.
Currently, representatives of this minority population have not been incorporated
into Lancaster’s HARB or the Historical Commission. 256 Lancaster’s planners and
preservation advocates feel that in general, the local Puerto Rican population is not
interested in preservation; while these residents have pride in their family, their religion and
their culture, the same connection does not exist to the city’s buildings. 257 Smedick also
stated that while preservationists must improve education and outreach, minority groups in
Lancaster must also come to recognize the need for preservation. 258 He specifically stated
that while there is a certain lack of education, he feels that puts the burden on preservation,
which is somewhat unfair. 259
Specific outreach efforts to the local minority population have been relatively few,
including a Latino preservation workshop about 10 years ago, which Jackson stated the city
would like to do again. As discussed in Goal 1, a program was devoted to speaking about
technical assistance in historic preservation on a local Spanish language radio station. 260
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Multi-lingual brochures have also been published, and Preserving Community Character itself was
originally also published in Spanish and English.
Based on discussions with preservation professionals in Lancaster, then, it appears
that lack of success in this goal has come through a failure to build an ethic of preservation
among minority residents. While education and community outreach are expensive and timeconsuming activities, they contribute to the creation of a long-lasting ethic among residents
which benefits preservation in the long-term. In Lancaster, with its high proportion of
minority residents, failure to build this ethic has resulted in typical preservation disputes
where homeowners bend the rules of the local historic districts. 261 While the city has taken
fragmented steps to address this goal, the attention it received from Preserving Community
Character’s authors has not been reflected in preservation implementation.
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Goal 5 Community Design Consensus: If we are to preserve this community’s special character, the
people of Lancaster must begin to develop a consensus as to what we want the city to look like in the future,
how we want to see our traditional buildings maintained, and what we collectively want to see in terms of new
construction. This need not be a mandated set of standards; rather it should serve as a benchmark to promote
a common acceptance of what Lancastrians like about their community and how this should be reflected in
design. For those areas of the city where design control is present, such a process will help to address more
adequately the specific needs of individual neighborhoods and accommodate cultural diversity.
Recommendations
1. Community Design Consensus Process

Details
1.

2.

Rehabilitation/Maintenance
Handbook (Minimum Maintenance
Guidelines)

1.

3.

Detailed Neighborhood Conservation
Guidelines

1.

Written downtown design consensus should be developed to
help shape growth and development within the city. The
consensus should be a broad statement of general design
principles that reflects the diversity of both the central
business district and the neighborhoods and that addresses
new construction, infill construction, and the rehabilitation of
existing structures. The consensus should serve as basis for
the development of more detailed guidelines. Consensus
should be developed through a process that involves all
aspects of the community.
A brief, concise (i.e. 2-3 pages) set of simple building and
maintenance guidelines, based upon the
Maintenance/Rehabilitation Handbook designed to promote
the preservation of community character should be
developed. The guidelines should be widely distributed and
easily understood document and should become a guideline
promoted by the City and other groups.
Using the Maintenance/Rehabilitation and the Community
Design Consensus Process as a background, these guidelines
would explore design issues and recommendations for the city
as a whole as well as for characteristic areas of the city (central
business district, like neighborhoods, etc.). The guidelines
would illustrate principals for maintenance, restoration,
additions, and new construction using specific examples. The
guidelines would also deal with streetscapes, alleyways, and
other public spaces. Separate chapters, or specific
publications, would review issues related to different areas of
the city. The guidelines would provide information to
property owners, but would also establish a basis for longterm City policy and infrastructure improvements.

Goal 5 of Preserving Community Character, “Community Design Consensus,” addresses
how Lancaster’s residents “want the city to look like in the future, how we want to see our
traditional buildings maintained, and what we collectively want to see in terms of new
construction.” Implementation of this goal has been particularly successful in Lancaster.
One aspect of the recommendations, design principles, is one which may have seen
limited success, depending on perspective. Interview subject Timothy Smedick expressed his
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opinion that the design standards are sub par and incomplete, and furthermore,
inconsistently enforced. 262 Additionally, while the city does have design guidelines, the
historic commission is constrained by the fact that it cannot enforce the guidelines, only
recommend action to the city council. Smedick stated that an applicant with enough
influence can ensure that the historical commission can be overruled. 263 In order to improve
design guidelines and the design process, Smedick believes that better enforcement needs to
be included. 264 More broadly, though, more has to be done to reach out to the public and
build acceptance of the design guidelines and rules. 265
As discussed previously, maintenance and rehabilitation guidelines have been
published and made available to the public. In addition to broader guidelines, the planning
department has published smaller brochures on specific topics like window and porch
maintenance and repair. 266 Today, those guidelines are available to the public on the city’s
internet website.
By far the most important success of this goal is work that has accomplished the
third recommendation, to create neighborhood conservation guidelines which would address
restoration and new construction, buildings and public space, and “would provide
information to property owners, but would also establish a basis for long-term City policy
and infrastructure improvements.” Such an intensive effort was undertaken in 1997, which
would eventually culminate in the creation of Lancaster’s unique Historic Conservation
District. In 1997 the planning department started another series of neighborhood meetings
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where staff members literally went door to door to get people involved. At each meeting,
participants filled out a questionnaire, and results were compiled from this process. The
questionnaire asked citizens how they would feel about public review of demolition and new
construction outside of the original 1967 local historic district. Additionally, citizens were
asked to identify what they thought Lancaster’s most important historic buildings were – the
result was that they found the majority of those buildings were not under any protection.
Lastly, citizens were questioned as to whether they wanted the zoning board or the city
council to decide on the review process; most people decided they would prefer elected
officials, and the result was that the city “went the city council route with enabling
legislation.” 267 The process continued into the term of a new city administration in 1998.
That year focused on narrowing down what would actually go into the final ordinance. For
example, while preservationists and planners originally wanted major alterations reviewed, it
was felt the entire ordinance would not be passed with this provision, and so it was not
included. 268 This result shows the spirit of compromise that is sometimes necessary in order
to accomplish broad preservation goals. Even with such changes, the final vote was very
close. The final result of this process, though, was that the city of Lancaster now has a
conservation district, which Jackson stated has more organization and “teeth.” 269 The review
process for the Conservation District includes review for new construction and demolition
visible from a public street. Peter Benton called this district the most successful
implementation of Preserving Community Character. 270
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Goal 6 Comprehensive Plan: The preservation of Community Character should be an integral
component of Lancaster City’s new Comprehensive Plan. A comprehensive plan serves as a blueprint for
managing growth, development and change within a community. The plan serves as the basis for creating and
revising planning and zoning processes. The City of Lancaster is in the process of developing a new
comprehensive plan. It is essential that a detailed assessment of community character be a component of this
plan and that community character be a consistent theme throughout the document. If we do not clearly spell
out what it is we as a community want to preserve, strengthen, or change about our community’s character in
coming years through this document, we will have missed an important opportunity.
Recommendations
1. Community Character Vision

2.

3.

4.

Details
1.

Community Character
Coordination with Other
Studies
Develop Historic Preservation
Expertise Within City
Planning Staff

1.

Coordination of Community
Character Preservation and
City Codes and Planning and
Zoning Documents

1.

1.

As part of the comprehensive planning process, the city should work
to develop an overall vision as to what the community character of
Lancaster should be in the future. This statement should serve as a
basis for the comprehensive plan itself.
The City should ensure that the preservation and enhancement of
Community character becomes an integral component of all current
and proposed planning efforts.
City should seek to ensure that at least one member of the planning
staff have professional training in historic preservation. This could be
accommodated as new staff is added or replaced within the staff or
by providing an existing staff member with external training
opportunities (such as the certificate program in historic preservation
offered by Harrisburg Area Community College). In addition, a
training seminar should be developed with the cooperation of the
Historic Preservation Trust to provide an introduction to historic
preservation to the city planning staff and appropriate review board
members.
Revisions and additions should be made to existing city codes and
planning and zoning mechanisms to promote the preservation of
community character through the rehabilitation of existing buildings.

The preservation plan’s final goal is to incorporate the preservation of “community
character” as an important component of Lancaster’s New Comprehensive Plan. Aside from
that overarching goal, recommendations also called for creating a “community character”
statement, coordinating community character with other planning efforts, developing
preservation expertise on the planning staff, and coordinating preservation with city
planning, zoning and codes. This goal has seen tangible success with “community character”
inclusion in the comprehensive plan, a preservation planner included on the planning staff,
and other activities discussed below. At the same time, the overall success of incorporating
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preservation into overall planning and city goals is difficult to quantify, and the interview
process revealed that opinion varies as to the success of that undertaking.
As discussed earlier, while the Preserving Community Character plan was not adopted by
the city, a chapter of the New Comprehensive Plan of 1993 was devoted to “community
character” and adopted its ideas directly from the preservation plan. While ideals related to
community character are found throughout the comprehensive plan, one chapter entitled
“Community Character” is specifically devoted to the concept. Two policy goals were
included under this concept:
1. To protect and enhance Lancaster City’s physical attractiveness and historic quality
while allowing for reasonable growth and development; 271 and
2. To strengthen neighborhoods and to make all neighborhoods desirable, safe places
to live. 272
Specific policy objectives under each of these goals included planning guidelines for new
development, adaptive reuse, formal designation of historic areas, compatibility of new
construction with neighborhood surroundings, and design review for structures outside of
the existing historic districts at the time. 273
While a new comprehensive plan has not yet been published by the city, preservation
has been incorporated into new planning efforts in Lancaster County, such as Growing
Together: A Comprehensive Plan for Central Lancaster County, which the city adopted in 2008.
Additionally, the city’s planning department has intensively worked towards implementing
271
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the goals and objectives stated in the New Comprehensive Plan and has succeeded on many
fronts including those discussed previously such as the Heritage Conservation District. In
addition, since the publication of Preserving Community Character, a staff member specializing in
preservation has been added to the planning staff under the title of preservation planner. 274
The final objective under this goal called for coordination of preservation with city
codes, planning and zoning documents. The city has taken formal steps to accomplish this
objective, but has seen mixed results in its application. First, the Comprehensive Plan was
published with preservation objectives included. The first ordinance passed after legislation
for the comprehensive plan was for zoning. An intensive rezoning effort was undertaken in
1997 which would eventually culminate in the creation of Lancaster’s unique Historic
Conservation District. 275
One common element of difficulty in cities attempting to promote and then enforce
preservation is that of incorporating it into building codes, and even more difficult,
convincing building code officials to include preservation concerns as a normal component
of their reviews. Lancaster has experienced similar difficulties in this regard, showing that
even with implementation of proper zoning and planning measures, preservation objectives
may not always be adhered to by citizens or other city officials. For example, Jackson stated
that while other city departments know what they must comply with, they know exactly their
piece but nothing else. Smedick described the problem as a “historic building is guilty until
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proven innocent,” with some departments considering preservation priorities and others
needing to be constantly convinced. 276
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5.7 Case Study Conclusion
The preceding review of recommendation implementation from Lancaster’s Preserving
Community Character showed that the plan was successful as a policy or vision document. Not
meant to act as an action plan or blueprint for planning activities, and not officially adopted
by the city, the relative success of Preserving Community Character can be attributed to the
process behind creation of the plan, initial political support, and subsequent effort by a small
group of individuals who have been committed to preservation. In this case study, not every
objective was fulfilled, nor was every successful objective fulfilled in the exact manner the
plan described. Overall, though, the majority of its goals have either been reached or are in a
continuous process of implementation. The city has seen “failure” or challenges to
preservation mostly in interdepartmental support for preservation, and participation from all
Lancaster’s citizens. Additionally, like any other city, Lancaster has also experienced
challenges in budget, time and staff support.
Starting at the creation of the plan, the most common theme revealed was an
intensive process of community involvement and citizen participation. This participation in
the planning process was common to both Preserving Community Character (1992) and a New
Comprehensive Plan (1993). The ideas expressed about Lancaster’s community character and
historic preservation in the plans were the direct result of citizen task forces and
neighborhood meetings which took place throughout the early 1990s. 277 Citizens’ vision of
their community, such as their appreciation of its streetscape and walkability, and their
opinion on how preservation review should occur, would directly influence plan content and
future city policy.
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This initial citizen participation in plan creation and support for its initiatives seem to
have helped contribute to several early successes, including “community character” inclusion
in the comprehensive plan, zoning updates and the eventual creation of the Heritage
Conservation District. At that time, preservation had “council buy-in,” according to Jackson
of the planning department, and citizens had an ethic for preservation. 278 Early successes led
to the city putting preservation processes in place, giving preservation at least a chance of
working. 279 Since that time, the challenge in Lancaster seems to have been maintaining this
ethic and the associated level of support. The city has witnessed many accomplishments and
has undertaken many activities, but they do not all occur on a continuous basis, such as its
education outreach, and what has been accomplished has often been the result of strong
individual initiative, such as that displayed by Paula Jackson in the planning department, 280 or
by responsible individual building owners. 281
“Buy-in” from both citizens, city council and other government departments is a
theme seen in each preservation plan case study. In Lancaster, such buy-in has been uneven
over the years. In the years surrounding initial plan creation and publication, there was buyin from all parties and political will for preservation activity. Jackson stated in interview that
planners had council buy-in, and that a preservation ethic existed among citizens. The most
significant challenge in convincing citizens of preservation at the time was dispelling typical
preservation myths. Citizens cared about their historic buildings, but had to be educated in
preservation. Jackson stated that this cultural interest and support of historic buildings by
citizens has been helpful to city staff over the years. When asked how the city accomplished
278
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the Preserving Community Character plan and subsequent inclusion in the Comprehensive Plan,
Jackson stressed that it was the citizens - “consultants helped with the plan’s chapters, but
they did not do it.”
Today, though, it seems that this political buy-in and citizen acceptance of
preservation is not something that preservation professionals in Lancaster can count on.
Smedick called citizen support “inconsistent” and states that while citizens feel they are more
empowered to complain about specific projects, and are not afraid to speak out, preservation
is not always the public’s primary concern, and projects have at times been changed
significantly as a result. 282 Such citizen influence is clearly positive for preservation only if
preservation is the side citizens are fighting from. Moreover, within the confines of the city’s
district guidelines and regulations, “weak enforcement” and “weak knowledge” sometimes
work against preservation. 283 While Jackson attributed the plan’s initial success to an “ethic,”
today Smedick states that he thinks a “conservative nature prevents [citizens] from
conforming to rules – an ethic problem if you will.” 284
Despite differing opinions on overall community ethic, one point upon which all
interview subjects agreed was that minority involvement in the preservation planning process
has not been particularly successful. As discussed in the preceding recommendation review,
there is not an interest in preservation from the local Puerto Rican community, and a
preservation ethic is not a priority in this community. Unfortunately, while greater “minority
involvement” was one of Preserving Community Character’s most unique contributions to
preservation planning, it has not been successful in the long-run, with only sporadic outreach
282
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to the community such as the Spanish language brochures and programs discussed in Goal
4. In order to build an ethic in this community, a stronger advocacy and educational effort
would have to be directed at the community.
In addition to citizen support of preservation, political buy-in seems to be a
transitory process in Lancaster, which does not continuously support preservation. This is
not unique to this city, and here, has actually shown that individual initiative can at times
override such issues. Both Wilson of the county planning department and Smedick of the
Historic Preservation Trust questioned the political will of the city. As discussed previously,
Smedick stated that preservation is a priority in the city depending only on who you talk to,
with many city departments that do not incorporate preservation or historic property
considerations into their actions. 285 Smedick stated that he would not say the city has been a
leader in preservation at all, with an economic development policy that does not promote
preservation. 286 Wilson attributed much of the success of Preserving Community Character and
the community character component of the New Comprehensive Plan not to political will,
which she stated has not been in the city consistently, but to the work of Paula Jackson, the
city’s chief planner, who has tried to accomplish plan recommendations over the years,
sometimes with success and sometimes not. 287 She stated that Jackson has kept the plan alive
depending on the current political situation. 288 In addition to professional planners like
Jackson, preservation success in the city has also been attributed to strong-willed advocacy
groups, individuals, and at times, neighborhood groups. Smedick stated that “a lot of
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preservation happening here is private initiative, it’s not planned at all.” 289 Furthermore,
much preservation work is occurring more in the private sector, where “people want to do
the right thing.” 290 Smedick stated that preservation professionals in the city, including
advocacy groups like the Trust, are not living up to their promise, and that success is often
due to private and individual initiatives. 291 He stated that there is “no cohesive force for
preservation yet.” 292
In addition to individuals, neighborhood groups have also begun to make an impact
in Lancaster. While their efforts can sometimes work against preservation, some like the
James Street Improvement District, have been credited with encouraging positive adaptive
reuse and design. In learning how to advocate preservation to developers, these groups
could be a “major plus for the city” if they become more coordinated and expand their area
of influence. 293 The issue of coordination, not only among these groups, but among city
departments and preservation professionals and advocates is an area for improvement in
Lancaster.
Finally, each interview subject was asked to rate the plan’s success or failure, and to
discuss its achievements and failures, as well as preservation priorities in the past and today.
Benton, the plan’s writer, was not involved in its implementation, but specifically
acknowledged the plan’s contribution to the creation of such initiatives as the Heritage
Conservation District. Jackson, who has been working in the city’s planning department
since before the time of plan publication, and has actively advocated for “community
289
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character” implementation, stated that she did not feel Preserving Community Character or the
New Comprehensive Plan was a plan on the shelf. More importantly, though, she emphasized
that she is “not a real fan of planning,” preferring instead “to get stuff done”. Jackson felt
that the plan set directions, but that actions were set later. Wilson, from the county planning
office, felt that the 1992 Preserving Community Character did go on the shelf due to lack of
political will, but acknowledged that Jackson has sometimes been successful in
implementation due to her own initiative. Smedick was wary of attributing specific
achievements to the plan as he was not working in Lancaster at the time of its publication,
but upon studying the plan he found it interesting that many preservation activities today do
conform to its recommendations. Overall Smedick would rate the plan as a “mixed bag” that
has directly effected preservation in some circumstances.
Specific achievements that interview subjects all credited to the plan mostly focused
on designation of historic districts (such as the National Register), changes in zoning to
accommodate preservation, and the creation of the Heritage Conservation District.
Furthermore, Smedick noted the revitalized downtown and the embracing of historic
preservation as a marketing tool where the city had not seen that before. Jackson and
Stallings also noted the improvements in the city’s tourism.
Interview subjects noted challenges in Lancaster as being consistent political will and
citizen support, as discussed, as well as weak education and a lack of incentives. 294 With
initial goals accomplished such as zoning and districting, it does not appear that the main
priorities of preservation in Lancaster have changed over the years. The most significant
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difference is a more concentrated focus on marketing the town and economic development.
Otherwise, continuous issues of education, advocacy and coordination of competing
interests remain the main challenges.
This Lancaster case study has revealed many of the same themes seen in Providence.
These themes specifically include political will, government and citizen buy-in, preservation
ethic, education and coordination. The city’s most significant preservation successes took
place in the years immediately surrounding the planning process. While Preserving Community
Character was not adopted, its process of citizen involvement and the values it revealed had a
significant influence on the adopted Comprehensive Plan and future preservation work in the
city. Lancaster has been particularly successful in implementing new zoning and districts
which lay the groundwork for preservation success. In reality, these regulatory tools are not
always successful, due to a lack of political will and a sometimes disinterested public. Lack of
budget and resources for strong educational outreach also hinder efforts. Local preservation
professionals noted that citizen involvement and action based on plan policy contributed to
success. 295 In addition, it was noted that the best plan can be written, but it will be
unsuccessful if there is not the political will to implement it. 296 While this is not a complex
observation, it was noted again and again that the city and its citizens have to “want to do
preservation.” 297 A plan otherwise will not be a success no matter how well-written. One
planner stated that if preservation “is not embraced, accepted and enforced,” then plans do
not matter. 298 Furthermore, the best way to accomplish preservation is through “advocacy,
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demonstration and education,” and “by example.” 299 Even with a well-written plan, “it takes
a bold advocacy” to make preservation happen. 300
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CHAPTER 6: PRESERVATION PLAN IMPLEMENTATION IN STAUNTON,
VIRGINIA
6.1 Introduction
Preservation in Staunton: A Comprehensive Preservation Plan for Staunton, Virginia was
published in 1987 as part of the Historic Staunton Foundation’s (HSF) ongoing efforts to
protect its city’s historic resources. Formed in 1971, HSF had been undertaking strong
preservation advocacy efforts for almost two decades when this document was published.
The plan was published in order to further that work in an organized fashion, and to help
guide preservation activities in the subsequent years with more integrated support from the
city government and the public. Located within Augusta County, Virginia, Staunton is a
small city of approximately 23,853 residents 301 within 19.7 square miles. Since the early
1990s, the town has experienced an impressive downtown renewal which has been attributed
to its marriage of historic preservation with economic revitalization.
6.2 Introduction to the History of Staunton, Virginia
Within Preservation in Staunton, the city’s physical history is presented in thematic
sections, including themes such as residential domestic, military and transportation. This
approach was undertaken as HSF considered it necessary to thoroughly survey Staunton’s
historic resources before planning was undertaken. The plan states that “To plan for the
protection and reuse of Staunton’s historic resources, it is necessary to survey those
resources, evaluate their condition, and assess their importance to the community.” 302 That
survey work was used as a basis for the preservation plan. A brief summary of that survey
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history is provided here, in combination with information gleaned from other Staunton
history resources.
First settled in the 17th century, Staunton’s history as a true city began with laying out
its plot in 1747, and founding as a town in 1761. 303 Its growth in these early days was
relatively slow, with the Blue Ridge mountain chain obstructing access to the Shenandoah
Valley. 304 The town experienced its first major growth following the American Revolution. 305
In Staunton, the years following the Revolution were “a time of physical expansion,
improved services, and commercial diversification.” 306 Roads were improved, businesses
established and trade began to increase dramatically. 307 It is said that Staunton’s “first signs
of sophistication began to appear in the town’s buildings,” when brick became its more
common building material after 1800, replacing the former use of native stone. 308
Like many other towns in the United States, including the previously discussed
Providence and Lancaster, Staunton’s evolution was greatly affected by nationwide
improvements in transportation. Preservation in Staunton states that “Staunton’s history cannot
be completely understood without a clear concept of its role as a transportation center. From
before the founding of the community, this area has been a transportation center.” 309 By the
early 19th century, toll roads and turnpikes had made Staunton a commercial center, 310 but
most traffic continued to flow north-south, as the Blue Ridge Mountains cut the valley off
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from surrounding areas. It is said that “This all changed with the arrival of the Virginia
Central Railroad from Richmond to Staunton in 1854. The railway transformed the economy
of the community,” 311 as goods could now be shipped to eastern markets. 312
Although Staunton acted as a “mobilization point” during the Civil War, by the end
of the war it had “suffered little physical damage” in comparison to other Virginia cities. 313
As a result, “The reconstruction period that followed was not as bitterly humiliating for this
area as it was for other parts of the south.” 314 From the 1870s through the beginning of the
20th century, Staunton experienced “unparalleled growth and prosperity.” 315 Improved rail
service in this era made the town one of Virginia’s “leading mercantile cities.” 316 Although
the area’s central location attracted banking institutions, loan associations, insurance
companies, etc., in general it was not attractive to industry. 317 The growth experienced in
those years, though, gave “the town an unmistakable Victorian character.” 318 In fact, most of
Staunton’s surviving downtown core dates to the period between 1870 and 1910. 319 Staunton
would remain a small town for the next half century, experiencing little significant growth or
change.
Like many cities and towns across the nation, the period following World War II was
one of significant change for Staunton. Unlike Providence and Lancaster, which had
previously been industrial centers, Staunton was actually trying to grow out of its
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traditionally agricultural character at this time, and begin to attract real industry for the first
time. 320 At the time same time, and like other towns large and small, suburbanization would
shift shopping and commercial businesses away from the central business district while an
increasing population strained existing facilities and the built environment. 321 During this
period, “growth took its toll….as Staunton began to lose its unique architectural heritage.” 322
“Several manufacturing concerns located in the Staunton area during the 1950s as part of the
nationwide trend toward industrialization.” 323 In efforts to compete with suburbanization,
Staunton undertook urban renewal projects which resulted in frequent building demolition
in the 1950s and 1960s, and replacement with new construction. 324 This great period of
change in Staunton was also one during which the city became more actively involved in
directly planning for Staunton’s growth and future. Eventually, preservation advocacy efforts
would develop in response to both the city’s changes and its original revitalization plans.
6.3 Planning History in Staunton, Virginia: An Overview
Comprehensive planning for Staunton’s future growth was first undertaken in 1959
under the City Planning Commission. 325 This plan mainly addressed the trends of
suburbanization and downtown decline as described above. While most of this
comprehensive plan was not implemented, the city began an urban renewal project through
federal government funding that cleared blighted blocks in the downtown, a decision that
caused controversy among citizens. 326 In 1972, 1977 and 1987 updates were made to the
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comprehensive plan. 327 The 1987 update introduced a Citizens Advisory Board Committee
process, as the city hoped to gain more insight into the needs of its citizens, rather than
planning with a top-down approach. 328 In 1996 the city published an extensively updated
version of the Comprehensive Plan. 329 The most recent comprehensive planning process,
from 2001-2003, has resulted in the 2003 Comprehensive Plan, which the city continues to
implement today, primarily through the Department of Planning and Inspections, which
includes a director of planning, a zoning code administrator and building inspectors.
6.4 Preservation Planning History in Staunton, Virginia: An Overview
Staunton’s historic preservation efforts initially grew out of the struggles the city’s
downtown faced beginning in the 1950s and 1960s, and the subsequent urban renewal
efforts that began to demolish much of the city’s historic building stock. “In 1970, a group
of concerned citizens met to discuss Staunton’s past and how little of it might be left for the
future. Despite the failure of urban renewal….there were those felt that Staunton could only
attract needed development by tearing down more old structures to start fresh and build
anew. Those at this meeting, however, believed that the city’s lack of economic growth in
the late 1950s and 1960s might work to the community’s advantage.” 330 A group of these
citizens formed the Historic Staunton Foundation in 1971 and began to actively fight against
city redevelopment plans, at a time that the city government was “tearing down buildings on
weekends,” as Bill Frazier, a founding member of HSF, stated in an interview with the
author. 331 At that time, HSF was made up of citizen activists 332 who took it upon themselves
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to not only protest anti-preservation revitalization plans, but to actively engage the public in
preservation and rehabilitation measures.
HSF’s first major advocacy fight took place in 1972, when it began to protest city
plans to demolish Staunton’s warehouse district (locally nicknamed “The Wharf”) to make
room for a highway. 333 HSF and citizens ended up winning the battle against the Virginia
Department of Transportation, and the area underwent revitalization led by several local
citizens who began to rehabilitate and work out of the old factory buildings. 334 HSF began a
façade improvement program in 1978 that provided advice to business owners who wanted
to bring back the historic character of their building. 335 Kathy Frazier, then a leader in HSF,
accomplished about 60-70 façade improvements at that time. 336 Another early project of
HSF was to complete an inventory of Staunton’s historic structures and to nominate several
historic districts to the National Register. In the early 1980s, five such districts were listed,
including the Wharf District, which only several years early had faced demolition.
Over the years, HSF gained more success in its preservation efforts, and eventually
gained more support from Staunton’s city council. When the city initiated an update of the
comprehensive plan, HSF involved itself in the process:
“In 1986, the Board of Directors of HSF voted to prepare a comprehensive
preservation plan for Staunton to help direct the work of the foundation for the next
five years. This plan was designed so that portion could be integrated with the City
of Staunton’s update of its comprehensive plan, which was taking place at the same
time. The proposal for a comprehensive preservation plan was supported by the City
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of Staunton, through the City Manager, and by the Chairman of the Central
Shenandoah Planning District Commission.” 337
The result was Preservation in Staunton: A Comprehensive Preservation Plan for Staunton, Virginia,
published in 1987. Subsequent preservation work in Staunton stemmed from the plan’s
observations and recommendations, and continued to follow the course that HSF had been
setting for years previously.
Today, preservation regulation within the city continues as a partnership between
HSF and the city itself. Preservation is regulated locally through Staunton’s Historic
Preservation Commission, and through five local historic districts, all of which were created
in 1996. Repairs, modifications, additions, new construction and demolition are under review
in these districts. Further discussion of these regulations is found in Section 6.6 Recommendation
Review.
6.5 Introduction to Preservation in Staunton: A Comprehensive Preservation Plan for

Staunton, Virginia
Preservation in Staunton: A Comprehensive Preservation Plan for Staunton, Virginia, was
published in July 1987, written by Land and Community Associates of Charlottesville,
Virginia, in cooperation with the Historic Staunton Foundation, led by David Brown as
Executive Director at that time. The executive summary of the plans calls it a “policy
document that surveys the types of historic resources present in the city, assesses current
conditions and issues facing the preservation community, and then outlines a broad range of
steps that should be taken to strengthen the city’s preservation effort.” 338 The final plan was
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a result of survey, study of conditions and issues, and interviews with city officials, residents,
business owners and preservationists, as well as a review of previous planning documents. 339
By the time the plan was published, HSF had been working for many years in
Staunton to bring preservation to the forefront of the city’s planning, and the plan states that
“Most preservation efforts have been originated or stimulated by Historic Staunton
Foundation (HSF), an active local preservation organization. Preservation is generally
acknowledged to benefit the city economically, educationally, and culturally.” 340 Leaders and
residents had begun to see the positive effects of rehabilitation, but it had not been fully
integrated into city policy, or been fully accepted by the average resident. The plan states that
“Preservation will not be as effective as it could be until the City of Staunton plays a more
active role.” 341 The need for the plan is described as resulting from that situation; as stated in
the plan:
“While the City has acknowledged the value of preservation in the past through such
actions as appropriations to HSF and some physical improvements in the historic
central business district….it has no official policy on historic preservation beyond
mention in the comprehensive plan. Preservation concerns have not always been
incorporated into the day-to-day planning and governing of the city.” 342
The plan was created, then, not only to continue HSF’s work, but to more fully and formally
integrate it into city policy and action.
The result is a policy document that is divided into three main sections: an overview
of Staunton’s historic resources, a description of conditions and issues in preservation at the
time, and a concluding set of goals, objectives and implementation activities to be carried
339
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out. The authors of Local Historic Preservation Plans: A Selected Annotated Bibliography noted
Staunton’s plan for its purposeful design “so that portions could be integrated with the city’s
update of its comprehensive plan.” 343 The Annotated Bibliography also states that “The
strength of the plan is its implicit and explicit intent to integrate historic preservation within
the broader context of municipal planning and operations.” 344 The following
“Recommendation Review” will present each goal laid out in the plan, with a discussion of
its implementation and success. In this case study, activities were significantly extensive and
outside the scope of this thesis; examples of recommended activities are included in each
goal, with discussion reserved mainly for stated goals and objectives.
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6.6 Recommendation Review345

Goal 1: To recognize officially the important role of historic preservation in the life of the City and ensure
that all municipal actions reflect a policy of preservation.
Objectives
1.

2.

3.

To develop an official historic
preservation policy to guide the
City in its decision making.
To incorporate historic
preservation concerns into the
long-range planning and
development process in
Staunton.
To integrate historic
preservation concerns into the
daily operations of city
government.

Selection of Recommended Activities
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Adopt a policy statement or resolution by City Council that pledges the
City to a policy of a wise use of all its historic resources in recognition of
the following:
Formally define the relationship between the City of Staunton and HSF
to ensure that a historic preservation ethic is represented and considered
in all significant decisions that affect the preservation, development, and
use of historic resources.
Identify historically and architecturally significant resources that are
owned, maintained, regulated, or managed by the City of Staunton. These
resources are expected to include but not necessarily be limited to cityowned buildings and open space, limestone curbs, retaining walls, street
trees, and sidewalks.
Endorse the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation as official
policy for all maintenance, rehabilitation, and other actions undertaken
for significant city property.
Adopt the City’s comprehensive plan which will include materials from
this comprehensive preservation plan.

Goal 1, which calls for official recognition of historic preservation in city policy, is
central to Preservation in Staunton. Specific components of this goal included incorporating
preservation into long-range planning and into daily operations of Staunton’s city
government.
Analysis of successful implementation of this aspect of the plan is the result of
several interviews with Staunton preservation professionals, rather than detailed analysis of
each activity. David J. Brown, executive director of HSF at the time of the plan’s publication
(and current executive vice president at the National Park Service), Bill Frazier, a founding
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member of HSF and local architect today, and Frank Strassler, current director of HSF, each
spoke about the integration of historic preservation into city policy, and the city’s acceptance
of historic preservation. According to all accounts, this goal has been extremely successful in
Staunton, first due to the initial hard work by HSF and its members. Later, as revitalization
and economic successes in Staunton due to preservation work became apparent, the city
government became even more supportive of preservation causes. At the same time, while
city acceptance and promotion of preservation has been successful, it was a long, patient
process to get city leaders involved. Strassler stated that while he does not believe a direct
“policy statement” was undertaken by the city, preservation is certainly on the city’s mind
and the city is always conscious of it. 346
Bill Frazier provided a particularly lengthy history of HSF, from its early efforts to
promote preservation through to Staunton’s preservation successes today. While Preservation
in Staunton was published in 1987, HSF members had been advocating and actively pursuing
preservation efforts for almost two decades. Frazier said that there were many battles in
these early years, and that at the time it was about “changing the ethic” in Staunton. 347 In
order to accomplish this, a public education program was actively implemented, which
included tours, talks, façade improvements, a mailing list which automatically sent
preservation news to citizens, preservation balls and cocktail parties, and so on. 348 This was
all undertaken for public education outreach to get the community involved, 349 building
support among the community as direct battles against the city’s plans were undertaken.
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Frazier stated that in the 1970s and 1980s the city council was not interested in
historic preservation. Frazier emphasized the efforts HSF undertook early on to bring
preservation to the attention of the city, stating that they “pressured and prodded,” and that
members “fought pretty hard” and “picked their battles because we didn’t have a lot of
political capital to spend.” 350 In order to change this, HSF began strong community outreach
as described above, and slowly began to demonstrate to the city that preservation was the
answer to their city’s downtown decline. Frazier stated that the easiest thing HSF did was to
“marry preservation with economics,” asking residents and officials if they wanted to give up
on their town and accept its vacant lots, or make use of their buildings.351 As a result, Frazier
stated that while the city “used to be challenging” today it is a “committed partner” and that
preservation has “had strong city council support since the 1990s.” 352 Like most other cities,
the public works department can still pose a challenge to preservation efforts, but on the
whole “city departments heads are really on board now” and HSF has good working
relationships with the city, city engineers, planners and so on. 353
Frank Strassler, current director of HSF, supported this statement, saying that city
departments including planning and economic development (often a challenge to
preservationists) work very well with HSF. 354 Strassler stated that “one of the best things
HSF ever did was engaging city council candidates.” 355 City council candidates have a forum
where they have an opportunity to speak before elections. HSF develops a notebook of
preservation issues, which they give to candidates to educate them on the right preservation
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answers. 356 Strassler stated that as a result, when most council members are elected, they
“then always have a preservation ethic in the back of their mind.” 357 Furthermore, at this
point these leaders have realized that Staunton “is successful because of preservation and
economics.” As a result, while HSF still sometimes has to convince city officials on
individual issues, they are generally conscious of preservation. 358 Strassler also specifically
stated that the “city government is still very supportive” and that “most of the time, we
[HSF] are part of the conversation, we are not an afterthought.” 359 When asked to
specifically link preservation achievements to Preservation in Staunton, Strassler specifically
stated that “One of the most significant would be the relationship with the city.” 360 Staunton
is a unique city in that HSF, a private advocacy group, acts as the city’s preservation advisor,
and Strassler said he is used almost as a regular staff person in the city. 361 This relationship
became even closer when a historic ordinance was adopted in 1996; HSF has worked with
that ordinance and the historic commission since 1998. 362 Strassler stated that this has
“solidified a very formal relationship with the city.” 363
Out of the three cities studied in this thesis, Staunton seems to have demonstrated
the most steady and strong commitment to preservation. Preservation leaders in the town
emphasized that it was the result of very strong education and outreach, and also of
demonstration of preservation success, which has convinced the city and its residents of its
worth.
356
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Goal 2: To complete the comprehensive investigation, documentation, evaluation, and registration of
Staunton’s historic resources.
Objectives
1.

To identify and register
all historic resources
eligible for listing in the
National Register of
Historic Places.

Selection of Recommended Activities
1. Complete and comprehensive inventory of the historic resources of the city, giving
special attention to the geographic and thematic areas identified in the Study Unit
and Conditions/Issues sections of this report. Special attention should also be given
to archaeological resources. This inventory should proceed with the newly annexed
area first, then on to endangered transportation resources such as bridges, and then
to 20th century neighborhoods. Further priorities should be established by HSF as
staff capabilities and funding allow.
2. Use the results of future inventories to prepare and submit National Register
nominations for eligible properties identified.
3. Compile for the City of Staunton a specific inventory list, keyed to a map, of all
historic resources located on public property.
4. Undertake boundary evaluation of existing National Register districts; complete
inventory in areas where expanded districts are desirable, and submit revised district
edges where appropriate.
5. Review all existing inventory data and National Register nominations to make sure
that all contributing buildings and elements in each district are identified as such to
assist the City in making planning and maintenance decisions.

Preservation in Staunton’s second goal has a more measureable outcome than its first,
calling for the documentation and listing of Staunton’s historic resources that are eligible for
National Register listing. While the other case study cities seemed to be more up-to-date on
surveying and district listing and expansion, Staunton actually appears to have had more
success in other areas, like adaptive reuse, than with traditional surveying and districting.
Strassler stated that the survey process has not been ongoing, and that HSF still utilizes
surveys from the 1970s and 1980s. 364 The most updating that is done is to modify
descriptions within existing surveys, but they have not been revised in a comprehensive
way. 365 In addition, districts have “not been expanded very much in 15-20 years.” 366 Frazier
further stated that more survey has not occurred yet, although there is actually a push from
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developers to do so, so that they can receive more tax credits if districts are expanded. 367
Currently, Staunton’s five National Register districts were all added between 1972 (when the
Wharf District was first added) and 1985. 368 This lack of updating seems to be the result of
limited staff and time, especially as HSF and the city have seen success and gained work in
adaptive reuse and main street initiatives as will be discussed below in the review of
subsequent goals.
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Goal 3: To encourage a community-wide preservation ethic through preservation education.

Objectives
1.

To increase city-wide knowledge
about historic resources, the
value and benefits of
preservation, and effective
preservation tools and
techniques.

Selection of Recommended Activities
1. Continue activities of Historic Staunton Foundation in completing an
architectural survey of the city and publicizing its findings.
2. Continue educational activities of Historic Staunton Foundation for the
groups listed below. These include activities such as lecture series, school
programs, slide slows, walking tours, and publications. (All activities are
assumed to be the responsibility of HSF unless otherwise noted.)
3. Increase efforts to celebrate National Historic Preservation Week each year
to promote knowledge about and understanding of historic preservation.
Designate Preservation Week officially with a proclamation issued by the City
Council and commemorate it with city-wide activities and observances to
reinforce the importance of preservation to the entire community.
4. Hold both formal and informal meetings on the proposed historic district
and demolition ordinances to promote understanding of the concepts of both
and to gain community support.
5. Publicize the Façade Improvement Program in residential neighborhoods
to increase its use.

As discussed in Goal 1, preservation education and outreach has been a major
component of Staunton’s preservation efforts. HSF and the city have worked towards basic
preservation awareness and support, as well as more involved technical education and
practical assistance. Frazier emphasized that HSF “has always done a lot of public
education.” 369 HSF began its preservation efforts with a strong community outreach
campaign. As described in Goal 1, programs like a preservation mailing list and a façade
improvement program were executed by HSF staff members. More recently, HSF has
continued its education initiatives, including for children. Preservationists have even reached
out to the real estate community providing professionals with educational brochures. 370 HSF
also engages the city in some education, inviting officials to public talks on preservation such
as HSF’s “Brown Bag Lunch” tours. HSF also just recently completed formal education
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training with the historic commission. 371 Strassler stated, though, that while Staunton does
some education outreach, there “could be much more”. 372 As in other cities, this appears to
be an issue of staff and time. In general, though, Staunton began with a very strong
educational program that has remained fairly steady through the years. One of the best tools
to educate the public came through visible rehabilitation projects; as the city officials and
citizens have been able to physically see the transformative effects of preservation, they have
become more supportive, helping Staunton to achieve a true preservation ethic.
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Goal 4: To encourage appropriate rehabilitations as a means of preserving Staunton’s historic resources for
present and future generations to enjoy.
Objectives
1.

2.

To maintain and rehabilitate Staunton’s
historic buildings as both visual and historic
assets.
To make wise and appropriate use of
Staunton’s historic buildings and to
encourage rehabilitation of existing buildings
over their demolition for new construction.

Selection of Recommended Activities
1. Encourage voluntary use by property owners and tenants of the
Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation for all historic
buildings.
2. Continue design assistance through the Façade Improvement
Program of Historic Staunton Foundation and expand educational
aspects of the program.*
3. Continue to encourage the Wharf Historic District revitalization
efforts through both building rehabilitation efforts and through
streetscape improvements coordinated with the Middlebrook
Avenue and Train Station projects.
4. Encourage use of the Façade Improvement Program in
residential areas through activities such as the expansion of the
“Residential Rehabilitation” packet and with brochures such as
Owning and Renovating Older Properties in Staunton.
5. Continue the purchase by Historic Staunton Foundation of
significant endangered buildings for resale with protective
covenants to owners who agree to rehabilitate in accordance with
the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation.
6. Undertake a local easement donation program (both façade and
open space) to protect Staunton’s unique architectural fabric.

Goal 4 recommends “appropriate rehabilitations” as a means of preserving the city’s
historic resources. After experiencing unfortunate demolition and new construction (or
often, land left vacant) adaptive reuse became a positive way for Staunton to save its historic
buildings and revitalize the city.
The city itself “has taken very positive steps with significant revitalization of historic
properties,” and has both worked to attract developers and make incentives like tax credits
available. 373 One such recent example is the adaptive reuse of Western State Lunatic Asylum,
a former asylum then correction center, which is currently being redeveloped as “The
Villages at Staunton.” 374
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Despite this general success, many of the specific activities that HSF recommended
for this goal in Preservation in Staunton were not specifically implemented. For example, the
city does not have a revolving fund or property program. Strassler pointed out that one
reason this can not happen today is that HSF could not afford the costs of starting a
revolving fund process due to the rise of prices in downtown property. He argues that these
property values actually mean that it is not necessary to have such a fund. Easements are also
not provided through HSF. Strassler stated that while HSF would work with an interested
party on an easement, he believes that there are better ways to approach protection than
through a local easement donation. HSF does continue to work with owners on specific
properties in giving rehabilitation advice. 375
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Goal 5: To use public sector techniques such as ordinances and capital expenditures to protect and enhance
the city’s historic built environment.
Objectives
1.

To use governmental tools and techniques to
protect historic resources and adjacent areas and
to make city ordinances work for, and not
against, the goals of historic preservation and
neighborhood integrity.

2.

To use expenditures of public dollars to finance
public improvements that will improve the
appearance and function of the central business
district.

3.

To use expenditures of public dollars to improve
the appearance and function of the city’s historic
neighborhoods in recognition of the fact that
people buy in certain areas of the city because of
such amenities as brick sidewalks and shade
trees.

Selection of Recommended Activities
1. Create for the historic central business district a historic
district ordinance establishing a board of architectural review to
issue certificates of appropriateness for new construction,
exterior alterations of existing buildings, and demolition. Use
staff of HSF as professional advisor to the board.* (City, HSF)
2. Develop guidelines and standards for acceptable exterior
alterations and new construction.* (HSF, City, ARB)
3. Create a demolition ordinance requiring a certificate of
appropriateness before demolition of any building considered to
be a contributing element in any of the city’s National Register
districts or listed individually (or eligible for individual listing) in
the National Register of Historic Places. (City, HSF)
4. Develop and implement a coordinated and attractive signing
system identifying major attractions and institutions in the city
and directing motorists to them.* (SURE, HSF, City, TAB)
5. Upgrade above-ground and below-ground utilities (street
lights, water, sewer, etc.) in historic neighborhoods to make
these areas more desirable places for people to live and make
investments. (City, HSF)

Goal 5 calls for the use of public sector tools to protect the city’s built environment.
The most common method of local historic resource protection is the adoption of historic
ordinances which create protection zoning for historic resources. This goal has been
accomplished through the creation of Staunton’s local historic districts, and its local Historic
Preservation Commission.
In 1995, HSF began to undertake the creation of an historic district zoning
ordinance for Staunton. The city adopted its Historic Preservation Ordinance in 1996, in
order to create regulations in a historic overlay district, and simultaneously created the
Historic Preservation Commission to act as Staunton’s local board of architectural review.
The Commission has five members who serve three-year terms. In another demonstration of
the integration of HSF and the city, the foundation was asked to serve as advisor to city staff
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in administration of this ordinance and as advisor to citizens in need of guidance during
rehabilitation. 376
Today, Staunton has five local historic districts: Newtown, the Wharf, Beverley,
Gospel Hill and the Stuart Addition. The Historic Preservation Commission reviews
alterations, additions, new construction and demolition of property within its historic
districts. The Commission reviews each application according to its established guidelines. 377
These guidelines were produced for the city and for the HSF by Frazier Associates in 1996,
and cover topics from architectural style to specific issues like window replacement and site
improvements. 378
The adoption and success of Staunton’s local districts and commission regulation are
again the result of HSF’s advocacy and educational work within the community. Frazier
stated that when HSF first began its activities, citizens in Staunton were not yet ready for an
architectural review board. Instead of immediately trying to pass such regulations, HSF
began by first focusing on National Register districts. HSF used such districts to get tax
incentives for rehabilitation, and began to give advice for this work and façade
improvements. As citizens became aware of preservation’s successes due to such projects,
and became comfortable working with HSF for project advice, gradually an ethic was
established and the city became comfortable with the idea of more focused regulation. As
with any other city, there are some citizens who continue to complain about the
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Commission’s “strict” regulations. On the whole, though, Frazier noted that most of
Staunton’s citizens continue to respect the guidelines. In educating the public first then,
Staunton was able to create a supportive environment for preservation regulation that has
since become ingrained in the city.
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Goal 6: To implement coordinated physical improvements and streetscape amenities as part of an overall
downtown revitalization program.
Objectives

Selection of Recommended Activities

1. To increase the ability of
the historic central business
district to keep and attract
businesses, shoppers, and
investors.

1. Adopt and begin implementing the downtown plan as discussed in the
Conditions/Issues Section of this report concentrating on adding streetscape amenities
that will improve the function and appearance of the area for both pedestrians and
motorists. Major emphasis should be focused on removal of overhead wires and
upgrading of underground infrastructure (water, sewer, etc.) to make the area more
attractive and increase its capacity for intensive rehabilitation of historic buildings and
appropriate development of vacant parcels.
2. Place different street light posts, luminaires, and lamps in the downtown and call for
community input to determine preferred choices.
3. Implement streetscape improvements in the Wharf Historic District that tie in with the
proposed widening of Middlebrook Avenue and are complimentary with the
improvements in the Wharf Parking and Pedestrian Center.
4. Determine the feasibility of establishing a special tax district to assist in financing
downtown improvements.

Goal 6 recommends streetscape improvements in the context of overall downtown
revitalization; suggested activities include establishing a special tax district to assist in
financing improvements and implementing streetscape improvements in the Wharf Historic
District. Its specific objective “To increase the ability of the historic central business district
to keep and attract businesses, shoppers, and investors” is closely related to Goal 7 which
recommends using economic development techniques to accomplish historic preservation.
Implementation successes for Goal 6 and Goal 7 are closely related. Both have been
successful, and much of this can be attributed to the Staunton Downtown Development
Association (SDDA), while some policy changes have come from the city.
The most visible streetscape improvement success was Staunton’s “Big Dig” of the
1990s, which implemented a streetscape plan for the downtown. 379 One source directly
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credits this “Big Dig” with Staunton’s renaissance since the late 1990s.380 Work included
putting all of Staunton’s utilities underground and re-bricking its sidewalks. While this case
study analysis shows that this “renaissance” was really the result of a complex combination
of a variety of preservation and economic redevelopment actions, this aesthetic
improvement to the downtown’s streetscape can certainly be credited as being a significantly
contributing factor.
Another specifically implemented activity under Goal 6 was the establishment of a
special tax district specifically targeting downtown revitalization. This tax assessment district
is for Staunton’s downtown only. The Staunton Downtown Development Association
(SDDA) (which will be discussed more in-depth in Goal 7), essentially acts as a Business
Improvement District (BID), where a portion of business’ tax money goes directly to the
SDDA which then provides services to the downtown. While HSF was at one time more
involved in similar downtown revitalization projects, other groups have since taken on much
of this work, showing an ethic of cooperation in Staunton that has allowed the town to
accomplish more than it would if it relied only on one party.
In recent years, “streetscape” improvements have moved beyond the downtown
core. Frazier described the implementation of recent corridor overlay districts, which can be
used in conjunction with historic overlay. There are custom guidelines for each corridor
which will transform these entryways to town in much the same way the downtown streets
were improved. 381
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Finally, streetscape improvements are continuing today through city action and
through the SDDA, which published a Downtown Staunton Streetscape Plan in 2004, which
narrowed in on specific streets for improvement, and elements as detailed as entryways and
alleyways. 382
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Goal 7: To use economic development techniques to accomplish historic preservation goals.
Objectives
1.

2.

3.

To increase the amount of used square footage in
historic buildings in the downtown and thus to
reduce the potential threat of demolition and the
possible negative impact of neglect for vacant and
underutilized buildings.
To increase the revenues from sales and property
taxes and increase the number of jobs in the historic
central business district.
To increase cooperative efforts of City of Staunton,
SURE, Historic Staunton Foundation, the
Chamber of Commerce, and others in business
retention and recruitment in the downtown.

Selection of Recommended Activities
1. Strive for a more balanced use of all four points of the
successful Main Street program approach that combines
economic restructuring, promotions, coordination, and
quality design for successful revitalization in historic
downtowns.
2. Undertake economic restructuring activities that build a
downtown based on specialty shops, professional services,
and quality housing.
3. Recruit new investors both locally and from out of town
to rehabilitate historic buildings, redevelop vacant parcels,
and open new businesses.
4. Continue to develop and publicize financial incentives for
investors.
5. Develop and offer incentives for quality residential
rehabilitation in historic buildings in and adjacent to
downtown.
6. Conduct periodic shoppers’ surveys to identify trends,
physical improvements most likely to pay off in increased
sales revenues, and market characteristics during different
seasons and shopping periods.
7. Identify gaps in the retail mix of downtown and be
aggressive in trying to fill those gaps to make downtown a
successful specialty shopping area.

As discussed in Goal 6, much of Staunton’s revitalization work has focused on its
downtown area. Goal 7 recommends using economic development techniques to
accomplish historic preservation goals. In the interview process, this idea of marrying
historic preservation to economics was one of the most often cited reasons for Staunton’s
successful revitalization. The first specifically recommended activity within this goal was to
“Strive for a more balanced use of all four points of the successful Main Street program
approach that combines economic restructuring, promotions, coordination, and quality
design for successful revitalization in historic downtowns.” 383 Other activities included
recruiting new investors, and developing incentives for rehabilitation.
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Staunton’s participation in the Main Street program has brought much of its success
in recent years. Since the plan, Staunton has become a Virginia Main Street and National
Main Street. 384 Staunton became a designated Man Street community in 1995. 385 Staunton’s
main street efforts are organized under the Staunton Downtown Development Association
(SDDA), as mentioned in Goal 6. The SDDA describes itself as a “non-profit volunteerbased association established to enhance downtown Staunton’s economic environment as a
center of commerce while maintaining the character and integrity of the Downtown Service
District.” 386 SDDA follows the 4 point Main Street program of promotions, design,
economic development and organization, as recommended in Goal 7.
This approach has been extremely successful for Staunton, and the city has in fact
received numerous awards in relation to its Main Street efforts. In 2001, it received
“Distinctive Dozen” status by the National Trust for Historic Preservation, naming
Staunton as one of its 12 best communities in America. 387 In 2002, Staunton became the first
city in Virginia to receive the Great American Main Street Award from the National Trust. 388
The city has also won numerous awards for the number of volunteer hours committed since
its designation. 389
In addition to this impressive national recognition, the success of these efforts has
been clear to the city’s preservation leaders. Frazier noted that successful economic
redevelopment of the area could be seen just by looking at the downtown sidewalks on
384
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weekends which are now teeming with people, whereas they would have once been fairly
empty. 390 One factor Frazier noted in Staunton’s economic revitalization success was its
Development of Economic Department, which has been led by Bill Hamilton for 15 years;
Frazier stated that with his leadership, Staunton has had the resources to become a player,
and has gotten its downtown economic development started. In a recent magazine story,
Hamilton stated that “’We are determined to maintain the unique ‘feel’ of Staunton as a
small city that has maintained our architectural heritage and values from the past while
incorporating 21st century ‘cool’ in our lifestyle.’”391 Among the case studies, Staunton was
unique in its unqualified support of the city’s economic development department, not
appearing to experience the conflict between preservation interests and developments that
the other cities have. This appears to be due to the deep ethic of preservation that has been
built here, as people see that it is preservation that has worked for Staunton and that it can
be used in combination with other desires of a modern town.
The positive impact has been seen through what Frazier said was a tripling in
property values since the 1990s, then another doubling in the past couple of years. 392 He
stated that these downtown property values are beyond what HSF had ever thought possible
or hoped for when they began their efforts. As a result, the city has also seen a rise in
downtown living, and less vacancies. 393 The goal also called for rehabilitation in
neighborhoods surrounding the downtown; Frazier stated that there has been a “huge
reinvestment in neighborhoods around downtown” and that even a lower income area west
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of downtown has taken off. 394 Frazier also stated that “Staunton didn’t have a great
reputation” before this economic redevelopment and preservation-oriented revitalization,
and had been “known to be backward” in the region while developers were interested in
surrounding areas, Staunton was often overlooked. Such recent successes have really
changed even developers’ perceptions of the town, and the city has recently been able to
engage in more sophisticated development projects, using more financing and more
financing complexity. It appears that in Staunton, “growth” is seen as something that
happens because of preservation, not at the expense of it.
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Goal 8: To make traffic flow and parking more efficient and less disruptive in historic areas.

Objectives
1.

2.

To increase parking
opportunities and improve
access to existing parking
areas in the downtown
area.
To provide adequate and
appropriate parking in
historic neighborhoods.

Selection of Recommended Activities
1. Reassess the potential impacts of the transportation proposals discussed in the
Conditions/Issues Section and make revisions where possible to protect historic
resources and their environments.
2. Study all one-way streets to determine both efficiency and motorists’ visual
impressions under the current system and consider making revisions to the current
system where called for.
3. Undertake a central business district parking study of private and public parking,
on-street and off-street parking, metered and timed parking, loading and other
special parking zones, and directional and informational signs to parking areas to
determine the capacity, efficiency, and accessibility of existing parking in the
downtown. This should build on SURE’s 1987 parking survey.
4. Develop a master plan to improve the efficiency and increase the capacity, if
necessary, of downtown parking without loss of historic buildings.
5. Encourage screening and landscape improvements for privately owned parking
lots by offering design assistance.
6. Appoint a parking authority as recommended in the SURE Parking Study Paper
to consolidate management of parking in one department.

Goal 8 calls for making traffic flow and parking more efficient and less disruptive to
the city’s historic areas, which includes increasing parking opportunities in the downtown
and surrounding areas. Usually parking is another issue which can prove to be a challenge to
historic neighborhoods and traditional commercial downtowns. The city has continued to
work towards this goal and has so far been successful. When asked to describe achievements
after the plan, Brown stated that its parking issues have been addressed, and Strassler and
Frazier also both named this goal as a success. Again in this case, the city has managed to
solve its parking issues while remaining sensitive to preservation. Both Strassler and Frazier
spoke about a recently designed (by Frazier Associates) and constructed parking garage in
the downtown. Strassler called the parking garage a case where funding and political will all
came together at once to produce a great project. The New Street Parking Garage has been
recognized for its aesthetic sensitivity to the surrounding historic architecture. The result
came from working closely with both city government and citizens in an impressive public
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design process. The garage has won numerous awards including the 2002 Palladio National
Design Award from Traditional Building Magazine. 395 In recent years the city manager has also
undertaken a parking study and a traffic study, with successful results including the
conversion of some streets from one-way orientation to two. 396
Goal 8 has been fulfilled, with efforts undertaken by the city, private action and
citizen involvement. The result has both fulfilled the city’s practical need for parking and
traffic improvements, while actually serving preservation and community desires at the same
time. Incorporating the interests of each group proved particularly successful for the city,
even bringing it positive national attention.
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Goal 9: To increase awareness and stewardship of historic resources among Staunton’s institutional property
owners.
Objectives
1.

Selection of Recommended Activities

To increase among the City’s institutional property owners
(the Commonwealth of Virginia, County of Augusta,
Mary Baldwin College, Stuart Hall School, and numerous
churches) a sense of the significance for the historic resources
they own or control and to reduce any negative or potentially
negative impact these institutions exert on adjacent historic
resources.

1. Work with the Commonwealth of Virginia in
developing a comprehensive policy for the care and
protection of state-owned landmarks.
2. Develop and use regular channels of communication
between the City of Staunton, Historic Staunton
Foundation, and each major institution in the city.
3. Keep institutional property owners aware that the
City and HSF share a substantial degree of concern for
the preservation, appearance, care, and use of these
properties.
4. Encourage each institution to have a preservation or
long-range maintenance plan that takes into account
the information identified in the Study Units Section of
this report. Hold preservation workshops for personnel
directly involved in the decision making or
maintenance of each institution.
5. Encourage each institution to develop a preservation
policy for both its buildings and grounds that calls first
for the retention of the historic fabric and second for
incorporating quality new design elements when
additional space requirements cannot be met through
reuse or adaptive use.
6. Encourage each institution to undertake protective
easements and assist them in developing agreements
that are flexible enough to allow for their growth an
development but protective of the significant qualities
of each institution.

Goal 9 focuses on Staunton’s institutional property owners. This effort has not
received as much focus as the town’s streetscape and building revitalization activities, but in
general has seen success. Frazier stated that around the time of HSF’s initial formation, Mary
Baldwin College, like many other property owners in the 1960s and 1970s, had wanted to
tear down about a dozen buildings on its campus. This was one of HSF’s early fights, which
was successful. Since that time, institutional property owners in the city, including this
educational institution and the city itself, appear to have become supportive of preservation
as a result of the activities described in previous plan goals. Strassler stated, though, that
HSF and preservation advocates still must work closely with state agencies that have historic
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buildings in town, and believes that Staunton is “too reactionary at this point” in working
with such institutions, and must plan better in this area.
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Goal 10: To develop heritage tourism at a level that the city’s facilities and resources can support without
harmful impact.
Objectives
1.

2.

To increase the number of
visitors to Staunton while
protecting the historic
environment from undue stresses
caused by overuse.
To improve the quality of the
visitor experience in Staunton.

Selection of Recommended Activities
1. Undertake a thorough study of the tourism potential of the city that
identifies current and potential market conditions, identifies comparable and
competitive visitor attractions, assesses the ability of the city to meet visitor
demands, and evaluates the need to hire a full-time staff person to promote,
manage, and coordinate visitor promotions.
2. Use the city’s wealth of historic architecture as the basis for heritage tourism
and develop and promote, according to the tourism plan described above,
complementary activities such as specialty shopping, dining, and overnight
lodging that will appeal to the type of visitor interested in historic attractions.
3. Develop tourism goals and strive for an increase that will complement the
city’s existing economy.
4. Coordinate citywide tourist promotions with the Museum of American
Frontier Culture while realizing that each tourist destination has the capability
to attract visitors independent of the other and that not all visitors to one will
have the time or interest to visit the other.
5. Develop coordinated goods and services that may include but would not
necessarily be limited to overnight lodging facilities, tours, restaurants, a
downtown visitor center, outdoor interpretation, and exhibits that will help
create a quality visitor experience and encourage visitors to spend more than
an hour or two in Staunton.
6. Promote regional tourism with Staunton as the central location for
originating day trips to other visitor attractions in the vicinity and state.

Preservation in Staunton’s final goal focuses on heritage tourism within the town at a
level that does not cause a negative impact on its resources. Heritage tourism has been very
successful in Staunton after its first major rehabilitation and adaptive reuse efforts, and
continued streetscape improvements to the downtown. This tourism success has been
anchored by several main draws, including the American Shakespeare Center and the
Woodrow Wilson Presidential Library. The Shakespeare Center was mentioned in particular
by Frazier, who noted that it is a “huge draw” and has “brought new energy to the
downtown.” Frazier also stated that in addition to its immediate tourism draw that the
Center has also brought many young actors to live in the downtown area. Other smaller
efforts include walking tour brochures, a new tourism visitor center downtown and
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continuing exhibits on Staunton’s architecture. 397 An expanding variety of restaurants and art
galleries also draws visitors downtown. 398 Frazier noted that the city’s commitment to
tourism is also demonstrated by their hiring of a new tourism director, Sheryl Wagner in
2007, who has also been good for both preservation and tourism efforts. 399
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6.7 Case Study Conclusion
This review of Preservation in Staunton’s recommendations has shown that Staunton
has been overwhelmingly successful in accomplishing its preservation goals. This case study
was approached slightly differently, in that it did not focus on the long lists of activities
suggested by the plan, but rather on the overall goal and several objectives under each.
Prepared as a policy plan and not an “action” plan as seen in Providence, this level of
analysis seemed appropriate. Had this thesis looked at each individual activity, it likely would
have found that Staunton had not implemented each activity. Since 1987, though, most of its
goals have been accomplished. The plan’s most successful goals were related to economic
redevelopment, streetscape improvements and encouraging an ethic of community-wide
preservation acceptance. The city needs to continue to work towards its surveying of historic
resources and protection of institution owned buildings. Even in goals that have not been
completely fulfilled, though, Staunton has taken meaningful steps towards implementation.
The beginning of this plan’s story was not necessarily its creation process, but instead
the HSF preservation activities of the two decades leading up to plan publication. Frazier
talked in depth about the work that had occurred in the years leading up to the plan, and
specifically stated that “You need to realize that there was a lot going on before and during –
the plan was a nice thing to do in the middle of all this.” 400 Brown stated that Staunton was
already on the trajectory of preservation, and that there was a great deal of momentum at the
time. The plan was really trying to codify preservation and bring it into the city’s planning
office. Brown felt the plan had an impact that way, but that by and large, it is mostly an
overview of what had happened and then what its needs were, without making a “huge
400
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break” from what was already occurring in preservation circles. 401 This appeared to be the
general impression of the plan in Staunton, that it had to be seen in the context of the town’s
ongoing efforts. One of the greatest results that came from the plan was that the term
“preservation planning” was used for the first time in 1987, in describing the activities
already occurring in the town. 402 This planning process was important to Staunton for its
expansion of preservation visibility and awareness within the town and incorporation of
various stakeholders into the process.
Brown also stated that the plan occurred within the context of a number of issues
going on in the city at the time. 403 As executive director of HSF at the time of the plan’s
publication, Brown stated that their goal was to lay out the issues the city was facing in a
document, as well as to highlight opportunities. Furthermore, they hoped to make a
connection between the city’s comprehensive plan and the historic preservation component.
This was ultimately accomplished. In this case, while the plan itself did receive good
community support for its general outlines and the process did try to involve a broad range
of people from across the community, on the whole, the planning process itself was not as
citizen oriented as in Providence and Lancaster. In Staunton, the plan did not get much
exposure across the community, but was mostly intended for city officials. 404
When asked to attribute specific achievements to the plan, Brown stated that one
such achievement was further defining the roles of HSF and the city in preservation, and
bringing their work together. As in the other case study cities, however, each interview
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subject was reluctant to attribute preservation achievements to the plan alone. Brown noted
the city’s focus on the downtown, the move forward to the vibrant downtown that has
occurred, the parking issues that have been addressed, and the maintenance of historic
neighborhoods. He stated that much of the work envisioned in the plan has been seen, but
specifically stated that it was not “necessarily because of the plan, but because people really
had an interest.” Strassler noted that it is “interesting that whether it’s consistently
referenced or not, it may be a coincidence, but [the city] implemented a great deal of what’s
in the plan. Did it happen exactly as the plan said? No.” 405 Strassler went on to state that he
thinks much of its achievement came because of the evolution of the preservation field at
that time, from money made available through the Federal Tax Program, which he says had
a “huge influence in Staunton.” Strassler stated that “a lot of the plan wouldn’t have
happened without credits. So did it happen because of the plan or because of credits?” He
also stated that the city has at least picked up the plan’s “verbiage” and incorporated it into
its policy. 406 Frazier felt, again, that the plan was part of an “ongoing program that the [it]
was a part of,” where the city and HSF “intuitively did a lot of stuff, but maybe not
consciously doing the steps listed.” 407
What came out of the entire process leading up to the plan, though, and the time
following it into the 1990s, is that a “good ethic was established here.” 408 Today, Frazier
stated that like in many other places, people in Staunton are now excited about “green.”
Preservation is no longer as exciting as it once was, but the ethic is there, and “people
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continue to do it because they have seen that it worked.” 409 Through a “conscious effort”
HSF “got people on their side.” In a town where citizens would attempt to tear down
buildings several decades ago, today “people would be outraged” and are on the side of
HSF. 410 This good ethic has not only extended to citizens, but also to city officials. This
ongoing support from within the city government is unusual among the case studies,
Providence has recently lost such support, and in Lancaster, that support continues to
fluctuate through various mayoral terms. As discussed in the recommendation review
section, HSF worked very hard to get the city on its side in the 1970s, when the city was still
committed to tear-downs and new development. HSF undertook a conscious and difficult
effort to impress a preservation point of view upon the city. This accomplishment, which
has allowed for long-term continuous success of preservation in Staunton, did not occur
because of the plan, but because HSF patiently worked to show the city through example
that preservation could work for their community. Today, preservation leaders acknowledge
that they “always need to be diligent and keep the relationship going” and as a result, “most
of the time municipal action reflects” preservation goals. 411
Preservation leaders in Staunton were hard-pressed to discuss obstacles to achieving
preservation goals in the city. The obstacles named, though, are similar to those in the other
case studies. Like advocates in other cities, Strassler spoke of problems created by the “quick
fix industry” saying that it is “hard to keep up with the vinyl additions and replacement
window industry” and their advertising. 412 Furthermore, like any other city, Staunton “could
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always use more staff and more money.” 413 What sets Staunton apart, is that an ethic has
been established that it seems to allow the city to weather ups and downs in budget and
staff, and despite some citizens’ attraction to quick home fixes, most understand and are
proud of the overall preservation effect in their town.
The most significant lessons to be learned from the Staunton case study are those
related to HSF’s long-term, continuing efforts towards creating and then maintaining a
preservation ethic among citizens and city council members. Staunton’s impressive
revitalization came through marrying preservation with economics, which has proven
extremely successful for the community economically, and has also shown by example to
citizens, leaders and developers that preservation works. Such success makes the case for
continued support of preservation incentives such as tax credits and grants. Staunton is a
different city than Lancaster, and certainly a very different city than Providence; this perhaps
makes maintenance of its preservation ethic slightly easier. Staunton’s small-town
characteristics are likely to promote more attachment to and pride in its neighborhoods and
its accomplishments. Nonetheless, HSF’s continued outreach and cooperation with the city
is a lesson that can be applied in any locality looking to incorporate preservation into
successful city planning.
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CHAPTER 7: FINAL CONCLUSIONS
As interest in preservation planning has grown in recent decades, the field has gained
increasing attention as a discipline in its own right, complementary to but distinct from
broader comprehensive city planning. Like many disciplines, as preservation planning has
developed, it has begun to define itself and its specific elements in order to gain legitimacy as
both an academic subject and in practical application. Furthermore, academics and
professionals with an interest in the field have begun to analyze and refine preservation
planning’s tools in order to strengthen its effectiveness.
One of preservation planning’s greatest tools is the preservation plan itself, which
coordinates the various interests and activities of planning into one comprehensive
document. The result of preservation planning analysis is often publications focused on
review and survey of written plans and attention to suggested plan elements. The intention
of this thesis has been to further contribute to the critical reflection of this discipline,
through a case study-oriented analysis that has focused on the preservation planning history
and plan implementation of several cities, in order to determine the usefulness of
preservation plans and methods of improving successful implementation.
The case studies analyzed in this thesis - Providence, Rhode Island, Lancaster,
Pennsylvania and Staunton, Virginia - represent three very different cities with preservation
plans that reflect their unique characteristics and needs at the time of plan publication. For
example, in Providence and Staunton, the preservation plan was directly incorporated as the
historic preservation component of each city’s comprehensive plan, while in Lancaster, the
plan directly influenced the content of the preservation (or in this case, “community
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character”) chapter of the subsequent local comprehensive plan. Additionally, each plan has
a distinctive form and approach to content. Providence’s A Preservation Plan is an actionoriented document, with 30 specific actions presented in a clear matrix of goals, actions and
first steps to be taken, as well as a time frame and suggested participants. In Lancaster,
Preserving Community Character was written in order to “start an ongoing dialog” regarding
community character, and encourages “people to use the report as a basis for discussion.” 414
This plan is less action-oriented than Providence’s, and instead was developed to serve as a
means to envision the Lancaster that residents wanted to see in the future. This plan
presents recommendations for Lancaster in a narrative format. Finally, Preservation in Staunton
was written as a policy plan, explicitly directed at integrating the historic preservation goals
of the leading local preservation advocate, the Historic Staunton Foundation, with the
planning policy of the city. Staunton presents its recommendations in a narrative format,
with clear goals and objectives and lengthy action recommendations for each.
These case study plans were analyzed not only through study of the plan itself, but
by examining implementation of the plan and success of preservation activities in each
locality after its publication. Plan analysis did not follow one specific method of
implementation evaluation, but followed basic methods as reviewed in Chapter 2 Literature
Review. Both William Baer’s “General Plan Evaluation Criteria” and Mark Seasons’
“Monitoring Evaluation in Municipal Planning: Considering Realities” particularly influenced
plan evaluation in this thesis. Specifically, Baer discusses the idea of “evaluating post hoc
plan outcomes,” by comparing a plan’s intended outcome against what actually occurred, as
long as allowances are made for variants in implementation. Seasons emphasizes the equal
414
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importance of qualitative data when evaluating plan effectiveness. As a result, the analysis
presented here includes both a “quantitative” study of outcomes, directly linking plan
recommendations with future outcomes, as well as a qualitative assessment of success in
each city, primarily based on opinions expressed by interview subjects.
Despite their differences in form and content, case study analyses showed that the
creation and use of a preservation plan and the process of preservation planning has been
successful in each city. They prove that municipalities derive significant benefit from the
process of developing a plan and from undertaking its implementation. This conclusion is
based first on the “quantitative” research performed, which traced each goal or
recommendation to an outcome. Through this research it was found that each locality had
accomplished the majority of the preservation goals set forth in its plan. It should be noted
that while general success has been determined, in several cases it was difficult to directly
attribute successful action to the plan itself. The accomplishment of some recommendations,
for example, was due to an independent party, which took on a preservation project without
knowledge of the plan itself or its recommendations. This was seen in Providence, for
example, where the plan called for protection of natural features within the city; while this
has been a significant accomplishment there, the movement has been entirely independent
from the work of historic preservation. It was also noted in each city that city planners
themselves do not refer to published plans on a regular basis in order to direct their actions
or lead decision-making.
The determination of overall plan success was also informed by the subjective
opinions expressed by local preservation professionals in interviews with the author.
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Interview subjects were asked both subjective opinion questions, such as what they felt were
the most significant obstacles to preservation in their cities, as well as direct questions about
the implementation of specific plan recommendations. These interviews revealed a slightly
different story than what would have been concluded based just on the quantitative process,
which determined only whether recommended actions were taken or not. In many cases,
interview subjects were cautious about directly attributing preservation achievements back to
the plan itself. As stated above, some achievements were accomplished by a group or
individuals not designated in or familiar with the plan, or took place well after plan
publication. However, all interview subjects in each case study did credit the respective plan
with making a difference in preservation accomplishments in their community, whether that
was due to spurring direct action or creating public interest and awareness, or simply helping
to establish a general platform from which preservation actions were possible.
The overall success of each plan, beyond validating creation and use of preservation
plans as a worthwhile activity for localities, also demonstrates that preservation plans do not
need to conform to any specific format or content. When Gagliardi and Morris’ Local Historic
Preservation Plans: An Annotated Bibliography was published in 1993 the authors consciously
endeavored to select plans from “a wide range of community types” as well as “plans
illustrating a wide range of approaches to preservation planning.” 415 Works since then have
also emphasized variety in plan form and content, including the recent “Draft Principles of
Preservation Planning” published by the National Park Service, which recommends that
“The preservation plan’s level of technical detail and its format, length, and appearance are
guided by the extent to which these will serve the plan’s purpose(s) and the needs of its
415
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audience(s).” 416 The case studies presented in this thesis represent a variety of localities with
divergent histories and present characteristics, each of which created a plan that specifically
suited its needs at the time of publication. Since that time, each of these communities has
achieved significant preservation success. With commonly accepted plan standards such as
clearly stated goals and activities accounted for, then, individual communities can, and
should, tailor plan content to their needs rather than directly conform to a specific model or
guidelines.
While every case study revealed diverse experiences in implementation, each locality
also shared many similar achievements and obstacles. Several themes became apparent in the
interview process, which assist in forming a basis for best practices in local preservation
planning. The most significant theme revealed in interviews was the importance of the
planning process itself. The process of creating a preservation plan has a significant effect on
preservation planning and policy implementation in a community. With such a concentration
on the exact elements that should be included in a plan, such as maps, a timeframe, historic
contexts, and so on, the benefits of the process itself are at times overlooked. While they are
not concrete or easy to quantify, each of these elements was named by almost every
interview subject, while the importance of having specific components in a plan that would
ensure success (like plan format, a timeframe, etc.) was dismissed outright by all.
The first result of this planning process is the interest it generates in preservation.
The process of creating a plan has the potential to bring citizens, advocates, professionals
and city government officials together for a common cause, in this case, preservation. The
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interest generated in the process builds excitement, energizing the preservation movement in
a locality. Community and stakeholder involvement in the planning process has been
emphasized in planning in the past several decades, and this case study analysis proves its
usefulness. Each preservation plan analyzed here was the result of strong community
involvement, which professionals felt contributed to success. Exposing stakeholders to each
other’s interests serves to enrich the final plan product. Additionally, the interest built serves
to create “buy-in” to preservation, a phrase that was repeated in almost every interview
conducted. Both citizens and leaders must be convinced of the benefits of preservation in
order to actively support any preservation plan and work towards its implementation. This
helps to create a stable preservation ethic within the community.
In a related theme, the planning process starts a discussion about preservation that
requires city government departments and commissions to communicate with each other
within the local government, and also to communicate with external local preservation
advocates and neighborhood groups. One often cited issue in preservation planning was the
conflict of goals or agendas among different city departments. Preservation goals have a
greater chance of success if these various groups are able to coordinate their efforts with
mutual understanding of differing interests. This requires continued communication which
must extend outside of the plan creation process.
With the planning process completed, professionals must continue to advocate for
preservation in their city. Interview subjects repeatedly emphasized that having a plan,
whether it is actively referred to or not in everyday planning, gives preservation legitimacy
and preservation planners credibility within the city as they continue to advocate for
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implementation of its recommendations and activities. Planners may not refer back to the
plan on a regular basis, but its very existence gives their recommendations and views
credibility in the eyes of the mayor, other city departments, commissions and citizens. If
challenged, preservation planners or the local preservation authority have a concrete
document to refer to that defines the city’s commitment to the cause of preservation
through identified actions.
The educational outreach begun in the plan creation process also must continue after
plan publication. Each interview subject highlighted the necessity of education and outreach,
focusing on every member of the community from citizens to the mayor. Preservation
education continues to be important in order to dispel misunderstandings and negative
perceptions about preservation that continue even today. For citizens, outreach dispels such
longstanding concerns as those associated with excessive historic district control over private
property, and educates residents as to correct materials and methods for rehabilitation. This
educational theme continues with city officials such as building departments and code
officials, many of whom continue to lack knowledge of or interest in preservation.
Education can also lead by example; in Staunton, for instance, a series of preservation
successes convinced the city that preservation has a demonstrable economic benefit.
Finally, each interview subject emphasized the importance of providing incentives
for preservation. While the plan itself does not have the power to create incentives, it is
important that it explore opportunities and specific entities that might coordinate these
efforts. Every interview subject emphasized that while tools for protection of historic
resources are important, they are not enough to build support for preservation or stimulate
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significant preservation activity. This point was particularly emphasized in Staunton, where
the current executive director of its main preservation advocacy foundation went so far as to
question whether preservation success happened “because of the plan or because of [historic
rehabilitation tax] credits?” 417 Interview subjects in both Providence and Lancaster also
spoke of the demonstrable effect of tax credits, grants and other incentives in their cities,
which directly encouraged preservation activity and brought it to the attention of developers,
city leaders and others with significant power to affect the future of these localities.
The main conclusion from this case study analysis, then, is that it is not necessarily a
plan’s form or content that influences preservation success. Outside of preservation
interests, factors including shifting demographics, changing economic circumstances and
varying support from city government will significantly effect the implementation of
preservation plan recommendations. Furthermore, preservation professionals and planners
themselves may not directly use the plan to guide their actions, especially as regular
administrative concerns overwhelm their attention. With these variables in mind, the results
of the preservation planning process become increasingly significant in influencing future
success. The interest and “buy-in” created through the planning process, as well as the
communication between different interest groups and coordination of their activities,
contributes to long-term preservation ethic in a community. Furthermore, this process must
be repeated periodically or interest will decline, as well as the credibility and legitimacy
gained as discussed above. Other elements, such as education and outreach, must remain
stable undertakings maintained by preservationists as a long-term, continuing process.
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While the daily process of trying to keep up with planning is difficult and timeconsuming, some provision should be made (perhaps through partnership with a local
advocacy group) to measure plan implementation and outcome. This thesis process has
revealed several important themes, but a more accurate measure of implementation can only
be achieved by the constituents involved. If preservation is local, as is often said, then
continued success of a preservation plan is best determined through analysis by the
community itself. Continual measurement of plan achievements and updates to the plan that
repeat the process described above will maintain interest in preservation planning and create
a long-term preservation ethic.
Plan content will not guarantee implementation, but certain statements and
provisions in the plan can help contribute to future success. Chapter 3 Planning History and
Background discussed several studies which recommend specific components for preservation
plans, specifically, Roddewig and White’s Preparing a Historic Preservation Plan (1994) and the
National Park Service’s “Draft Principles of Preservation Planning” (2000). Such
recommendations, as quoted in Chapter 3, have been proven effective through this case study
analysis, but several in particular apply to the themes as discussed here. These
recommendations are quoted below, in coordination with the themes as discussed above.
x

(Process)
1. “The preservation planning process is innovative, flexible, and carefully
designed to respond to the scale, audience, and needs of the specific planning
area.” 418
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2. “Preservation planning involves the public in plan development,
implementation, and revision, and tailors an approach to public participation
that is appropriate for the varying identities and roles of the plan-maker and
planning participant.” 419
x

(Communication and Coordination)
1. “Statement of the relationship between historic preservation and other local
land use and growth management authority.” 420
2. “Preservation planning, the plan, and plan implementation are integrated and
coordinated with other planning and decision-making processes in the
planning area.” 421

x

(Legitimacy and Coordination)
1. “Explanation of the legal basis for protection of historic resources in the
state and community.” 422
2.

“Preservation plan implementation has access to realistic strategies and
legally sound tools that are appropriate for achieving plan goals and
policies.” 423

3. “Make sure that the plan is officially adopted by resolution or
ordinance…” 424

419
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4. Follow adoption of the plan with an Executive Order of the mayor or city
manager requiring each city department and agency to give special attention
to the needs of any historic resource under its jurisdiction…” 425
x

(Education)
1. “Statement of the relationship between historic preservation and the
community’s educational system and program.” 426

x

(Incentives)
1. “Statement of incentives.” 427
2. “Work to include capital appropriations in the annual local government
budget for the preservation incentives or programs specified in the
preservation plan, effectively ensuring that preservation projects become part
of the long-term capital budget…” 428

x

(Evaluation)
1. “The preservation plan has a specific and explicitly stated time frame, after
which it is reaffirmed, substantially revised, or a completely new plan is
developed.” 429
2. “Preservation plan implementation includes ongoing evaluation, monitoring,
and review of changing conditions and progress toward achievement of plan
goals and policies.” 430

425
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As preservation plans continue to be published in the future, it is important for
preservation professionals to keep in mind that, upon publication, the plan becomes part of
the dynamic, changing environment of the real world. As a result, plan form and content in
and of themselves will not guarantee implementation of the plan or preservation success in
any community. The plan is only capable of serving as a guide for future action and as an
official document to which the preservationist or planner can refer to for legitimacy in the
eyes of other city leaders and the public. Setting forth clear goals and recommendations as
well as guidance for integration of those recommendations into broader city objectives will
further encourage successful plan implementation. From there, every tool must be put forth
to encourage preservation, including protective measures like historic zoning, incentives such
as tax credits or a local revolving fund, and a sustained education program that reaches out
to everyone from the city council to local citizens. Ups and downs in factors like city
government support, city budget and the economy are challenges that preservation will
always face, but the continued process of planning and a strong, committed advocacy will
create and maintain a long-term preservation ethic among citizens and leaders upon which a
locality can rely.
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